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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This is a phenomenological study of the talk sessions
between a beginning teacher and her mentor. Although the
talk sessions under study are identified as a bounded system, it
should be noted that the phenomenon of these talk sessions
occurs in a larger social context. Therefore, the phenomenon
cannot properly be described or studied without a clear
description of the context.

Context of the Study
One of the largest misunderstandings found both inside
and outside of the education profession is that teaching is a
relatively common place, easy-to-leam task. The task of
becoming a teacher is not an easy one. Borko (1986)
commented that learning to teach is distinctiy set apart from
the introduction into other professions. At best, the preservice
experience can provide only practice in teaching. The first

encounter with "true" teaching does not occur until the
beginning teacher steps into his or her own classroom.
Today, we face a critical need to protect our investment
in teachers. It should not be surprising to note that nationally,
approximately 15 percent of new teachers leave after their
first year of teaching as compared to an overall teacher
turnover rate of 5 percent. Another 15 percent leave after
their second year and an additional 10 percent after the third
year (Schlechty & Vance, 1983). Studies by Darling-Hammond
(1990) set this figure at nearly 30 percent. A report from the
Texas Education Agency revealed that nearly 50% of the
teachers who began teaching in Texas in the 1989-90 school
year had left the classroom by 1995 (Fikac, 1995). Although
the outcome for this study is not teacher retention, it is
noteworthy to mention that the phenomenon under study
occurs within a context of high attrition rates for beginning
teachers.
A 1984 Wisconsin Department of PubUc Instruction Task
Force Report on Teaching and Teacher Education indicated that
the most academically capable teachers tend to be the first to

leave education and are doing so in increasing numbers.
Darling-Hammond and Goodwin (1993) reported that the
replacement of older teachers by younger teachers, who
traditionally have very high attrition rates, will increase
turnover throughout the decade, unless changes occur in the
capacity of the profession to retain beginning teachers. The loss
of these valuable human resources is the result, at least in part,
of the failure to provide appropriate and adequate help to
beginning teachers (Gehrke & Kay, 1984; Hurley, 1989).
With regard to those who do not choose to leave the
profession, Ryan et al. (1980) commented, "Many of us who
have studied what happens to first year teachers beUeve that
events during this initial year contribute to the gap between
what they (beginning teachers) were capable of becoming and
what they have, in fact, become" (p. 4). Ryan et al. concluded
that an unresolved tension in the beginning teaching
experience is the gap between beginning teachers' aspirations
and expectations for teaching and the teaching they settie for
due to the events of the first year. This tension was later
explored in Veenman's (1984) construct of reality shock where

he reported that teachers begin their careers holding
democratic principles of teaching. However, because of the
realities faced by these beginners, they soon take on a more
authoritarian and less democratic view of teaching.
The characteristics of and difficulties encountered by
beginning teachers have been recorded as far back as Smith's
work in 1950 and Wey's work in 1951 (for an overview of the
long-term nature of problems characteristic of beginning
teachers, see Table 1, p.35). There have been numerous
environmental changes influenced by these studies. These
changes include adjustments of curriculum in preservice
preparation programs, increases in requirements for student
teaching, legislated mandates for pubHc school programs ia
many states, formalized mentoring programs, and additional
teacher inservice programs. In spite of these environmental
and programmatic changes (Odell, 1990), however, httie has
changed with regard to the problems that first-year teachers
experience during their induction into the teaching profession
(Schlechty & Whitford, 1989).

The discussion of the problems experienced by beginning
teachers has been ongoing for a number of years. The
discussion continues as many states and local districts struggle
over the problems of first year teachers and solutions to those
problems. One must ask, why do beginning teachers continue
to demonstrate the same problems as beginning teachers 40
years ago? Why do the themes which describe their pHght
remain constant in light of the attempts to improve the
induction years?
In recent years, the response to meet these challenges
has, in many cases, resulted in assistance to these novice
teachers through induction programs. Mentoring, the formal
counseling and support of a beginning teacher by an
experienced teacher, has been a significant component of many
of these induction programs (Odell, 1990). It should be stated
early that the success and retention of beginning teachers is
determined by a host of demographic, professional,
environmental, psychological, organizational, and social factors
(Lortie, 1975). Nevertheless, Chapman (1983) suggested that

long-term teacher retention and success can be improved by
mentoring teachers during their first year of teaching.
Chapman proposed that the roots of long-term teacher
retention are longitudinal and can be traced back to the
teacher's early commitments to and experiences in teaching.
Although Chapman believed that beginning teacher retention
and success could be improved through mentoring, he never
explored mentor actions and activities. One might ask, what is
a mentor teacher's role in a beginning teacher's early
commitments to and experiences in teaching? Is mentoring
designed to provide support for the beginning teacher as the
beginner confronts his or her own aspirations and expectations
for teaching together with the day-to-day events of schooling?
Does the mentor teacher have role in reduciag that gap which
exists between the beginning teacher's aspirations and
expectations for teaching and the teaching they actually settie
for in the first year of teaching? What influence does the
mentor have on this gap? What things does the mentor say to
the beginning teacher which may enlarge or reduce that gap?

Phenomenon Under Study
The phenomenon under study is the bounded system of
talk sessions between a beginning teacher and her mentor.
Although it must be recognized that this single phenomenon
occurs within a larger social context, it must also be recognized
that only a study with a narrow scope can answer such
questions as:
1. What do a mentor and a beginning teacher talk about during
scheduled talk sessions?
2. How does the begirming teacher perceive teaching and
herself as a teacher through this talk about teaching?
3. How does the mentor perceive teaching and the beginning
teacher through these talks about teaching?
4. Are there ways in which talks with the mentor influence the
beginning teacher's perceptions of teaching and herself as a
teacher?
One of the most noted themes found in the discussion of
teacher induction is a need for support systems for beginners
(OdeU, 1996). Throughout the 1980s and 1990s this support
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system has most notably been implemented through mentoring
programs (Huling-Austin, 1990).
The Uterature, so far, has revealed httie agreement
regarding the definition and role or function of mentors (De
Bolt, 1992). Many researchers agree that a definition for
mentoring is not to be found because the acts of mentoring are
context specific (Odell, 1990). Other researchers have
attempted to define mentoring through historical perspectives
(e.g., Greek mythology); however, the historical perspective
leaves the reader few concrete tools for implementing practical
approaches to the problems of teacher induction.
The mentoring Uterature gives an in depth look at the
roles or functions and characteristics of mentors. However, the
Uterature on mentoring roles does not speak to how they
should be executed in day-to-day iateractions with beginning
teachers. Furthermore, the Uterature on mentoring roles and
characteristics (Galvez-Hjomevik, 1985; HuUng-Austin, 1990;
OdeU, 1990 ) suggests that the process of mentoring is carried
out by processes of interaction between the mentor and
beginning teacher. WUdman et al. (1992) concluded that
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mentoring involves highly personal interactions which are
conducted in a variety of circumstances. The Uterature reveals
Uttie research on mentor-beginning teacher talk. It is logical to
conclude that it is the talk between beginning teachers and
mentors which serves as a vehicle for this interaction. Talk
between beginning teachers and mentors appears to be a
primary vehicle for mentors to carry out roles such as "coach,"
"encourager," or "information provider." OdeU (1986) and Littie
(1985) concluded that the primary focus of the talk between
beginning teachers and mentors is talk about teaching. Thus,
although much is expected regarding the possible influence of
mentors' conversations with their mentees, Uttie is known
about the nature of such conversations.
Given this conclusion, one might ask, what do a mentor
and beginning teacher talk about in scheduled talk sessions?
What is the relationship between mentor-beginning teacher
talk about teaching and the beginning teacher's understanding
of teaching? How does the beginning teacher's imderstanding
of teaching (or lack of it) narrow or broaden? In what ways, if

any, did the mentor - beginning teacher talk about teaching
affect the beginning teacher's understandings?

Theoretical Perspective
The theoretical perspective that wiU guide this study is
phenomenology. Phenomenology finds it's origins in
"phenomena," a Greek word meaning "that which presents
itself." Max Van Manen (1990) explained that experiences,
interactions, and quaUties of the world-phenomena-present
themselves to us, and we create meanings to attach to them.
Through this process of attaching meanings to what we
experience, we give meaning to ourselves. Phenomenology is
the study of this process of meaning-making.
A phenomenological approach seeks "verstehen - an
understanding of the view of the world held by those people
involved in a situation" (Pope, 1982, p.3). The researcher does
not assume to know what things and experiences mean to the
individuals being studied in a particular situation (Douglas,
1976). The researcher observes, asks questions, and Ustens,
attempting to uncover the meaning that participants are
10

constructing around their experiences (Geertz, 1973) and "to
interpret the actions of individuals in the social world and the
ways in wiiich individuals give meaning to social phenomena"
(Schutz, 1967,p. 11).
Phenomenological research emphasizes the "social
construction" of reaUty (Berger & Luckmann, 1967). Through
interactions with others, individuals interpret their
experiences. The meaning that individuals attach to their
experiences through interpretations developed in interactions
with others constitutes reaUty (Greene, 1978). As Barton and
Walker (1978) further explained, the nature of any educational
experience is "relative." ReaUty is constructed by the
participants in any given situation. What a phenomenological
approach emphasizes, then, is gaining entry into participants'
conceptual world in order to understand how and what
meaning they construct around events they experience (Geertz,
1973).
A phenomenological approach is appropriate for this
study. The phenomenon being studied is the talk and
interaction that occurs between a mentor and a beginning
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teacher in after school meetings held under the auspices of a
formal mentoring program. The aim of the study is to interpret
the actions of the participants in this setting and to understand
how and what meaning they construct around events they
experience. Through observations and Ustening, the researcher
can attempt to grasp the phenomenon of mentor-beginning
teacher talk about teaching. Through interviews and
discussions with participants about the researcher's
observations, about participants' responses in interviews and
discussions, and about the researcher's interpretations of what
is seen and heard, the researcher can attempt to uncover the
meaning the participants are attaching to their talks about
teaching and the world view they are developing about
teaching and teachers through their interactions.
The notion of narrative inquiry provides a
complementary Unk to phenomenology as a theoretical
perspective. Narrative inquiry is defined as the stories that are
told of one's experience (Clandinin & ConneUy, 1996). Carr
(1986) suggested that stories are the closest humans can come
to sharing an experience. Clandinin and ConneUy (1996)
12

further suggested that teachers often use narrative inquiry, or
stories, to relate the experiences in their classrooms to one
another.
Although it is not the intent of this study to examine
directiy the stories which are told by a mentor to a begiiming
teacher, it should be noted that narrative is the vehicle for
capturing the phenomenon in this study. The data in this study
reveal that this mentor often used narrative or personal stories
in an attempt to help this beginning teacher as she developed
an understanding of teaching.
While there is general agreement that experienced
teachers have the wisdom of practice to help beginning
teachers learn, many realize the necessity of making this
practical knowledge expUcit to beginners. Carter (1990)
pointed out that the nature of teachers' practical knowledge,
the implicit theories teachers develop about the complexities of
interacting and thinking-in-action during the school day, is
elusive yet potentially rich. Many agree that experienced
teachers have a significant impact on the learning of novices
and in shaping novices' beliefs (Cochran-Smith, 1991).
13

However, Uttie is known about how these ideas are articulated
to novices.
Knowles and Holt-Reynolds (1991) found that beginning
teachers develop beliefs about teaching, at least in part, from
the narrative nature of personal stories. Clandinin and
CormeUy (1996) argued that many experienced teachers use
narrative to exchange knowledge and beliefs about teaching.
They further indicated that what teachers understand about
teaching depends on the stories that are told to them by other
professionals. What teachers understand, shifts as the stories
about schools shift, as do the values attached to that
imderstanding (Clandinin & ConneUy, 1996).
This study is guided by the questions: what do a
beginning teacher and a mentor talk about in scheduled talk
sessions? and, what is the relationship of these talk sessions to
the beginning teacher's early understandings of teaching? The
framework for this study, then, is grounded in phenomenology.
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Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate what a
beginning teacher and her mentor talk about in scheduled talk
sessions. The study uncovered how a beginning teacher
perceived teaching and herself as a teacher through talks with
her mentor. AdditionaUy, it provided insight into how teaching
and this beginner were perceived by her mentor through these
talks and ways in which, if any, talks with the mentor
influenced the beginning teacher's perceptions of teaching,
herself, and understandings she develops.

Research Questions
The research questions that guided this study were:
1. What do a mentor and a begirming teacher talk about
during scheduled talk sessions?
2. How does the beginning teacher perceive teaching and
herself as a teacher through this talk about teaching?
3. How does the mentor perceive teaching and the
beginning teacher through these talks about teaching?
4. Are there ways in which talks with the mentor
15

influence the beginning teacher's perceptions of teaching and
herself as a teacher?
5. What is the beginning teacher's response to this
influence? What understandings are developed?
Definition of Terms
Mentor-A mentor is defined as an experienced
professional who willingly accepts the responsibiUty of
facUitating the professional growth and support of a novice
teacher in a formal induction/mentoring program.
Induction year-Although induction is a concept which
envisions teaching as a life long continuum, the induction year
is defined for the purpose of this study as the initial year of
teaching.
Beginning teacher-A beginning teacher is defined as an
individual who has completed a teacher preparation program
in the calendar year which precedes his or her employment
and who is presentiy practicing in the first year of teaching.
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Delimitations
This research is presented as a phenomenological study
of a single case of the talk sessions between a beginning
teacher and a mentor. The purpose of this research was to
investigate what a mentor and beginning teacher talk about
during scheduled talk sessions throughout a school year and
how these individuals develop understandings about teaching
and one another as a result of these talks. The intent of this
study was not directed at the larger social organization of
schools, although it is recogiuzed that talk sessions between a
mentor and a beginning teacher naturaUy occur within a larger
social system.
A number of conclusions suggested that this study could
be so narrow in scope. Sitter and Lanier (1982) concluded that
although beginning teachers may pass through some simUar
stages of concern or development, they do so in very
individualized ways. VaUi (1992) suggested that becoming a
teacher involves the development of a consistent and
internalized phUosophy of instruction. Carter and Doyle (1995)
indicated that the decision to enter teaching comes after one
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has settied on an image of what it wiU be like to act as a
teacher. FinaUy, Cogan (1973) found that teacher development
is context-specific and that teachers adjust individuaUy to the
teaching situation. Given these conclusions, it was appropriate
to focus this study on an individual beginning teacher and her
mentor.

Limitations of the Study
This study is limited by transferabiUty concerns
associated with quaUtative research (Bogdan & Biklen, 1982).
First, this study took place in the southwest region of the
United States where the regional and demographic influence
limit the representativeness of the study. Secondly, the
sociocultural atmosphere of this school district is
representative of its conservative community makeup. Third,
approximately 70% of the district's new teachers are hired
from the three local universities. These universities are aU
institutions of higher education which are supported privately.
They are financed by members of the Methodist, Baptist, and
Church of Christ affiUations. This context of heavy religious
18

influence is not representative of most pubUc schools.
This study wiU also have temporal limitations associated
with it. The data coUected during this particular school year
were different than if they had been coUected at another time
during the participants' careers. However, this study was
designed to provide a thick description of these individuals at
this point it time.
FinaUy, as a single case study, the findings may not be
generaUzable at aU. It is the researcher's responsibiUty to give
a thick description, and it is the reader's task to see how or if
the findings fit the reader's situation (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).

Significance of the Study
The discussion of the problems experienced by beginning
teachers is an ongoing one. Many states and local districts
struggle over solutions to the problems first year teachers
experience. In spite of these attempts, the pUght of novice
teachers remains constant.
Support systems for induction year teachers can most
notably be found in the mentoring Uterature. However, the
19

literature, so far, reveals no definitive studies of the
effectiveness of mentoring. It also reveals Uttie agreement
regarding the definition and role or fimction of mentors. It,
furthermore, does not speak to how the roles of mentoring
should be executed ui day to day interactions with beginning
teachers, even though talk about teaching is assumed to be the
primary vehicle for carrying out the mentoring role (OdeU,
1990).
The Uterature reveals Uttie research on mentor-beginning
teacher talk. It is virtuaUy void of analysis of the nature and
influence of this talk. This study provides one story of the
nature and influence of talk between a mentor and a beginning
teacher.
Additionally, this study could inform school
administrators who identify their situations with the situation
described in this study. It may provide food for thought
regarding the role of talk between mentors and beginning
teachers in induction programs. The study could be
informative regarding the kind of talk influencing a beginning
teacher.
20

Organization of the Dissertation
Chapter 1 presents an overview and general description
of the area of concern regarding beginning teachers. It
includes a statement of the problem, the research questions,
and a discussion of the significance of the study.
Chapter II provides a review of the related Uterature
which discusses the developmental phases of beginning
teachers, general problems related to beginning teachers,
induction programs for beginning teachers, and an overview of
the role of mentoring in induction. The discussion of mentoring
also includes historical concepts of mentoring, mentoring roles
or functions, characteristics of mentors, and phases of the
mentoring relationship.
Chapter III gives a detailed account of the methods used
to collect and analyze data for this study. It also describes the
study participants and the setting.
Chapters IV and V provide a presentation and analysis of
aU the data gathered in the study. This chapter details the
nature of talk about teaching between a first-year teacher and
her mentor, the beginning teacher's perceptions of teaching and
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herself emerging from this talk, the mentor's perceptions of
teaching and the beginning teacher emerging from this talk, the
influence, if any, of this talk on the beginning teacher, and the
beginning teacher's response to this influence.
Chapter VI offers conclusions to the study. It also
explores insights gained for future studies.

22

CHAPTER n
REVIEW OF THE RELATED UTERATURE

The literature which is relevant to this study is presented
in two sections: Uterature related to the context, and Uterature
related to the phenomenon. Literature related to the context
includes a discussion of the developmental phases in learning
to teach, problems of beginning teachers, and mentoring as it
relates to induction. Literature related to the phenomenon
includes a discussion of the mentor-beginning teacher
relationship, the role of talk in mentoring, and beginning
teachers' understanding of teaching. These bodies of research
guide the research questions which directed this study.

Context
Developmental Phases in Learning to Teach
Fuller (1969) hypothesized that beginning teachers
progress through developmental phases, beginning with the
initial stage of simply surviving the transition from student
teacher to full-time instructional leader. Fuller proposed a
23

three-phase model of concerns expressed by preservice
teachers as they progressed through a teacher education
program. In the first phase FuUer reported that individuals
tend to focus on self concerns related to imcertainty about their
own inadequacy. They are concerned about understanding the
classroom context and about whether they can cope with the
day-to-day stresses of classroom teaching. As these concerns
are resolved, task concerns emerge. Task concerns relate to the
methods and logistics of teaching. In the third phase, teachers
develop what Fuller termed "impact" concerns (i.e., concerns
about the impact of their teaching on the learning of students).
It is during this stage that the understanding and appUcation of
theories and phUosophies may occur.
Data collected by Adams, Hutchinson, and Martray (1980)
in a developmental study during student teaching and first
through fifth- year-teaching supported Fuller's theory. Selfconcerns decreased in magnitude from student teaching
through the fifth year of teaching. Teacher task concerns,
however, increased with experience.
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In a study conducted by Sitter and Lanier (1982),
beginning teachers experienced concerns simUar to those
detaUed by FuUer. They did not, however, experience them in
a particular sequence. They did not resolve one concern before
moving to the next, but dealt with them simultaneously. These
results may suggest an extension of FuUer's work in that
beginning teachers experience specific stages but in ways that
are very individuaUzed. The ways in which they experience
these stages may be dependent on previous experience and
how weU the beginning teacher is equipped to deal with
various stages of development.
Berliner (1988) viewed teachers moving through five
stages of skiU development: novice, advanced beginners,
competent, proficient, and expert. Berliner described the
difference between novice beginners and expert teachers by
categorizing novices as "rational" whUe categorizing expert
teachers as "intuitive." A rational teacher is one who possesses
organized knowledge, demonstrates pattern recognition skiUs,
and has regular procedures (Berliner, 1988). An intuitive
teacher, as described by Berliner, is one who is able to
25

recognize unconsciously that a lesson faUed one week for the
same reason a different lesson faUed the week before. An
intuitive teacher is also one who knows "when to ignore or
break rules and when to foUow them" (p. 3).
Rutherford and HaU (1990) appUed FuUer's model of
stages to inservice teachers who were faced with curricular
innovation. This study found that inservice teachers tend to
move through much the same stages as FuUer's preservice
students. The study also found that practicing teachers take
about five years to move from personal concerns to impact
concerns.
Leithwood (1990) proposed a simUar developmental
model to that of FuUer's but appUed it specificaUy to the
teaching profession as opposed to preservice teachers. From
this study, Leithwood proposed six stages in the model. They
were: developing survival skUls; becoming competent in the
basic skiUs of instruction; expanding one's instructional
flexibiUty; acquiring instructional expertise; contributing to the
growth of coUeagues; and participating in a broad range of
educational decisions.

26

Apprenticeship of Observation
Another perspective which permeates the discussion of
teacher development is what Lortie (1975) referred to as the
apprenticeship of observation. Begirming teachers generaUy
claim that student teaching was the most valuable part of their
preparation. They also claim that the cooperating teacher was
the person from whom they learned the most (Feiman-Nemser
& Buchmann, 1985). This comment, in and of itself, can be a
concern for those working to improve the success rate of
begirming teachers. Often, student teachers mimic or copy
their cooperating teachers' behavior (ValU, 1992). Once they
step into their own classrooms, beginning teachers continue in
this vein. They do not take the time, or possibly do not have
the time, to investigate the reasons behind their actions. They
then use those actions in inappropriate ways. They appear to
have Uttie understanding of how their behavior might confUct
with fundamental knowledge about schooling, teaching, and
learning (ValU, 1992). Obviously, the concrete experiences and
actions observed in student teaching provide for more
powerful learning than the abstract notions provided to
27

students in university courses. However, when beginning
teachers merely imitate cooperating teachers from their
student teaching experiences, they experience difficulty
because they have not developed a consistent and intemaUzed
phUosophy of instruction. Neither have they discovered a style
which works for them and helps them adapt their behavior to
new and different situations. The beginning teacher, therefore,
takes on rote behaviors which help the beginner to survive the
day or the moment.
The issue of imitation is complicated by Lortie's
proposition that beginning teachers began to learn about
teaching when they were five years old. This prolonged
apprenticeship of observation (Lortie, 1975) can be far more
powerful than formal teacher preparation experiences. Carter
and Doyle (1995) further suggested that the decision to enter
teacher education comes after one has already settied on an
image of what it wUl be like to act as a teacher in the familiar
context of classrooms and schools. This premise focuses
concern on how educators might best collaborate with novices
in their exploration of self understanding as teachers.
28

CoUapse of Ideals
The coUapse of ideals appears to be a natural process in
the development of begirming teachers. Beginning teachers
encounter many harsh reaUties during their first years of
teaching and are often forced into situations where they are
required to masquerade themselves as experts (WUdman &
NUes, 1989). As a consequence, many beginning teachers
experience a coUapse of the ideals they formed about teaching
during teacher training (OdeU, 1990). Cogan(1973) observed
that part of what occurs in difficult teaching situations is a
regression to safe and more famiUar behaviors and attitudes.
Veenman (1984) reported that students become increasingly
idealistic, progressive, or liberal in their attitudes toward
education during their preservice training and then shift to
opposing and more traditional, conservative, or custodial views
as they move into the beginning years of teaching. His
research reported that as much as 57 percent of beginning
teachers change from a student-centered teaching approach to
an authoritarian way of teaching and that 70 percent of
beginning teachers make concessions in using a democratic
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style of teaching because of the difficulties which surface in the
classroom.
Left to their own devices, beginning teachers are likely to
focus only on survival, on what is necessary to keep the class
under control and to get the job done (Borko, 1986). Their
initial desires for assistance center on strategies and techniques
that wiU help them to accompUsh the immediate task in front
of them. Unfortunately, these survival mechanisms may not be
compatible with continued growth and development as
teachers. As Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann (1985) suggested,
a focus on "what works" in the short term (e.g., survival skUls)
may not be educative in the long run. Concentration on
survival skills could lead beginning teachers to explore only a
narrow range of alternatives, and to develop the beUef that
good teaching is something you can simply figure out on your
own, in a fairly brief amount of time.
In summary, the Uterature on developmental phases in
learning to teach reveals that beginning teachers progress
through various stages of development, although they do so in
highly individuaUzed ways. One concept which permeates the
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discussion of teacher development is what Lortie (1975)
referred to as the apprenticeship of observation. Lortie (1975),
as weU as others (Feiman-Nemser & Buchmann, 1985; VaUi,
1992), claimed that beginning teachers often mimic what they
observed in the student teaching experience without reaUy
investigating the reasons behind their actions. This concept is
further compUcated by the fact that beginning teachers
develop notions and images about teaching long before they
enter the field (Carter & Doyle, 1995). Finally, the Uterature on
beginning teacher development includes the discussion of the
coUapse of ideals (Cogan, 1973). This collapse of ideals is in
response to the harsh realities of beginning teaching. Without
intervention, the coUapse of ideals could lead to a permanent
coping strategy for the teacher. This notion holds significance
to the present study because conversations held between a
beginning teacher and a mentor can serve as a primary vehicle
for this needed intervention.
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Systemic Problems in Beginning Teaching
Given that teaching is so complex for beginners, one
might reasonably expect a structure to exist within educational
cultures to deal with these complexities. Conversely, many
schools are structured so that beginning teachers are forced to
stick to the dictates of the bureaucracy and to maintain the
status quo (Schlechty & Vance, 1983).
According to Hurley (1989) many problems of beginning
teaching were the result of five invaUd assumptions upon
which our educational system is based. These are: (1) the
assumption that a preservice preparation program can produce
teachers with sufficient content knowledge and teaching skUls
to be instantiy effective; (2) it is permissible for beginning
teachers to "learn to teach" in the unsupervised and undirected
environment of their first classroom; (3) teacher training
begins with a university preparation program and ends with
certification; (4) inservice education designed around the
normative needs of large groups of teachers can provide
assistance to a teacher struggUng with a unique problem; and
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(5) the structured assessment of teachers can, in and of itself,
insure quality teaching.
In addition to invalid assumptions which heavily
influence the educational system, schools maintain subtie but
powerful influences of expectations and rewards which impact
what begiiming teachers beUeve they can and caimot do.
Zeichner and Tabachnic (1982) named three such influences:
First, there are the direct controls of supervision and
monitoring which tend to bring about compUance with
expectations of the schools as opposed to the actual
improvement of teaching. Second, beginning teachers are
influenced through rules and regulations specified in
curriculum guides, teacher handbooks, and other documents.
Third, beginning teachers are controlled through time
schedules, performance-based curriculum and materials, and
the availability of resources.
Another systemic factor which often negatively
influences the success of beginning teachers is the nature of
teaching assignments. For instance, novices are oftentimes
introduced to the workplace and given essentially the same
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responsibUities as veteran teachers with twenty years of
experience (WUdman & NUes, 1989). Furthermore, beguming
teachers are often given some of the most difficult teaching
assigrmients involving multiple preparations, low-abUity
students, demanding extra-curricular responsibilities, and
other complicating factors (Hurley, 1989).
Odell (1990) reported that beginning teachers are often
assigned low abiUty and disruptive students. In many cases,
they are required to move from room to room, at the secondary
level, because they have no classroom assigned to them. The
beginning teacher's ability to succeed in these difficult
assignments is further impeded because it is reported that the
novice is often reluctant to ask for assistance for fear of
appearing incompetent while experienced teachers are
reluctant to offer help for fear of appearing to interfere
(Hurley, 1989).
GeneraUy, teachers with the most experience are aUowed
to request and receive the most attractive teaching
assignments (WUlis & Aver, 1988). DarUng-Hammond (1990)
commented that administrators make littie distinction between
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novice and veteran teachers except that they often give new
teachers the most difficult assigrmients - the ones that senior
teachers have "earned" the right to avoid. Senior teachers also
tend to transfer out of the least desirable schools, often those in
impoverished areas serving the neediest students, leaving
schools to hire disproportionate numbers of new and
inexperienced teachers.
It is the beginning teacher, then, who is most likely to
end up working with students of lesser academic achievement
or with those who are unmotivated and considered disruptive.
The beginning teacher may have a number of class
preparations, may have to float from classroom to classroom,
may be assigned to a subject which is outside of his or her area
of expertise, and may be given responsibiUty for timeconsuming extracurricular activities (Huling-Austin, 1987).
FinaUy, a discussion of systemic problems would be
incomplete without mentioning isolation. The beginning years
of teaching can be characterized by loneUness and isolation
thus preventing the "natural induction" process that occurs in
other professions such as business and medicine (Huling35

Austin, 1987). This "natural induction" refers to the influence
exerted on recruit's by a profession's admission, preparation,
and initiation systems. It usually involves special status
passages which mark the path to fuU acceptance and
membership. Natural induction is the result of recruit's'
interaction in a social context (Lawson, 1992).
Sarason (1971) referred to the loneliness of teachers as a
consequence of spending most of one's day with smaU chUdren
and having Uttie contact with other adults. Sarason found that
"teachers are psychologicaUy alone even though they are in a
densely populated setting" (p. 106). This lack of peer contact
which otherwise occurs in the process of natural induction is
one of the conditions of teaching which can lead to job
dissatisfaction and impede professional growth (Littie, 1981).
The problem of isolation affects beginning teachers in
particular in that these individuals have had littie, if any, time
to develop peer relationships with other teachers on the
campus (ValU, 1992). They are separated from the university
where they received their training, and at the same time they
are not yet incorporated into the social organization of the
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school (Goodlad, 1991). In many cases, regular supervisory
feedback is not consistentiy provided to begiimdng teachers.
What is provided generaUy omit's issues raised in the context
of the teacher and the knowledge about learning theory, chUd
development, and curriculum conceptions, etc. (GUckman &
Bey, 1990). Few programs designed to give supervisory
feedback to beginning teachers focus on goals for the begirmer
or the development of a reflective orientation and the skiUs
which are essential to self-evaluation (Fox & Singletary, 1986).
Rather, feedback provided to beginning teachers places
pressure on these novices to conform to the norms and
expectations of the school even though they contradict the
ideals presented in their teacher preparation (ValU, 1992.)
This confUct between the ideals conveyed in teacher education
courses and expectations of school district personnel,
contributes in part to a larger sense of isolation for the
beginning teacher.
hi summary, there are many systemic problems which
contribute to the difficulties of beginning teaching. Educational
systems are buUt around invaUd assumptions about entry into
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the profession. AdditionaUy, schools maintain tacit but
powerful influences and expectations which impact the beUef
systems of beginners. Another systemic factor is the nature of
teaching assignments for beginners. GeneraUy, beginning
teachers have not "earned" the right to the more attractive
assignments. FinaUy, beginning teachers (like experienced
teachers) spend the majority of their day in contact with
chUdren. Yet, beginning teachers have not developed peer
relationships with other teachers on the campus, and they are
separated from university faculty and peers. Mentoring has
become an important component of induction aimed at
reducing the beginning teacher's isolation and frustration (Bey
&HoUnes, 1990).

Beginning Teacher Problems in Historical Context
The discussion of problems that beginning teachers face
is not a new one. It is interesting to note that since the work of
Smith in 1950, very Uttie has changed regarding the problems
that first year teachers experience during their induction years
(see Table 1). Smith found that beginning teachers reported
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problems with understanding the nature of students, the
opportunity for contact with other adults, problems with
administrative officials, feelings of overwork, lack of training in
technique and subject matter, and frustration with physical
equipment.
In 1951, Wey's study of begirming teachers revealed that
a wide variety of difficulties tend to persist throughout the
first year of teaching. These problems consist of control and
discipline, lack of confidence and initiative, problems with
teaching assignments, problems of adapting to individual
differences of students, and relationships with supervisors.
More recent studies have found that many of those same
problems continue to face teachers as they enter the
profession. In 1984, Veenman reported problems of discipline,
and in 1989, WUdman et al. reported problems of interactions
with other professionals and with the nature of the teaching
assignment. In 1990, Houston reported problems with
understanding and adapting to the needs of students. In 1991,
StalUon and Zimpher reported problems in classroom
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management, and more recentiy in 1992, VaUi revealed that
begiiming teachers continue to face problems of isolation.
Table 1
Problems of Beginning Teachers Over Time
Problem Area

Researcher

Time Span

Feelings of Isolation

Smith, 1950;
Valli, 1992

42 years

Problems with Discipline

Wey, 1951;
Veenman, 1984

33 years

DifficultN with Classroom
Management

Wey, 1951;
Stallion & Zimpher, 1991

40 years

Interactions with Other
Professionals

Wey, 1951;
Wildman, et al, 1989

38 years

Understanding Students'
Needs, Interests,
a n d Motivation

Smith, 1950;
Houston, et al, 1990

40 years

Difficult} with Teaching
Assignment

Wev, 1951;
Wildman, et al, 1989

38 \ e a r s

In summary, the various problems facing beginning
teachers have been chronicled over time, and many of the
problems recorded m the early 1950s continue to appear in the
current Uterature. The trauma of beginning to teach is longUved, and mentoring has been viewed as a means of support
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and assistance aimed at helping the begiiming teacher to cope
with such first-year problems (e.g., Colbert & WoUf, 1992).

Section Summary
We can conclude from research on beginning teachers
that learning to teach is developmental and begins with many
obstacles. These obstacles are not new ones. They have
appeared in the Uterature since Smith's work in 1950.
However, they are obstacles that must be overcome before
teachers can progress into exceUence.
Many unanswered questions remain. They include: Why
are these problems so consistent over time? How can
administrators and supervisors better assist beginners through
the initial stages of teaching? What supervision strategies are
avaUable to ensure that "smvival" alone does not become a
common practice among new teachers? Although it is not the
purpose of this study to answer these questions, the results of
this study could possibly provide insight in guiding these
questions in future studies.
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Hurley (1989) argued that a functional and successful
induction program must begin with a more integrated view of
the life-long nature of teacher preparation, the need for a
cooperative effort by aU those who contribute to the
educational process, and the need for a prescriptive program of
assistance based on the needs of begiiming teachers. Schlechty
and Whitford (1989) argued that begiiming teachers wiU
continue to have Uttie success in their beginning years untU the
role structure of schools is modified to accommodate the
expectation that schools have a legitimate responsibiUty for the
education of teachers as weU as for the education of chUdren.
Mentoring occurs in a context of long-standing, unresolved
tensions and problems.

Mentoring as a Part of Induction
The process of teaching involves a continuum of learning,
unlearning, and releaming (Sandlin, Young, & Karge, 1992).
Teacher education and training caimot be segmented into an
artificial preservice-inservice dichotomy. Rather, Sandlin,
Young, and Karge argue that the first years of teaching should
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be viewed as an induction process due to the developmental
nature of teaching and learning to teach. An induction process
was defined by Huling-Austin (1990) as a program intended to
provide some systematic assistance, specificaUy to begiiming
teachers for at least one school year.
One response to the cry for new teacher assistance has
been the estabUshment of mentoring programs as a part of the
induction process. Movement toward induction programs has
grown dramaticaUy in the last fifteen years. In 1980, Florida
was the only state which had a mandated induction program
(Huling-Austin, 1986). Six years later, thirty-one states
claimed some type of teacher induction program. The
importance of induction programs which include the
component of mentor teachers is weU docimiented (Bey &
HoUnes, 1990; Brooks, 1987; HuUng-Austin, 1990). Many state
and local educational agencies have attempted to improve the
preparation of begiiming teachers through these programs.
The New York State Mentor Teacher Internship Program,
for example, provides support and guidance to first year
teachers through mentors who do not serve in a supervisory
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role, but rather work with first year teachers in a coUegial
relationship that is privUeged and confidential (Fontana, 1990).
In California, mentor teachers are supported in their
efforts to help beginning teachers. Mentors have been
encouraged to continue their efforts and to enhance the
professionaUsm of teaching by emphasizing the coUegial nature
of mentoring and peer-coaching (Shulman, 1988).
In Connecticut, mentor teachers were integrated into the
Beginning Educator Support and Training Program (BEST).
Connecticut provides formal training to prepare mentor
teachers to assist them in performing their duties. Along with
the buUding administrator, the mentor supports, accUmates,
and helps the begiiming teacher to develop the skiUs outlined
in the Connecticut teaching competencies (DeBolt, 1992).
A program developed by Indiana State University pairs
interns with mentors who work with them coUegiaUy on a dail\^
basis (Elrod & deGraw, 1991). Throughout the year, meetings
and seminars are held where consultants work with each group
of mentors and interns on topics specific to their needs and
interests.
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North Carolina instituted a two-year probationary period
for initial certification of teachers. To assist new teachers in
reaching and surpassmg the goals of the state mandates, the
University of North Carolina at Charlotte, in conjunction with
surroimding school districts, created the Teacher Induction
Program (TIP). The program incorporated clinical supervision,
school-based support systems, and information from
coUaboratively developed inservice projects (Schaffer,
Stringfield, & Wolfe, 1992).
In 1987, Texas enacted Senate BiU 994 which provided
for teacher induction. Because of the vastness of Texas, the
variations in culture, demographics, and the consequent
uniqueness of districts, requirements for induction programs
are loosely structured. Mentoring and mentor training,
however, are included in those requirements (Hurley, 1989).
Florida and Oklahoma require a year-long internship
prior to regular teacher certification. Begiiming teachers are
provided with supervision and mentoring during this period to
assist them in obtaining certification (Huling-Austin, 1986).
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As the Uterature on mentoring continues to grow, a
variety of interpretations and new programs of implementation
continue to appear. Although each enjoys it's own unique
program characteristics, these programs share common goals.
According to OdeU (1990), the goal of supportive begiiming
teacher programs is to assist begiiming teachers in their
professional growth and to ease their transition from student
teacher to fuU-time instructional leader in the classroom.
Although there is Uttie experimental testimony which
speaks to the definitive effectiveness of mentoring programs,
evidence that teacher mentoring fosters the development of
new teachers is increasing. Colbert and Wolff (1992) found that
95% of the beginning teachers who experienced mentoring
during their initial years remained in teaching after 3 years.
OdeU and Ferraro (1992) reported that 80% of supported firstyear teachers remained after 5 years. Mentored beginning
teachers appear to evince more competency and motivation
than teachers without mentors (Huling-Austin, 1990). Hegler
and Dudley (1985) revealed data to show that mentoring can
improve the quaUty of the first year of teaching. Blackburn
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(1977) foimd that competency ratings of beginning teachers
who had mentor teachers assigned to them were higher than
the competency ratings of those who went without mentoring.
Stmimers foimd that beginning teachers who participated in a
mentoring program showed significant development in terms
of use of mastery learning and higher order questioning, as
compared to those who did not participate in the program.
Littie appears to be known, then, about the definitive
effectiveness of mentoring.
What remains even less clear is exactiy how mentors go
about the acts of mentoring and how mentoring affects the
retention of teachers in the profession.

Historical Perspectives in Mentoring
hi order to answer the question, "What is a mentor?", it
would be helpful to look to the origin of the term. The term
mentor

can be traced back to Homer's epic poem. The Odyssey

(Fitzgerald, 1961). In this great tale, Odysseus gave the
responsibiUties of watching over as weU as educating his son
Telemachus to his loyal friend Mentor. Odysseus ventured off
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to fight the Trojan War whUe Mentor stayed behind to educate
Telemachus. Telemachus' education was not confined merely to
the martial arts but was comprehensive in that it included
every facet of his life (Clawson, 1980). The mentoring
relationship between Mentor and Telemachus experienced
some difficulty. Mentor was chaUenged with making
Telemachus aware of the mistakes he had made without
causing rebelUon. Mentor knew that it was necessary to advise
and guide Telemachus so that he would learn from his own
errors in judgment. The guidance provided by Mentor was
provided through a variety of interactions. Many of these
interactions were characterized by talk. DeBolt (1992) claimed
that Mentor shared information with Telemachus, but he also
encouraged him to talk with the other comrades of Odysseus.
Through these conversations, Telemachus learned and added to
his understanding of the world around him. By talking. Mentor
helped Telemachus to draw meaning and understanding from
the adult world and of himself as an adult. For Mentor and
Telemachus, talk appeared to be a central quaUty of mentoring.
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History provides numerous examples of caring, nurturing,
and chaUenging relationships that mirrored that of Mentor and
Telemachus. Such relationships were Socrates and Plato, Freud
and Jimg, Lorenzo de Medici and Michelangelo, and Haydn and
Beethoven (Merriam, 1983). In each of these historic contexts,
the mentors exhibited the characteristics of advisor, helper, or
sponsor who offered insight and guidance to a protege.
HistoricaUy defined, a mentor is an older, more experienced
person who is committed to helping a younger, less
experienced person become prepared for aU aspects of life
(OdeU, 1990). The protege benefit's from the mentor's guidance
and attributes his success to the mentor's influence.
Recentiy, the term "mentor" has appeared often in the
Uterature on teacher induction and in other fields of study
(DeBolt, 1992). Much of the Uterature focuses on mentors'
stages of development, functions, and relationships with
proteges (Brozoska et al., 1987). Although studies examining
both informal mentoring and formal mentoring among teachers
offer vague definitions, the mentor has been described as
teacher, coach, trainer, role model, protector, sponsor, leader, or
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promoter (Galvez-Hjomevik, 1986). Mentors are certainly not
limited to the areas of education. Mentors can be found in the
training and development of nurses, psychologists, sociologists
and scientists, as weU (Gray & Gray, 1985). Although
mentoring is a much discussed and often used term, there is
evidence that it is Uttie imderstood and vaguely deflned.
According to Speizer (1981), there existed no commonly
accepted meaning of the term.

Mentoring Roles or Functions
Consensual agreement on the defined roles or fimctions of
a mentor has not been achieved in the mentoring Uterature.
WUdman et al (1992) stated that because mentoring involves
highly personal interactions, conducted under different
circumstances in different schools, the roles of mentoring
caimot be rigidly specified. Mentor roles have differed in terms
of the number and heterogeneity of dimensions that they
encompass. According to OdeU (1990), it appeared to be one
matter for the mentor to protect and open doors for the
protege; another matter for the mentor to guide, teach, and
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coach the protege; and stiU another matter for the mentor to
consult, advise, and coimsel the protege. According to HulingAustin (1990):
The sooner it is recognized and accepted
that both the role of the mentor and the
mentoring process are highly complex,
the sooner greater degrees of meaningful mentoring wiU take place between
and novice teachers in school settings
across the country, (p. 50)
Mentors find themselves functioning in a variety of roles
in an effort to assist their proteges. Rogers (1961) found that
mentors fulfiU the role of a trusted coUeague by estabUshing a
trusting, caring relationship with proteges. This relationship is
characterized by a high level of genuine, positive regard on the
part of the mentor who also uses talk to problem solve with
and advise the protege (Gordon, 1974). Huling-Austin (1990)
described the role of trusted colleague as one where the
mentor frequentiy initiates informal conversations with the
begirming teacher and responds when the beginning teacher
expresses a concern or problem.
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Mentors also fulfiU the role of coach for their protege
(Joyce & Showers, 1982). Bey (1992) reported that in the role
of coach, the mentor can provide cycles of assistance for the
protege within a clinical supervision model of teaching which is
necessarily characterized by talk.
Zey (1984) found that mentoring roles extend to
psychological support and confidence buUding. In talking
about issues which provide psychological support, the mentor
assists the protege in overcoming pressures and strains which
may accompany positions of greater responsibUity.
WUdman et al. (1992) found that mentors take on the
role of leader and guide. They also found that mentors often
function indirectiy to influence beginning teachers. In these
roles, mentors did not take the expedient route to giving
answers during discussions and smoothing over difficulties for
their beginners. Rather, their talk was characterized by shared
problem solving.
Mentors also function as developers of their proteges.
Reimaan et al. (1988) found that mentors encourage their
mentees to reflect upon their initial teaching experiences. They
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match and mismatch the protege's current cognitivedevelopmental level in order to enhance growth (Himt, 1983)
and assist the mentees in becoming inquiring professionals
(Thies-SprintiiaU & SprintiiaU, 1987). The role of the developer
includes encouraging proteges to engage in self-analysis of
technical, affective, and critical dimensions of teaching. In
balancing support and chaUenge, the mentor begins where the
protege is and graduaUy chaUenges the protege to enlarge his
or her frame of reference.
Numerous other roles of mentors have been identified by
researchers (see Table 2). These include teacher, sponsor, host
(Levinson, 1978); trainer, role model, protector (Schein, 1978);
supportive boss, patron, invisible godparent (PhiUips-Jones,
1982); guide, supporter, challenger (Daloz, 1983); confidant
(Gehrke & Kay, 1984); master teacher, teacher advisor, teacher
researcher (Bird, 1985); and encourager or befriender
(Anderson & Shannon, 1988).
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Characteristics of Mentors
Because educational leaders are integraUy involved in the
mentor selection process, it would be useful to have an
understanding of the characteristics which typicaUy describe
Table 2
Various Roles/Activities of Mentors
Role/Activity

Researcher and Year

Trusted and caring colleague

Rogers, 1961

Trusted colleague, problem solver

Gordon, 1974

Teacher, sponsor, host

Levinson, 1978

Supportive boss, sponsor, patron,
invisible godparent

PhiUips-Jones, 1982

Guide, supporter, challenger

Daloz, 1983

Confidant

Gehrke & Kay, 1984

Master teacher, teacher advisor,
teacher researcher

Bird, 1985

Encourager, befriender

Anderson & Shannon,
1988

Reflector, director, supporter, mediator

Wildman etal, 1992

mentor teachers. It should also be noted that teachers who
participate as mentors are more lU;:ely to enter into successful
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relationships with proteges if at some point they are identified
by individuals who possess a knowledge base of the types of
characteristics mentors typically exhibit (OdeU, 1990).
According to Frankl (1969), successful mentoring
involved formation of a relationship in which both individuals
communicate with and relate to one another in a fuUy human
manner as they work together toward the common goal of
successful induction of the beginner into the teaching
profession. Thies-Sprinthall and Sprinthall (1987) stated that
in order to establish this type of strong relationship with their
proteges, mentor teachers should have the ability to empathize
with a protege; symboUze experience by talking about the art
and science of teaching so that it is comprehensible to the
novice; be courageous in acting upon principles such as human
dignity, equity, and justice; and finally, be autonomous and
apply models of assistance according to the needs of the
beginning teacher.
Reiman et al. (1988) added the importance of the
mentor's ability to demonstrate and enhance reflection through
mentor-beginning teacher talk. This is a means for both
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mentors and proteges to become inquiring professionals
(Howey, 1988). SimUarly, Peterson and Comeaux (1987)
concluded that simply telling novices what experts know wiU
not produce expertise. Unless beginners are taught the skiU of
reflection, it is unlikely that expert information wiU have any
impact on their acquisition of expertise.
Other research speaks to a different set of mentor
characteristics. Hunt and Michael (1983) identified the
mentor's age as one of the most commonly cited characteristics
of mentors. Levinson (1978) found that mentors should be
older than the protege by a half-generation (8-15 years). His
work also warns that age differences much greater than this
are not uncommon, but they can pose special hazards. His work
suggests that when the mentor is a fuU generation older (20
years or more), there is a greater risk that the relationship will
be symbolized by both parties in parent-chUd terms. This
tends to activate powerful feelings, such as an excessive
matemaUsm or patemaUsm in the elder, and dependency in
the younger. These confUcts could interfere with the mentor's
abiUty to talk to the begiiming teacher as a coUeague.
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In addition to age, gender is also an important trait that
influences the mentor-protege relationship. Male-female
mentoring relationships have special complexities. Kram
(1983) found that female proteges often have experience in
over protectiveness, greater social distance, and general
discomfort in male-mentored relationships. In male-female
mentoring relationships, both participants must deal with
sexual tensions and fears, pubUc scrutiny, and stereotypical
male-female roles (Hunt & Michael, 1983). Although such
studies point to age and gender influences on mentor-protege
relationships, the single case study is not aimed at exploring
these influences.

Phenomenon Under Study
The Mentor/Protege Relationship
Bey (1992) suggested that relating to people in a warm,
friendly, caring, and sensitive maimer is at the crux of
sustaining a mentoring relationship. This relationship is
dependent upon the mentor's abUity to be an open and trusting
individual with a talent for buUding a bond for others to
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express themselves freely through talk. OdeU (1990) suggested
that in formal mentoring programs, mentor teachers are likely
to be assigned to begiiming teachers rather than selected by
them. Because of the selection process in formal mentoring
programs, such as the one in the present study, it is important
that mentor teachers develop a trusting professional
relationship.

Phases of the Mentor Relationship
Galvez-Hjomevik (1985) suggested that the nature of the
mentoring relationship would be insufficient without
understanding the phases of the relationship. Kram (1983) and
Hunt and Michael (1983) found that there are various stages or
phases of the mentoring relationship as time passes. These
researchers found four predictable, but not entirely exclusive,
phases. They describe the initiation phase as one which is
characterized by the protege's admiration and respect for the
mentor's competence and support. Kram (1983) and Hunt and
Michael (1983) also claimed the initiation stage aUows the
mentor and protege to clearly define their roles.
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The second stage defined by Kram (1983) is the
cultivation phase in which positive expectations are continuaUy
tested against reaUty. This was a period when skUls are
developed; the protege is recognized not as an apprentice but
instead as a protege of an encouraging and supportive mentor.
Kram (1983) and Hunt and Michael (1983) both
acknowledged the crucial separation phase of the mentoring
relationship. Galvez-Hjomevik (1985) described this
separation both structuraUy and psychologicaUy. This is a
period of adjustment because career and psychosocial functions
begin to take on different forms. Himt and Michael (1983)
confirmed the notion that the stage of separation is vital if the
relationship is to be beneficial for the mentor and the protege.
Odell (1990) suggested that whUe at face value it might appear
that longer-duration relationships would be desirable, even
well-formed mentoring relationships yield diminishing returns
over time.
The final stage, suggested by Kram (1983), was that of
redefinition. Hunt and Michael (1983) referred to this stage as
one of "lasting friendship." Kram (1983) suggested that during
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the redefinition phase the individuals involved in a mentoring
relationship wiU frequentiy experience ambivalence and
discomfort as both adjust to the new roles m their relationship.
OdeU (1990) suggested that the disengagement of the
mentor-beginning teacher relationship need not be traumatic.
Mentor teachers assist with this disengagement by encouraging
beginners to develop their own support networks by talking to
other teachers. EventuaUy, new teachers are able to appreciate
why veteran teachers value talk with other teachers as a prime
source of teacher knowledge (OdeU, 1990).
TheoreticaUy, the mentor teacher-beginning teacher
relationship is finite and terminates when the protege becomes
self-reUant. OdeU (1990) suggested that the purpose of the
mentoring relationship is to develop self-reUance on the part of
the protege.
Self-reUance is a multifaceted construct with roots in
several educational and psychological theories including:
achievement (Atkinson & Feather 1986), personal causation (de
Charms, 1968), attribution theory (Weiner, 1973) and intrinsic
motivation (Deci, 1975). Kay (1992) stated that an individual
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can be self-reUant only when he or she does in fact have the
abiUty to meet his or her own needs. The potential for selfreUance grows as the abiUties of the beginning teacher
increase. Covington and Berry (1976) suggested that mentors
must separate their need to help from the protege's need for
help. Ultimately, the begiiming teachers must be able to
engage in activities relying on their own powers and judgments
for success. The mentor relationship should not undermine the
protege's competence, control, or personal worth (Kay, 1992).

Role of Talk in Mentoring
Many researchers agree that experienced teachers have a
significant impact on the learning of novices and in shaping
novices' beUefs and practices (Cochran-Smith, 1991; FeimanNemser, 1983; Koemer, 1992; Staton & Hunt, 1992). However,
Uttie is known about how experienced and mentor teachers
enact these roles. Educational leaders and others involved in
the development of induction programs could benefit from a
greater understanding of the talk that occurs between mentors
and novices.
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WhUe there is general agreement that a mentor teacher
has the wisdom of practice to help new teachers, many reaUze
the difficulty of making this practical knowledge expUcit
(Stanulis, 1994). Kennedy (1991) suggested that the mentor's
abUity to talk about the intricacies of their own practice with
beginners is perhaps a more critical issue than the mentor's
expert knowledge. Others have suggested that this mentorbeginning teacher talk may need to be cultivated, as one
consequence of the isolationist tradition of schools which rarely
offers teachers the opportunity to talk to one another about
their work. Further, experienced teachers have routinized
many of their daUy tasks and can interpret complex classroom
situations intuitively and spontaneously, thus making it
difficult for them to talk about moment-to-moment
instructional decisions in conversations with beginners
(BerUner & Carter, 1986; Buchmann, 1986).
Littie (1985) suggested that among the potentially most
useful yet most demanding talk among teachers is that which
focuses on actual classroom performance. This kind of talk
enables teachers to learn from and with one another, and to
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discuss the critical aspects of curriculum and instruction.
Feiman-Nemser and Parker (1990) suggested that good
mentor teachers know how to translate what they understand
about teaching into appropriate explanations. They can help
begiiming teachers learn how to enact the curriculum by
sharing and appraising ideas that have worked for them and
by gmding novices in generating their own representations.
OdeU (1986) foimd that in addition to classroom performance,
the content of mentor-beginning teacher talk included
discussions about systems information, resources and
materials, how to manage students, organization, ideas for
working with parents, and planning of the school day.
Other researchers suggest that the imparting of imwritten
rules (e.g., standards for behavior and criteria for evaluating
teaching) is the critical aspect of mentor-beginning teacher talk
(Hill, Bahniuk, & Dobos, 1989). These tacit rules are handed
down from one generation of teachers to the next, and
communicated informally between experienced and beginning
teachers (HaU & Sandler, 1983). However, we stiU know littie
about how these ideas are articulated to novices through
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mentor-beginning teacher talk and the effect on begiiming
teachers' understandings of teaching and teachers.

Beginning Teachers' Understanding of Teaching
Much of the research on beginning teaching focuses on
how expert teachers understand teaching and the differences
in how expert and novice teachers approach the act of teaching
based on that understanding (Huling-Austin, 1992). According
to Berliner (1986) novice teachers tend to try to solve
problems immediately before they have an understanding of
the source of the problem. Comparatively, expert teachers tend
to take longer to examine situations. Experts buUd
representations and tend to think first through strategies.
Hanninen (1985) reported that experienced teachers take three
to for times as long to analyze a teaching task as a group of
novices. Carter (1990) identified three important conclusions
that can be drawn for studies of expert and novice teachers'
understandings of teaching:
First, experts' knowledge is speciaUzed
and domain specific. Experts are not simply
more efficient in general problem solving skiUs
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(e.g., problem analysis and hypothesis formulation
and testing). Expertise appears, rather, to be based
on highly speciaUzed knowledge in a particular
domain. Expert teachers have richly elaborated
knowledge about classroom patterns, curriculum,
and students that enables them to rapidly apply
what they know to specific cases. Second, experts'
knowledge is organized. Their stored knowledge
of scenes, patterns, and procedures is organized
around interpretative concepts and propositions
that reflect the task environments in which they
operate. Novices, on the other hand, often focus on
discrete objects or surface features of events.
FinaUy, much of what experts know is tacit
knowledge. Such knowledge does not readUy
lend itself to formaUzation and direct instruction,
but rather it is constructed or invented from
repeated experiences accompUshing tasks in a domain...
As a result, it takes considerable time to become an
expert. Simply telling novices what experts know
wUl not produce expertise, (p.299)
SimUarly, Peterson and Comeaux (1987) concluded that
simply telling a novice teacher what an expert teacher knows
wiU not produce expertise because teUing a novice, for
example, how an expert opens the classroom lesson does not
teU the novice how or why the expert arrived at the decision to
do it in that way. Unless an explanation is broken down in
such a way that the novice can develop an understanding, the
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information wUl have Uttie impact on the development of
expertise.
One may conclude from these studies that it is talk about
teaching that is the primary vehicle for developing
understanding about teaching. We know that mentor teachers
talk to novices about their own practice (Kennedy 1991),
classroom instruction (Berliner & Carter, 1986), classroom
performance (Littie, 1985), resources and materials (OdeU,
1986) and the tacit rules which are handed down from one
generation of teachers to the next (HaU & Sandler, 1983).
However, we stiU know Uttie about how these ideas are
articulated through mentor-beginning teacher talk.

Section Summary
Although the success of begiiming teachers can be
attributed to many demographic factors, mentoring has been
recognized as a major contributor in induction programs across
the country. The notion of mentoring can be traced as far back
as Greek mythology. WhUe this history provides a conceptual
framework for mentoring, the literature reveals Uttie
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agreement regarding a working definition for the term mentor.
MeanwhUe, the roles and characteristics of mentors are
widespread. Huling-Austin (1990) suggested that these roles
and characteristics are so widespread because the process of
teacher induction is so complex.
Much of the Uterature speaks to the critical aspect of the
mentor/mentee relationship. The mentor/mentee relationship
consists of various stages, and most researchers agree that the
ultimate goal of the mentoring relationship is to develop self
reUance on the part of the begiiming teacher.
WhUe the Uterature reveals information regarding the
roles and characteristics of mentors as weU as the phases in a
mentor/mentee relationship, it is largely void of studies which
describe the mentor-beginning teacher relationship in detail.
This notation is an important one. The act of mentoring
includes guiding, advising, coaching, sharing, encouraging, and
problem solving. It is assumed that aU of these are
characterized by talk, conversations, discussions between the
mentor and the begiiming teacher.
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From the Uterature on the role of mentoring, induction,
and on mentor-beginning teacher talk, we know that mentors
hold a wisdom of practice and that their abiUty to communicate
this is extremely important to the development of beginning
teachers. Talks between a mentor and a beginning teacher
have a number of barriers. The tradition of isolation which
separates teachers from one another does not typicaUy provide
time for mentors to coUaborate with beginners during the
school day. Further, many mentor teachers have routinized
their day-to-day tasks and respond to many instructional
situations spontaneously and through intuition. This makes the
task of talking about what they do more difficult. The
Uterature also reveals information regarding the content of
mentor-beginning teacher talk. We know that mentors and
beginning teachers talk about matters of teaching, such as
classroom performance and instruction. As weU, they talk
about the unwritten rules which guide teacher behavior.
Furthermore, we know that certain kinds of teacher talk serve
as the vehicle for developing novices' understanding about
teaching. Still, detailed accounts are missing regarding how
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these ideas are communicated to beginners and the effect on
begiiming teachers' understandings of teaching and teachers.

Summary
Before we are to completely understand how best to
assist novice teachers through mentoring, we must have a
better imderstanding of what happens on a more personal and
individual level. The rationale for a study of mentor-beginning
teacher talk on an individual level is provided through a
variety of sources. Sitter and Lanier (1982) found that
although beginning teachers may go through some simUar
stages of concern or development, they do so in very
individualized ways. ValU (1992) commented that becoming a
teacher involves the development of a consistent and
internalized phUosophy of instruction. Carter and Doyle (1995)
recognized that the decision to enter teaching comes after one
has already settied on an image of what it will be like to act as
a teacher. Finally, Cogan (1973) found that teacher
development is context-specific and teachers adjust
individually to their teaching situations.
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What we know
The Uterature on mentoring provides an in depth, but
general look at the roles or functions and characteristics of
mentors. Furthermore, the Uterature on mentoring roles and
characteristics (Galvez-Hjomevik, 1985; HuUng-Austin, 1990;
OdeU, 1990) suggests that the process of mentoring is carried
out by processes of interaction between the mentor and
beginning teacher. WUdman et al. (1992) concluded that
mentoring involves highly personal interactions which are
conducted in a variety of circumstances. It is logical to
conclude that it is the talk between beginning teachers and
mentors which serves as a vehicle for this interaction. Talk
between begirming teachers and mentors appears to be a
primary vehicle for mentors to carry out roles such as "coach,"
"encourager," or "information provider." OdeU (1986) and Littie
(1985) concluded that the primary focus of the talk between
beginning teachers and mentors is talk about teaching.
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What we do not know
Although the Uterature provides a general knowledge
base of mentoring roles, it does not speak to how these roles
should be executed in day-to-day interactions with begiiming
teachers. Although the role of talk in mentoring appears to be
the primary vehicle for developing novices' understanding of
teaching, the Uterature reveals Uttie research on mentorbeginning teacher talk. FinaUy, even though much is expected
regarding the possible influence of mentors' conversations with
their mentees, Uttie is known about the nature of such
conversations (e.g., PonticeU & Zepeda, 1996). Thus, a study of
the scheduled talk sessions between an individual mentor and
a begiiming teacher would provide insight into what the
mentor and beginning teacher talk about and it's relationship
to the beginning teacher's early understandings of teaching.
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CHAPTER III
MEFHODOLOGY

Rationale
Learning to teach is a complex, highly individualized
process through which the beginning teacher develops
understandings about teaching, learning, and herself as a
teacher. Sitter and Lanier (1982) found that although
beginning teachers may pass through some simUar stages of
concern or development, they do so in very individualized
ways. Cogan (1973) stated that development of beginning
teachers is context-speciflc and requires an individualized
adjustment to the teaching situation. Therefore, the focus of
this study is placed on a single begiiming teacher and her
mentor.
Furthermore, the act of mentoring is context and person
specific (Anderson & Shannon, 1988; Clemson, 1987; GalvezHjomevik, 1986; Gehrke & Kay, 1984). Mentoring involves
highly personal interactions and is conducted under different
circumstances in different schools (Wildman et al., 1992).
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Given the individualized nature of teacher development,
the context and person specific nature of mentoring, and the
highly personal nature of mentoring interactions, a single case
approach grounded in phenomenology was an appropriate
methodology for this investigation.
Phenomenology is located within the Weberian tradition,
which emphasizes "verstehen," the interpretive understanding
of human interaction (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). Emphasis is on
the subjective aspects of individual behavior. A
phenomenological study attempts to get into others' conceptual
world in order to understand how and what meaning they
construct around an event or interaction (Geertz, 1973).
Douglas (1976) stated that phenomenologists do not assume
they already know what things mean to the people they are
studying. The goal is uncovering and understanding the
participants from their own point of view.
A single case approach aUows for the thick description of
one single subject, one depository of documents, or a particular
event (Bogdan & BUden, 1992). A smgle case approach focuses
on a bounded system, whether it is a single actor or a single
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classroom (Stake, 1988), or in this study, the discussions held
between a beginning teacher and her mentor.

Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to investigate what a
begiiming teacher and her mentor talked about in scheduled
talk sessions. The study uncovered how a begiiming teacher
perceived teaching and herseU as a teacher through talks with
her mentor. AdditionaUy, it provides understandings of how
teaching and this beginner are perceived by her mentor
through these talks and ways in which, if any, talks with the
mentor influenced the begiiming teacher's perceptions of
teaching and herself and understandings she developed.

Research Questions
The research questions which guided this study are:
1. What do a mentor and a beginning teacher talk about
during scheduled talk sessions?
2. How does the beginning teacher perceive teaching and
herself as a teacher through this talk about teaching?
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3. How does the mentor perceive teaching and the
beginning teacher through these talks about teaching?
4. Are there ways in which talks with the mentor
influence the beginning teacher's perceptions of teaching and
herself as a teacher?
5. What is the begiiming teacher's response to this
influence? What understandings are developed?

Site Selection
Ortega Elementary School was the site for this study.
Ortega is one elementary school within a school district which
is located in the southwestern region of the United States. This
campus serves a largely Hispanic population (60%). The
faculty consists of 31 full-time faculty members who serve a
total of 400 students.
The school district serves approximately 17,000 students
and is encompassed by a city of approximately 110,000. In its
support of three private universities, the community is known
for it's promotion of education. Presentiy, the school district
operates nineteen elementary schools, seven middle schools
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and two high schools. The district inducts approximately 60
begiiming teachers into the school system each year. This
district was recognized as having a model induction teacher
program in Texas; in 1989, it was selected as one of three pUot
induction teacher programs for the State.
The mentoring program chosen for this study began
officiaUy in 1990. The program is directed by the district's
personnel director. At the beginning of each school year,
beginning teachers are paired with an experienced mentor who
is selected upon the basis of several criteria. Those criteria
include a minimum of 5 years teaching experience, overaU
TTAS summary scores of "Exceeds Expectations," and
demonstration of innovative instructional methodologies.
There is no particular formula for measuring the demonstration
of innovative instructional methodologies; rather, the
determination is made by each campus principal. The
mentoring program is voluntary, and mentors in the district do
not receive a stipend for participation in the program.
Mentors receive 2 full days of mentor training during the
school year. This training is designed to provide mentor
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teachers basic information on conferencing techniques and an
overview of the Texas Teacher Appraisal System (TTAS) so that
mentor teachers may observe and provide feedback to the
beginning teacher on an informal level. Mentor teachers are
not involved in the appraisal or evaluation of beginning
teachers. However, they are encouraged to use the TTAS
instrument in order to assist the begiiming teacher in
preparation for the formal observation which is conducted by
the principal. Substitute teachers are provided for the mentor
teachers so that the participants may attend training.
Begiiming teachers attend 3 full days of beginning
teacher training provided by the district. The first day of
beginning teacher training is provided before the school year
begins. The remaining two days of training are provided
during the school year. Training for these beginning teachers
provides information on effective teaching practices, the Texas
Teacher Appraisal System, and emotional support. Substitute
teachers are also provided so that beginning teachers may
attend these training sessions.
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Each mentor and beginning teacher is provided with onehalf day per semester for the purpose of classroom
observations. This time is provided so that the mentor teacher
may observe in the beginning teacher's classroom.
AdditionaUy, beginning teachers may observe Ui the mentor
teacher's classroom as well as other selected teachers'
classrooms. The observations are not mandated by the district.
The necessity of observations are determined by the mentor
and beginning teacher.
Time for consultations and conversations regarding
teaching practices is not provided on a formal basis by the
district. In most cases, beginning teachers and mentors share
time together informaUy, e.g., during a shared lunch period,
conference period, or after school.
The beginning teacher and mentor agreed to participate
in this study and agreed to schedule a formal talk session. The
two met once weekly once at 3:15 p.m. for approximately one
hour.
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Access
Steve is the principal at Ortega Elementary School. He
recentiy received his doctorate degree from Texas Tech
University- Steve is a weU respected educational leader in the
community and has a high level of interest in supporting
educational research on his campus. Steve shares an interest in
the concerns of begiiming teachers and has participated
actively in the development of the induction program for the
district. As a result, Steve wUUngly agreed to let me use his
school as a research setting. Furthermore, Steve assured the
researcher and the participants, at the outset, that he had no
intention of using the information gathered in this study.

Study Participants
Elizabeth
EUzabeth is 23 years old. She is married and has a fouryear-old son. She graduated from one of the local universities
in the Fall of 1995. This university offers a traditional teacher
education program. EUzabeth's field experiences in this
program included 30 hours of classroom observation and one
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semester of student teaching. EUzabeth was hired by the
school district in August of 1995 to teach first grade.
EUzabeth has an attractive appearance. She is weU
dressed and weU groomed. She is friendly, although her
maimer is quiet and reserved. She describes herself as a shy
person.
EUzabeth's first grade classroom is important to her It is
actuaUy a boy's locker room which has been somewhat
converted so that it serves as a smaU first grade room. The
dimensions are approximately 15 feet by 18 feet. The floor
slopes toward the middle of the room where the drain covering
StiU exists. The classroom is not equipped with a chUdren's
restroom or sink nor does it have a water fountain as the other
first grade rooms. Also unUke the other first grade rooms,
EUzabeth's room is too small to accommodate a gathering area
where the chUdren can come together and sit on the floor.
Because the room was originally designed as a locker room and
shower, the acoustics are not ideal for instruction.
The east waU of the classroom provides fourteen hooks
where the children hang their coats in the winter. There are no
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lockers for storage. The south waU supports a chalk board and
an overhead screen. The west waU displays a smaU buUetin
board which boasts chUdren's work. Elizabeth's desk sit's near
the north waU next to the door.
Elizabeth teaches fourteen chUdren in this room. She was
given a smaUer class load due to the size of her room. Six of
the fourteen chUdren were identifled as having learning
problems, emotional/behavioral disorders, or attention deficit's
before the end of the school year. EUzabeth describes her
students as "smart." In her initial interview, she was
concerned that I did not get the wrong impression about her
students. She stated, "They are so smart but they are aU wrong
for each other. Their personaUties just clash!" EUzabeth also
wondered if these chUdren would have done better if they had
been provided with the same amount of space that the other
first grade classrooms had.

Linda
Linda is forty-eight years old and has been teaching for
sixteen years. She began her career after her own children
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were old enough to attend school. This is Linda's second year to
teach first grade. Most of her experience as a teacher was at
the Kindergarten level. Linda's husband is a principal at
another campus.
Linda's teaching style and her classroom reveal high
levels of organization. She is described by her principal as an
expert teacher, and she appears to enjoy her work. She
beUeves that one of the keys to successful teaching is good
planning. She describes herself as "the Sergeant."
Linda has a deUghtful sense of humor-both with adults
and with chUdren. She appears to have a good relationship
with each of her students. Once, she commented, "It's
important to show chUdren that you are human, whUe stiU
letting them know that you are in control. I think letting
children see you laugh is so important."
In the initial stages of this research, I arrived in Linda's
room shortiy after the dismissal of class. As I entered the
room, I observed her outside the classroom laughing with one
of her students. When I asked about the interaction she told
me what had occurred:
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He was holding aU the tags that had
been puUed that day. See, if they
do something wrong, I puU their tag.
One of those tags was his. He said to
me, 'Ms. P., why don't you let me help
you clean the room. I'U just put
these tags back for you.' I just laughed
at him and he just grinned back at me.
He is so sweet. And he is smart - so
smart.
Linda also used her sense of humor to help EUzabeth
through difficult days. Elizabeth had many difficult days and
Linda commented that sometimes, "...aU you can do is laugh.
There are no immediate solutions to aU of the complex issues so
you just have to laugh."
This humor is demonstrated through a brief interaction
when Elizabeth was discussing the problems of discipline in her
class.
EUzabeth:

I have four reaUy good students.
Four out of fourteen who have
never reaUy given me a problem.

Linda:

Four out of fourteen? Well, you're
into a double digit percentage.
[They both laughed.]

Linda:

ReaUy, next year wiU be better.
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Researcher's Role
My role as researcher began with conducting formal
interviews with Linda and EUzabeth. Once those interviews
were completed, I participated in their weekly discussion
sessions. 1 recorded each of the talk sessions and transcribed
each recording before the next week's session so that they
might be used as a discussion faciUtator, if necessary. Although
EUzabeth and Linda reviewed the transcripts and often made
comments about them, they were not usuaUy used as catalysts
for their discussions. The transcripts were used to faciUtate the
discussions in approximately twenty-five percent of the talk
sessions, as Elizabeth had usuaUy developed a Ust of questions
for Linda. The discussions were usuaUy based on this set of
questions or concerns. The transcripts were more often used in
individual interviews to gain clarity or insight into a particular
situation. These individual interviews were conducted before
the scheduled talk sessions. This was done primarily on an
informal basis, twice monthly. These interviews ranged from
fifteen to thirty minutes.
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For the first three weeks, my role was largely
characterized by asking the questions which faciUtated
discussion. However, as our time together passed, my role
changed more to that of a Ustener. Linda and Elizabeth soon
discovered that they did not need me to either begin or
faciUtate their discussions.
As this research progressed, my role as researcher and
my relationship with Linda and EUzabeth evolved from an
"outsider" with a job to complete to a more trusted coUeague.
My initial impressions of Linda and EUzabeth were
characterized by professional courtesy and reserve but by
November our relationship was less cautious. EUzabeth later
commented that she looked forward to our meetings..
Elizabeth appeared eager to participate in the initial
interview, but by the first scheduled discussion, I sensed some
regret on her part regarding her participation in the study.
Two factors contributed to this. One factor dealt with
Elizabeth's perception of my trustworthiness as an outsider. On
a number of occasions, during the first several discussions
sessions, EUzabeth would request that I turn off the recorder so
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that she could make a particular comment. As time progressed,
this became much less of an issue, and both EUzabeth and
Linda confided many personal as weU as sometimes
controversial comments.
The second factor dealt with the amount of time which
was contributed to the study. During the initial discussion
session, Elizabeth expressed concern over the amount of time
we were devoting to the study as weU as her concern for what
she considered to be a limited amount of time in her school
day. Linda suggested, at that time, that we attempt to stay
with the schedule of once weekly because she thought it would
be helpful to EUzabeth. She further suggested that later into
the school year, once weekly sessions may not be as necessary
and that we might renegotiate the times.
The first three discussions sessions were uncomfortable
for me as a researcher and as a former teacher. Having an
understanding for EUzabeth's lack of time, I felt as though the
study was an imposition on her, and possibly on linda. The
discussion sessions were scheduled at 3:00 p.m. and on most
occasions, it required Linda and EUzabeth to leave a project, a
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meeting, or a conference. We later decided that 3:15 would be
a more accommodating time for both of them. The change in
schedule seemed to make a positive difference for both
participants. They appeared more relaxed and less hurried.
Although the discussion sessions were only scheduled for an
hour each week, the discussions often exceeded the aUotted
hour. By November, Linda and EUzabeth had developed a fond
and respectful relationship with one another. We aU began to
look forward to our times together. In February, EUzabeth
entered the room and commented, "FinaUy Wednesday is here.
I enjoy knowing that I have one hour out of this week that I
can just talk to someone."
In our final discussion session, Linda remarked that she
and EUzabeth both had reservations about participating in the
initial stages of the study. However,
...we would have never gotten the
opportunity to know each other the
way we do now. I think I have
made a friend in addition to getting
to know a feUow professional. This
was so good for both of us and if I mentor
a new teacher next year, I wUl use this
discussion format on my own.
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Phases of the Study
In the first phase, I conducted entrance open-ended
interviews with both the begiiming teacher and her mentor. I
used these interviews to gather initial points of view from the
participants. (Questions for this interview included: How do
you see yourself as a teacher? How would you define
teaching? 1 audio recorded and transcribed each of these
interviews. The transcription of these interviews resulted in
twenty-eight single -spaced pages. I shared transcripts along
with the emerging themes with the participants in order to
encourage reflection and clarification.
In the second phase, I audiotaped and observed the
scheduled talk sessions between the begiiming teacher and the
mentor. The tapes were transcribed, resulting in five hundred
single-spaced pages, and analyzed for emerging themes. Each
week, I gave the transcripts to the participants for reflection
and clarification. The beginning teacher also agreed to
videotape some classes. These videotapes, were transcribed
into ninety-eight single-spaced pages and were used by the
mentor and the beginning teacher as discussion catalysts for
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their talk sessions. I conducted ongoing interviews during this
phase for the purpose of participant reflection and clarification
of information. I also transcribed these interviews, which
resulting in fifty single-spaced pages.
In the final phase of this study, I conducted exit openended interviews with these teachers. These interviews
attempted to uncover participants' understandings and
perceptions of their talk sessions. Guiding questions included:
Through your discussions, what have you been thinking about
teaching? About yourseU as a teacher? About the
conversations you have had? I also transcribed these exit
interviews which resulted in thirty-five single-spaced pages.

Data CoUection Methods
Interviews
Dexter (1970) suggested that an interview is a
conversation with a purpose (e.g., obtaining here-and-now
constructions of persons, events, activities, organizations;
feelings, motivations, claims, concerns, etc.). In a
phenomenological study, interview guides are loosely used or
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not used at aU in some cases. The interview becomes a friendly
conversation in which the investigator has some latitude in
deciding what questions to ask in order to gain mformation and
msight (Spradley, 1979).
Several kinds of interviews were used in the phases of
this study. In phase one, I conducted an initial open-ended
interview with both the mentor and the begiiming teacher. In
this interview, I attempted to uncover how these teachers
viewed teaching and themselves as teachers. Two questions
initiated the interview: How do you see yourself as a teacher?
How do you define teaching?
In the second phase of the study, I conducted ongoing
interviews which were necessary for the purpose of participant
reflection and clarification of information gathered from the
mentor-beginning teacher scheduled talk sessions and in
observations of the mentor-beginning teacher talks.
Goetz and LeCompte (1984) described such interviews as
confirmation interviews and participant construct interviews.
The confirmation interview produces evidence to confirm
earUer findings. This kind of interview helps with
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triangulation. It also helps estabUsh the concurrent vaUdity
with the audiotaped mentor-beginning teacher discussions
during their talk sessions. It is necessary for the researcher to
determine whether or not one's findings match the reaUty of
what is happening. The participant construct interview is used
to learn how informants structure the meaning they attach to
their world. Such interviews enhance the focus of
phenomenological study-meaning individuals construct around
events and interactions they experience.
FinaUy, in Phase Three, I conducted an exit interview
with both the mentor and begiiming teacher for the purpose of
uncovering participants' understandings and perceptions of
their talk sessions, duestions included: Through your
discussions, what have you been thinking about teaching?
About yourself as a teacher? About the conversations you
have had?
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Audiotaped Talk Sessions of Mentor and
Beginning Teacher
I audiotaped each scheduled talk session between
Elizabeth and Linda. I transcribed the audiotaped data as
immediately as possible after the discussions, and the
audiotapes were stored in a safe location. I provided a tape
recorder with plenty of cassette tapes to the beginning teacher
and the mentor so that they could have the flexibUity of taping
any additional conversations which occurred outside the
scheduled talk sessions. The transcripts of the audiotapes were
reviewed by the mentor and beginning teacher for purposes of
reflection and clarification.

Videotaping of Beginning Teacher's Classes
Elizabeth also agreed to aUow videotaping of her
classroom. She suggested that this would give stimulus for talk
sessions between herself and her mentor, as well as provide
her an opportunity to improve her teaching. I used these
videotapes as a catalyst for some of the talk sessions between
the beginning teacher and the mentor.
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Observation
In phenomenological studies, it is important for the
researcher to observe the participants, Usten to what they say,
and attend to how they say it. Such observations help the
researcher gain "verstehen," an interpretive understanding of
the observed human interaction (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
SpecificaUy, observations focus on: "What is happening in this
context?" "How do the participants behave toward one
another?" "What is the content of their conversations?" "How
are the identified elements connected or interrelated?", and
"Why do the participants operate as they do?" (Goetz &
LeCompte, 1984).

Data Analysis
According to Bogdan and Biklen (1982):
Analysis involves working with data, organizing it,
breaking it into manageable unit's, synthesizing it,
searching for patterns, discovering what is important
and what is to be learned, and deciding what you wiU
teU others, (p. 145)
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The research designs of qualitative studies involve the
combination of data coUection with analysis. The constant
comparative method, as defmed by Strauss (1990), is useful for
multidata sources. It aUows for formal analysis to begin early
and continue through to the completion of the study.
Glaser (1978) provides a clear summary of the steps in
constant comparative analysis. I used these steps throughout
this study in order to give proper attention to the seven
hundred pages of transcribed data. The steps are outiined as
foUows:
1. Begin collecting data. I observed and audio recorded
each talk session between the mentor and the beginning
teacher. On three occasions, I also videotaped the beginning
teacher's classroom and used these videos as a catalyst for
three sessions.
2. Look for key issues, recurrent events, or activities in
the data that become categories of focus. I transcribed each of
the scheduled mentor-beginning teacher talk sessions. Later I
read and annotated them for the emerging themes in the study.
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3. Collect data that provide many inciden ts of the
categories of focus with an eye to seeing the diversity of the
dimensions under the categories. Each week I coUected data
during mentor-beginning teacher talk sessions through
observing and recording the talk sessions, by making
appropriate notations during these sessions and by recording
my field notes into a recorder immediately foUowing each
session. I also coUected data by videotaping the begiiming
teacher's classroom. Both settings were important in terms of
developing emerging categories.
4. Write about the categories you are exploring,
attempting to describe and account for all the incidents in the
data. I kept field notes on a tape recorder following each
discussion. I also reviewed each transcript for emerging
categories. I presented both transcripts and my interpretations
to the participants throughout the study to ascertain their
feedback.
5. Work with the data and emerging model to discover
basic social processes and relationships.

I used the

transcriptions of the audiotapes and my field notes to uncover
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this information. Each week 1 transcribed the audio recorded
talk session. I then Ustened to the audio recording of my own
notes about the session. I made notes from my impressions of
the transcripts as weU as impressions of my field notes and
placed them in a memo document that would be appropriate
for the participants to view. I attempted to verify my findings
by presenting them to the participants. As themes emerge
from the data, it was important to look at counter examples in
order to distinguish real findings from singular incidences.
6. Engage in sampling, coding, and writing as the analysis
focuses on the core categories. This step wUl aUowed me to
integrate dimensions of mentor-beginning teacher
understandings developed through their scheduled talk
sessions into an emerging theory.

Research Notes
Research notes were kept throughout this stud\^ The
research notes included observer field notes and comments
which were kept on a tape recorder. I took field notes during
observations, when appropriate. My comments included
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personal thoughts, any possible preconceptions, and biases
concerning the research (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). I included
comments also regarding my reflections on what was
happening and provided speculation for growing insights
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). My memos included what was being
learned, emerging themes, patterns which were present, or
connections between pieces of data (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992),
and methodological decisions and rationales (Lincoln & Guba,
1985).

Trustworthiness
Trustworthiness is the extent to which readers place their
confidence in a study (lincoUi & Guba, 1985). Criteria of
intemal validity, external vaUdity, and reUabiUty wiU be used
(Lincoln & Guba, 1985). Tmstworthiness is established by
meeting each one of these criteria for sound qualitative
research (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).
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hitemal Validity
Intemal vaUdity deals with the question of how one's
findings match reaUty. In other words, do the findings capture
what is reaUy there? Intemal vaUdity, sometimes known as
credibiUty (LincoUi & Guba, 1985), must be estabUshed not
only for the participants in the study but also for other
practitioners and the research community. Intemal vaUdity
was estabUshed in three ways: (1) member checks, (2)
prolonged engagement, and (3) researcher/participant distance.
Member Checks. Member checking is a method for taking
data and interpretations back to the people from whom they
were derived and asking them if the results are plausible.
Guba and Lincoln (1981) suggested that member checks should
be conducted periodicaUy throughout a study to ensure
intemal vaUdity. I continuaUy engaged in member checking
throughout this study by taking my interpretations of the
transcripts (as weU as the transcripts themselves) back to the
mentor and beginning teacher. Although most of this activity
was conducted during the scheduled discussion sessions, there
were sexeral opportunities to member check on an individual
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basis with both teachers. I also arranged to meet with the
teachers individuaUy, as needed throughout the summer, in
order to further confirm interpretations.
Prolonged Engagement. A prolonged engagement in the
field provides the opportunity for continual data analysis and
comparison to refine constructs and to ensure the match
between certain categories and participant reaUty (Goetz &
LeCompte, 1984). 1 met the criterion of prolonged engagement
by remaining in the field for one school year. The time
aUowed me to buUd trust with the participants and to have a
basis on which to later test for misinformation.
Researcher/Participant Distance. A final consideration
regarding the issue of intemal validity is that of
researcher/participant distance (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). The
site selection for this study offers a natural distance between
the researcher and the participants. Although I have a
professional affiUation with the principal of the school, I did
not know the participants in the study. My relationship to the
participants is solely based upon this study.
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External Validity
External vaUdity is concerned with the extent to which
the findings of a study can be appUed to other situations. In a
quaUtative study, the concern is not with the question of
whether or not the findings are generaUzable to aU situations
but rather with the question of to which other settings and
subjects they are generaUzable (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
External vaUdity depends on the identification and description
of those characteristics of phenomena saUent for comparison
with other, simUar types (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). A thick
description of the findings should provide readers with the
necessary information that makes transferabiUty judgments
possible. It is the researcher's responsibUity to give a thick
description, and it is the reader's task to see how, or if, the
findings fit into the reader's situation (Bodgan & Biklen, 1992).

Reliability
ReUabUity, also known as dependabUity, refers to the
probabiUty that repetition of the same procedures would
produce the results (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982). ReUabUity, in
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the traditional sense, assumes reaUty is not changing (Lincoln &
Guba, 1985), and since human behavior is never static, no
study can be repUcated exactiy (LeCompte & Goetz, 1982).
Qualitative researchers are not concerned with study
repUcation but with dependabiUty which is the accuracy and
comprehensiveness of the data; moreover, reUabiUty is viewed
as the fit between what is recorded as data and what actually
occurs in the research setting (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
The establishment of intemal validity and external
vaUdity served as a basis for developing reliabUity.
Transcripts of discussion sessions provided multiple
opportunities for member checking. This was done both with
the teachers together as weU as separately.

Summary
A phenomenological study of a single case provided the
best method for the study of the understandings developed by
a mentor and begiiming teacher during scheduled talk sessions.
Access to the site was granted by the campus principal, and the
selected mentor and beginning teacher volunteered to
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participate in the study. Data was coUected through three
phases of this study. Data coUection methods included
interviews, audio and videotaping, and observation. Analysis
was conducted by using the constant comparative method, as
defined by Strauss (1990). Trustworthiness of the data was
estabUshed through intemal and external vaUdity, as weU as
through reUabUity.
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CHAPTER IV
NATURE OF THE DISCUSSIONS BETWEEN
THE MENTOR AND THE BEGINNING TEACHER

InitiaUy, the scheduled discussion sessions were to begin
at 3:00 on Wednesday afternoons. After the first three
discussion sessions, we began the sessions at 3:15 in order for
EUzabeth, the begiiming teacher, and Linda,the mentor teacher,
to wrap up several daUy tasks. Although discussion sessions
were only scheduled for one hour, the discussions often
exceeded the aUotted time.
The discussion sessions were always held in Linda's room.
Elizabeth did not enjoy being in her small room for the
discussion sessions. Linda's room is much larger than
Elizabeth's. The room is well Ughted with windows which line
the west wall. The 19 desks which seat 18 children are
arranged in a large U-Shape. In the center of the desk
arrangement is a large rug where the children gather for story
time and other group activities. Linda's desk is positioned in
the back comer of the room near a large storage cabinet and
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shelves. Near the front of the room sits a smaU conference
table where we held each discussion session.
The discussion sessions often began with a Ust of
questions or concerns which EUzabeth had jotted down during
the course of the week. At other times, the discussions were
stimulated by questions or observations which were presented
by the researcher. Linda never initiated the discussions with
her concerns or comments. When asked about this, Linda
commented that she did not beUeve it was her role as a mentor
to initiate the issues. She stated, "My concerns are not
important to EUzabeth. Elizabeth's concerns are important to
Elizabeth and it is my role to walk her through the things that
concern her most."
Linda also expressed a great deal of concern for Elizabeth
in particular, but for beginning teachers in general over the
lack of information beginners have regarding classroom
procedures and processes. In one conversation Linda stated:
I just can't get over what Elizabeth doesn't know.
And none of this is her fault. I want to help her so
much but sometimes I think I fail her because all of
this is so natural to me. Yet, I know it isn't natural
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to her. It is so frustrating, because if she doesn't
think to ask, I don't think to teU her.
There is just so much 1 need to share with
her. It is almost impossible. I think it would
be great if a mentor went through the entire
first year with a new teacher and wrote down
every question they asked. Then you could take
those questions and put them in
chronological order - like when you need to
teU people those things.
Because there are so many things that you
just do out of habit and you don't even think
about them. I am doing something in my
classroom and she may not even know that
she is supposed to do it. There are just so
many things to think about.
Several categories emerged from the discussion sessions
between Linda and EUzabeth. These categories are presented
in Table 3. Each of the categories will be presented in detail in
this chapter.

Procedural Sttategy Sharing
Many of the first conversations between EUzabeth and
Linda were characterized by sttategy sharing. Two types of
sttategies were shared by the mentor. The first type of
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Table 3
Categories of Concerns in Talk Sessions

Category

Activity

Procedural
Strategy Sharing

The mentor shared two basic types of
strategies:
Instructional Procedural Strategies were
those strategies which related specificalh to
the process of instruction.
Technical Procedural Strategies were those
strategies which related to how the
beginning teacher might manage a specific
task.

Facilities

The discussion of the problems experienced
by the beginning teacher often caused the
two to turn the discussion to the poor facility
in which she taught.

Classroom Discipline

Although Elizabeth was an organized and
structured teacher, she still experienced
discipline problems in her class. Discipline
problems contributed to Elizabeth's fear of
appearing incompetent to her peers.

Fear of Appearing
Incompetent

The beginning teacher's fear of being
perceived as incompetent revealed itself
throughout the discussions related to the
beginning teacher's discipline problems.
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Sttategy was that which regarded procedures and processes.
The first scheduled discussion session was dominated by this
type of sttategy sharing. EUzabeth entered Linda's classroom
with a Ust of questions she had prepared for the day's session.
Elizabeth used this session ( and many others) primarUy for the
purpose of information gathering. She began:

Elizabeth: Do you color code your grade book?
linda:

WeU, I keep this page open aU the time.
Because, I am always needing to know a
phone number or something. And so this is
how it lays on my desk aU the time. It's not
ever closed. It's always open. And that way
if I have a chUd get sick and I have to fiU out
those health forms to send them to the nurse.
If they are throwing up and sick - to dig
through a fUe and everything takes so much
time. I just keep this open and also
it is a good reminder of who has a birthday.

Elizabeth: That's a good idea. So how do you organize
your grades?
Linda:

WeU I start by putting the subjects in the
same order as our grade sheets. And I just
write in the date and the hoUdays every six
weeks.

Elizabeth: OK. Is this where \^ou put the names? Do \ ou
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go by the roU sheet? Or do you do it by
alphabetical order?
Linda:

Alphabetical order. When they make a new
roU sheet at the begiiming of the next six
weeks, they wiU realphabetize the names. So
anybody now at the end of your Ust wiU be
put in alphabetical order.

EUzabeth: For first grade, do we count this upcoming
period as the first six weeks?
linda:

No, this is the second six weeks. But you can
take this home with you if you want.

Elizabeth: You don't mind?
Linda:

No.

Elizabetii: OK
linda:
And that way, we can look at it after you get
yours aU fiUed out.
Elizabeth: That makes it easier.
This conversation which was held in early September
reflects EUzabeth's concern for organization and management of
the grade book with attention to how to set up the detail which
was required in it (e.g., order of names, subjects, and grades).
In subsequent discussion sessions, the sttategy sharing
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was characterized by a combination of procedural and
instructional sttategies. In a discussion session, held in midOctober, Elizabeth wanted information regarding lesson plan
format.
Elizabeth: I was hoping that we could talk about lesson
plans. You said you might know an easier
way for me to do that?
linda:

Yes. WeU, here is what I do about this time of
year. In fact, I just did it this week. I write
down aU of the things that are always in the
lesson plan book. I write down all of the
things that I do every week and every day.
So see, I write aU of my time allotments up
here. Then I write down aU the subjects in
the appropriate time blocks. See, Math is at
9:30 every day. I write in the lunch and
Journal writing because we do that every day
at the same time. I write in Social Studies,
EngUsh and Writing. I go ahead and write in
P.E., Write to Read, and Tutoring. At 2:15,1
write in "Prepare to Go Home." At
the top of the lesson plan, I write, "Language
Arts plans are on a separate sheet." Because I
Uke to put a lot of detaU in my Language Arts
plans.
Then, I just make copies of that page and use
it for subsequent weeks. I don't write all of
those things every week.
[Elizabeth was astonished.]
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EUzabeth: Oh my gosh!
linda:

See, there is no need to rewrite those things
every week.

Elizabeth: That's what I have been doing!
linda:

I just staple the copied page to the new page
in the lesson plan book and by the end of the
year, your plan book is reaUy fat but it saves
so much time.

Elizabeth: I never even thought about copying your
lesson plan book!
Linda:

It just saves a lot of time. Then I just attach
that to the book.

Elizabeth: So Language Arts is the only thing you do on
a separate page?
linda:

Right, because there is so much of it. I'd
rather have more room so that I can be more
expressive. I created this form to write my
language arts plans on.

EUzabeth: Great idea. I may need some forms like that.
linda:

OK. And we use a different form at the very
beginning of the year when we are just
reviewing letters. But with reading, you
reaUy need a bigger spot because you are
doing more. And it's better if you copy this
onto a legal size paper and cut the excess off.
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Regular paper is too short. But you'U be
surprised at how much time that saves.
Elizabeth: I can imagine!
linda:

Also, I always staple my next week's plan
sheet on Monday, because that is when I start
working on my lesson plans for the next
week. Don't wait imtU Friday.
You can always get a Uttie bit done if you
have it already in there.

EUzabeth was surprised to discover that so much time
could be saved by a simple sttategy. She was grateful to Linda
for the helpful hint that would make her work much easier.
As the discussion continued, the dialogue began to explore
instructional procedures regarding how to fit in each subject in
the school day.
Elizabeth: Are you doing phonics every other day?
Linda:

Well, I'm going to try that. I'm not able to get
EngUsh and Writing every day. So I'm going
to see about doing EngUsh one day and
Writing the next. Usually, we are able to fit
Writing into something else.

[Linda picked up the writing workbook from
the table.]

Ill

This is pretty much it when it comes to our
writing book. But I'm going to start doing a
lot of writing in the mornings. Like today, we
wrote about our maps that we are doing
in Social Studies. We wrote about what a map
is. We talked about that it shows mountains,
rivers, and oceans. And tomorrow, we are
going to make their maps out of some scraps
of construction paper 1 have laying
around. They wiU be able to show me where
the mountains are and where the river runs
through it and the ocean. No one's should
look the same.
EUzabeth: Oh, that's a good idea.
linda:

Because now we have written that on maps
there are rivers, oceans, and mountains. And
that mountains are high and the oceans are
low and that is why it can fUl up
with water.

Elizabeth

It sounds like we need to do stuff Uke that.

Linda:

And also, see, that can go into Art.

Elizabeth

I can't fit Art in.

Linda:

Anytime you can fit that kind of thing in for
an Art grade, do it. At least I do, because I
find it really hard. Now it is easier during
HaUoween or on hoUdays when there is a lot
to do.

EUzabeth: Yeah, but it is reaUy hard at this time of year.
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EUzabeth was learning the sttategy of "doubling up" on
grades so that she could better manage her time. She was
previously tmaware that one instructional activity could
provide for grades in a variety of subjects. As the discussion
continued, Linda offered more detaUs about how she had
handled the social studies lesson.
linda:

And there are some things that we do in
social studies and science that are just hard to
find a grade on because you just don't do that
much on paper. And so anything
you can double up on is good.
And I had regular maps today. We did those
together. We did the seven continents. And I
told them that it would just be on neatness
and whether they foUowed directions.
Because I told them what color to use for each
continent. And then we went back over it
and I said, "The name of the purple continent
is..." And they would say the answer.
I would have them point to north and point to
south. I asked them what continent we lived
on. We did east and west but they were realh
confused on t h a t North, they got pretty well.
And I don't know why just north. They
knew the opposite of north was south. So, it
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worked out weU because my seats are facing
north.
Elizabeth: We are not. Our seats are facing west.
Linda:

So that may be kind of hard for your kids,
because it was hard for mine and they were
facing the right way.

Elizabeth: Did you do the worksheet on the continents?
linda:

Yes, but I changed it because that one
had three continents that were aU about the
same color. It had two greens and it had two
or three yeUows. I thought that
was confusing for the kids. So 1 had this
bright idea that I would change the colors.

Elizabeth: That's good.
linda:

WeU, not reaUy because I told them to color
Europe blue. And then it was time to color the
oceans.

Elizabeth: Did you use a Ughter color?
linda:

No, I just laughed and said, "If your blue is
different from your neighbor's blue, switch
blues!"
[Linda and Elizabeth laughed.]
But, go ahead and take a grade on that
in Social Studies, because if we take a
grade on this and one other grade
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next week, then if we come up short
without a grade the foUowing week, we
wiU be aU right.
Elizabeth: So do you generaUy just take one grade a
week in Social Studies?
Linda:

I usuaUy only have one thing that I am doing
in a week that I think is worthy of a grade.
Because so much of Social Studies and Science,
we just do for fun. You know,
we can buUd a neighborhood, but so much of
that is not on paper. And it's hard. I never
have taken an oral grade. A lot of times I do
a yes/no test at the end.

Linda shared with EUzabeth, many experiences and ideas
such as these. They represented Linda's flexibiUty within the
structure she had estabUshed. As the discussion continued,
EUzabeth referred again to the lesson plan book.
Elizabeth: I haven't been writing the time frames in the
plan book. Are you supposed to write them
in there?
linda:

Well, I don't know if you are supposed to or
not, but I write the times down in case I ha\ e
a substitute. So that way, when they come in
they have an idea of how much time to spend
on something.
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Oh, and another thing -1 did something
yesterday. We talked about how we Uve in
the world and on the world is our continent
and on the continent is our country, and
on the country is our state and on the state is
our city. And we made that into a pyramid.
Elizabeth: I have a worksheet like that.
linda:

Do you?

Elizabeth: Yeah, it goes, city, state, country, continent,
and world.
linda:

Is it a pyramid?

Elizabeth: Uh hum.
linda:

Oh well, I had some scrap triangles of paper.
They were just some ends that had been cut
off. And I found some that were different
colors. And we wrote on those that
the world was the biggest and then next
biggest was the continents and so on.

Elizabeth: That's really good.
Linda:

And they got to choose from "our world" or
"our planet" We thought of aU the different
things you could call it. And then they got to
choose. And then they wrote North America,
U.S.A. and then Texas and our city. I said,
"We could put another Uttie one here and
what would it be called?" And Jerry said, "We
could put two. We could put our
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neighborhood and then we could
put our house." And I said, "Yes, you are
right"
[Linda laughed.]
Elizabeth: Wow.
linda:

But that was just kind of last minute stuff. I
wrote it down after I did it so I would
remember to do it next year. Not only did it
get the point across. But one of my
Uttie girls who is struggling so much in Math,
she couldn't put the pieces in order from large
to smaU. She had no idea. So that was
revealing to me.

Elizabeth: That's interesting.
From Linda's experience, EUzabeth learned that certain
activities provide good diagnostic information about chUdren
with potential learning problems. As the discussion continued,
EUzabeth moved to the next item on the list which she had
prepared for the discussion session.
Elizabeth: I need to ask you about the home reader
program. What do I need to do on that?
linda:

WeU, I haven't started my home readers yet.

EUzabeth: Me either. Good.
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Linda:

I have patterned each one of the stories after
one of the stories in the book. They use a
simUar format as in the story.

Elizabeth: Oh.
[Elizabeth appeared overwhelmed.]
Linda:

They use kind of the same patterns. And it
uses the same type of vocabulary. So I wait
until we go through enough stories in class
where I have enough books that every chUd
can take one home. But they won't take
home the same story.

EUzabeth: Do you know when that wiU be?
linda:

WeU, what story are we on?

Elizabeth: We are on number five or six.
linda:

See, I have two or three books for each story,
so if we are on number six, I coiUd start next
week, because that would be 18 books.
But you have a lot to keep up with here. I
start with a checklist. Begin by writing your
Ust of students. And then I have written my
home readers in order of difficulty.

Elizabeth: Which ones are the home readers?
Linda:

Those big green books. You should have some
of those in your room.
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Elizabeth: I do.
linda:

OK. So on the checkUst, I'U write their names
here in the column and then I use a comer to
comer slash - like an "x.". For instance, if Eric
had taken this one, I would write
a slash and the day he took it home. Then
when he brings it back, I would put another
slash through it.

EUzabetii: CK
linda:

But be sure and write down the date when
they take it home. Because, when you are
deaUng with 18 different ones, it makes it
easier to keep ttack of how long they
have had them.

EUzabeth: How long do you let them keep them?
Linda:

Well, I usually send them home on Monday
and it's due back by Friday. So, usually about
a week. But if they bring it back on Tuesday,
I'U go ahead and give them another book on
that day. I don't give them one for the
weekend because so much can get lost. But
any other day of the week that they bring it
back, I'll give them another one.

EUzabeth: OK. So I need to start that. I'U start that next
week. And as you can tell, I haven't even
started my plans for next week.
Linda:

You'll get there. Every time I have a break, I
have been doing just a littie bit.
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Elizabeth: You reaUy have. Do you work on your lesson
plans whUe the kids are in "Write to Read?"
linda:

Yeah, I think that's fine. But I think you wiU
find that if you run these forms off and staple
them into your plan book, that it wiU save
you a lot of time. And also I have pretty weU
decided how I like to do my readers. In what
order I like to do things and on what day.

Linda provided EUzabeth with ideas for managing the
compUcated process of sending home readers with the students
and seeing that the books were returned. Linda offered an
instructional sttategy which was related to the home reader
program.
linda:

...And I don't do the workbook pages in the
order that they come in the workbook.

Elizabeth: You don't?
Linda:

No, because they put comprehension in there
first. I hate to read a story just one time and
then do comprehension. And so, I just look
through it and see what page woiUd be
aU right to do on Monday. Then on Tuesday, I
always do word famiUes. Then there are
always two pages on the word famUies. Once
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you make those decisions, you wiU
save a lot of time in planning.
Elizabeth: I always inttoduce the story on Monday.
Linda was prompted by the discussion of Elizabeth's question
to bring up an issue which EUzabeth would need to know about
ahead of time.
linda:

Uh hum. Let me teU you something else too.
We have a reading assessment test that we
are supposed to do about every six weeks.
We were supposed to do it before next
week's story. But we wUl probably put it off
another week or two just because we have so
many kids that are not ready for it. There
wiU be a lot of kids who will really bomb that
test. And we read it to them, the first
time. We read everything to them. Even the
answers. All they have to do is foUow us
reading it.
And something that the test asks on every
one of those is - It shows the cover of a book
and it tells the kids to put a circle around the
titie. Draw a line under the author.
And put an "x" beside the iUusttator.

EUzabeth: We talk about the illusttator but we don't talk
about what place it is on the book.
Linda:

You need to start doing that. Because last
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year I didn't and my kids missed that a lot.
And so I do a lot of that on Mondays. I say,
"Point to the titie." "How can you tell
where the author is?"
Also tell your kids that the iUusttator might
also say "Pictures by..."
Elizabeth: OK. So Monday you just inttoduce the story.
linda:

Right

EUzabeth: And vocabulary.
linda:

Right

EUzabeth: That's what I do too. I was using the story
strips and I don't use them that much
anymore.
linda:

I use them about every other week.

EUzabeth: I don't Uke using them very much.
linda:

Last year, I only used them once or twice and
then I put them away. But this year I'm
trying to use them some.
On Wednesdays, I usually sttess the
punctuation in a story. If there are question
marks or exclamation points. And then on
Thursdays I do cause and effect.

EUzabeth: And do you do individual reading?
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linda:

Yes. I do choral reading up untU Thursday.
Like today we choral read the story from the
book. And then I passed out that page that
has the story on it and I had them read to
their partners. One student read their story
to their partner and the other read it back.
The partner was supposed to watch and help
them with words or if they missed a word,
ask them if they were sure about the
word.

Elizabeth chuckled at the notion of how her students would
respond to her newly found information.
Elizabeth: My kids may be shocked tomorrow when we
do this.
linda:

You wUl want to get as many grades as you
can before Friday, because you don't want
Friday to get here and have to take too many
grades down in the grade book.

Elizabeth: That's a good idea.
Linda:

Also, did you know that you can write on the
overhead with your blackboard markers and
then erase it with an eraser?

Elizabeth: I didn't know that.
linda:

You can. And so I thought I'd write with
those on the overhead with the chUdren.
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EUzabeth: Do you have a make up for vocabulary tests.
Linda:

I just write their name on a vocabulary test
and stick it in my Monday folder so I don't
forget.

Elizabeth: I don't know where to find the time to do it.
Linda:

I try and do it right at 8:15 when they first
come in and are doing their morning work. I
just do it then.

During the first several weeks of school, EUzabeth
struggled with time management, linda helped her by sharing
what days to use certain instructional sttategies and at what
time of the day to do others. Elizabeth continued by changing
the subject to progress reports.
Elizabeth: OK. Oh, what about progress reports.
linda:

Oh, I'm glad you think of these things.

Linda was reminded of how much information Elizabeth
needed to survive the first six weeks of school. She was
grateful that Rizabeth had planned her questions for this
dialogue session.
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[They both laughed.]
linda:

WeU progress reports are sent home in the
middle of each six weeks so that parents can
know if their chUd is failing in anything. So,
after you average your grades for
the 3 weeks...

EUzabetii: All of them?!
linda:

WeU, you don't have to average aU of them
because you can teU who is failing.
Remember that you don't have to
send progress reports except for those who
are failing. And you can tell. Average the
grades. And on the progress report, you put
the real average. So if it's lower
than a 50 you put that down.
On the report card, you don't put anything
lower than a 50 but on the progress report
you do. Then it has codes: 1) does not turn in
home work, 2) low test grades, 3) low
daUy grades. And you just check what it is
that is making the grade low.

Elizabeth:

Tardiness?

Linda:

Tardiness is not on there but you can write it
in. In other words, you can write whatever
reason for low grades. And then there is a
place at the bottom for them to request a
conference. And you keep a copy and send a
copy to the office.
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EUzabetii: OK. When do we send these out.
Linda:

They go home on the Wednesday, three
weeks before the report card date.

This portion of the dialogue session reveals that EUzabeth
neither understood the purpose nor the process for progress
reports. It was necessary for Linda to explain both the purpose
and the detaUs of the process.
It is important to recall at this point that the mentor,
Linda, aUowed EUzabeth, the beginning teacher, to direct the
issues discussed in their talk sessions. This point emerges
throughout the talk sessions between EUzabeth and Linda. In
this particular category of concerns, Elizabeth appears to be
focused on both technical and instructional procedural issues.
Technical procedural issues are largely task organization and
management issues, e.g., the Usting of subjects and grades in
the grade book, the format of a lesson plan, the number of
grades to take in a week for a particidar subject, the
distribution of and accounting for home readers, when and how
to do progress reports. Instructional procedural issues focus on
the teaching process, e.g., when to teach phonics, "fitting in" an
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art task and grade into other instmctional activities, conductUig
a reading assessment, when to use story strips or choral
reading.
It is also important to note that more substantive content
or concept issues that came up in Linda's examples (i.e.,
teaching the concept of a map; teaching chUdren how to
identify north, south, east, and west; obtaining diagnostic
information on students through such instructional activities)
were passed over by both EUzabeth and Linda. Although
EUzabeth responded to Linda's examples with "Oh, that's a good
idea" or "Wow," neither Linda or EUzabeth piu*sued an
elaboration of the topic.
Finally, it is also important to note that at one point linda
was describing a sttategy she had tried the day before,
representing the concepts of world, continent, country, state,
and city in a pyramid form to iUusttate size differences. When
Elizabeth mentioned that she had a worksheet that presented
these concepts in this same pyramid form, a worksheet with
which Linda was apparentiy unfamiliar, Linda dropped the
issue and simply commented, "Uh-hum."
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FaciUties
Although it was apparent to both the begiiming teacher
and the mentor that neither of them could do anything to
change the situation regarding the poor classroom facUity in
which Elizabeth taught, the discussions often led to concerns
over EUzabeth's classroom faciUty.
Elizabeth's classroom was formerly a locker room which
has been converted to some degree so that is serves as a smaU
classroom which might comfortably seat no more than 10
chUdren. EUzabeth teaches fourteen chUdren in this room.
The instructional area is approximately 15 feet by 18
feet. The floor slopes toward the middle of the room where the
drain covering stiU exists. Unlike the other first grade rooms,
the classroom is not equipped with a chUdren's resttoom or
sink, nor does it have a water fountain. Also unlike the other
first grade rooms, EUzabeth's room is too small to accommodate
a gathering area where the chUdren can come together and sit
on the floor for story time or other activities. Because the room
was originaUy designed as a locker area and shower, the
acoustics are not ideal for instruction.
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The east waU of the classroom provides fourteen hooks
where the chUdren hang coats and backpacks. There are no
lockers for storage, except for a smaU closet where instmctional
materials are stored. The south waU supports a chalk board
and an overhead screen. The west waU displays a smaU
buUetin board which boasts chUdren's work. EUzabeth's desk
sits near the north waU next to the door.
EUzabeth beUeved that many of the problems she
encountered in her first year directiy related to the physical
space of her classroom. Often, the conversations surrounding
discipUne problems led to the discussion of the poor classroom
facUity.
The foUowing excerpt is from a discussion session held in
mid-September where the conversation turned to the issue of
the classroom facUity after Elizabeth expressed frusttation over
a student in her class. As this discussion session began, it was
clear that Elizabeth was frusttated with the "fall-out" problems
which were occurring as a result of a classroom that was too
small to accommodate these students.
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EUzabeth: You know, Jessie sits right next to me
in that classroom and I hate to say this but he
just drives me crazy. It is constant. I have
tried putting him in the back of the class and
it's even worse. At least if he is right there
with you, then you can say, "Put this away.
Get that ouL Have only one thing on your
desk." It is so hard.
linda:

And you don't reaUy have a place to put
things. See, I've got two chairs up at the very
front, yet away from everybody else - yet
they're close to me.

Elizabeth:

You know what I was thinking. A lot of my
problems come from this room. A lot of my
problems come from not having a resttoom
inside my class. We aU have to go together. I
let them go to the resttoom four at a time. Is
that too many?

linda:

You mean you let them go four at a time from
this room?

EUzabeth: No, we aU go together to the resttoom and we
stand outside whUe I let four at a time go into
the resttoom.
linda:

No, that's not too many. Did you know that I
walked into the resttoom today to get onto
my boys and the custodian was in there.

Elizabeth: Oh no.
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linda:

I just said "Oops, didn't see you go in. I'm
sorry! »

Elizabeth: I don't want to walk aU the way in there.
Linda:

WeU, I just stick my head in there.

EUzabeth: That's what I do. But the problem comes
in when 1 have to let someone go to the
resttoom from my classroom.
linda:

That reaUy is a problem.

Elizabeth: And another thing. I think the noise is
magnified in this room. They are aU right
together and the air conditioner is just so
loud.
I think this room has a lot to do with my
problems. The chUdren can't move. We
never sit on the carpet to do big books or to
do story time. Where can I go?
Linda:

I don't know. Let's walk to your room and
look.
[linda and EUzabeth walked to Elizabeth's
room.]

linda:

What if you put aU the desks closer to the
wall?

Elizabeth: But they would have to turn their heads to
see me.
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linda:

WeU yes, but it would give you a Uttie more
room. When my kids are antsy, we do
something together on the floor.

Elizabeth: Do you think from 10:00 to 12:00 is too long
to sit? That is two hours.
linda:

Two hours is probably not too long in the
morning, but that is a long time in the
afternoon. Maybe you should have them
push their desks back so they can take a
break in the afternoons.
Try it for a couple of weeks.

Elizabeth: I think I'U try that.
Linda:

What about having their chairs against the
waU and push the desks back. Then they
couldn't get up. You might could have
maintenance instaU some Uttie seat belts.
[They laughed.]

EUzabeth: Fourteen children is just too many for this
room.
People ask me, "How many do you have in
here?" And when I say "fourteen" they say,
"No!" It is just so hard. I'll do it. I have to.
It'U get better.
Linda tried to help Elizabeth design a better seating
arrangement given the small confines of her classroom. She
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also offered her gmdelines for how long she thought the
chUdren could comfortably sit in their chairs before a break
would be necessary. In another discussion held in midDecember, EUzabeth expressed her frusttation over the
classroom faciUty.
Elizabeth: I reaUy don't think they should put first
graders in that room.
linda:

I don't either.

Elizabeth: It's just not fair to the kids. All the kids ask
me, "Did this room used to be a shower?"
It's the truth! I don't think it's fair to them.
The kids hate that room. They hate being in
there and I hate it too. And it is so
inconvenient.
Like when the kids have to go to the
resttoom. They have to leave the room and
walk aU the way down the hall. And because
the room is so small - we are just so close
together. I'm just so available
to them. I can never get away. Even when I
go to my desk, they are just right next to me.
Some days, I feel like I can't even breathe.
linda:

You're right, anywhere you go, there they are.
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EUzabetii: Right. You just wouldn't have that problem
at many of the other schools in town. Parents
wouldn't put up with that.
On several occasions, such as this one, Linda aUowed
Elizabeth to express her frusttation. She offered no solutions,
nor did she criticize the administtative decision to place
fourteen chUdren in a smaU classroom.
However, as the discussion continued, linda attempted to
help EUzabeth understand the situation through a broader lens.
Although she shared Elizabeth's concern for a poor classroom
faciUty, she used her experiences to show EUzabeth that what
appeared to be a lack of parental concern could be viewed
differentiy.
Linda:

The parents here, don't share the same
lifestyle as the parents in other schools, so
they won't share the same concerns about
their children's education. There
are many parents here, who don't even know
their teacher's name.

Elizabeth: That just blows my mind.
Linda:

I get a lot of things back from parents,
such as forms that have the teacher's name on
it. They won't fUl in the teacher's name
because they don't know the name. They
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don't have any idea what the teacher's name
is.
And you are right, EUzabeth. It is a whole
different world here, than it is at a lot of
other schools. And unless you have been in a
school like this, you are not even aware that
we have houses in our district that don't even
have a floor. It is a sheU buUt on dirt. And
that is going to make for a whole different
outiook on things.
But once you knock on the door. WeU, the
first time 1 ever walked in and I was standing
on dirt, my mouth feU open. They put the
goats in the house when it freezes outside
because there is nowhere else to put them. Or
there is no furniture in the house except a
console television.
The blankets are stacked in the comer in the
dirt. That is what they sleep on.
So, finding out what their teacher's name is is
the least of their worries. And some of those
parents might look at your room, they are
probably thinking, "I'm glad my kid has a nice
place to come for a few hours of the day."
See, it's aU relative.
I had a mother come in today who was very
concerned that we were going to exchange
gifts for Christmas. I said, "No, we are not."
And she said, "Oh good. I had worried about
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that because I had no money to buy one and I
didn't know what I was going to take."
Elizabeth: Shoot.
linda:

And that is two weeks before the Christmas
party that she was asking. And she doesn't
anticipate having any money by then. And
she said, "I am so thankful."
We have just never been in that situation to
know what it is like. But anyway, I think I
have gotten us off ttack.

Linda recognized that Elizabeth was angry over her
classroom condition and that she blamed her students' parents
for "tolerating" the situation. Linda tried to help EUzabeth
understand that from these parents' perspectives, her
classroom might appear better than the conditions in their own
homes.
EUzabeth's concerns about the physical characteristics of
her classroom stemmed from her conclusions that the
classroom itself as a physical space contributed significantiy to
the discipline problems she experienced. EUzabeth's classroom
is in her estimation very inconvenient; it has no resttoom in it,
littie space for student or teacher movement, and poor
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acoustics compounded by a loud air conditioner. Linda's
assistance comes primarUy in the form of opportunity for
Elizabeth to vent her fmsttations. linda also occasionaUy
recommends a change in the desk arrangement to open up an
area in the room for a particular instructional activity.
When EUzabeth tried to blame students' parents for
aUowing their chUdren to be taught in such a room, Linda
provided EUzabeth with information about the community
which the school serves. She hoped the information would
expand EUzabeth's perspective regarding the conclusions she
drew about her students and their parents.

Classroom Discipline
The third theme which describes the nature of discussion
sessions between EUzabeth and Linda is that of classroom
discipline. Although Elizabeth experienced discipUne problems
in her classroom, they were not usuaUy due to Rizabeth's lack
of organization and structure. My observations revealed that
Elizabeth is a weU organized teacher, however; her instructional
pacing was quick. Often, when she called on students for
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responses to her questions, she gave them Uttie time to
respond before she caUed on another student. EUzabeth also
shared a somewhat impersonal relationship with her students.
Although EUzabeth expressed high instructional goals for her
students, she demonsttated difficulty in relating to them
personaUy. Her assessment of students was very clinical in
nature.
EUzabeth admitted, in her exit interview, that she lacked
the experience to imderstand her students' backgrounds. As an
elementary and secondary school student, EUzabeth attended
schools which served largely upper middle class students. Her
student teaching occurred in a simUar setting. Nowhere in her
previous experience was EUzabeth exposed to students of low
socioeconomic backgrounds, or students with learning
difficulties and emotional/behavioral disorders.
EUzabeth taught fourteen chUdren in her smaU classroom.
By the end of the school year, six of those children had been
diagnosed with learning problems. Three of these students
were receiving medication for attention deficit. One student
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was diagnosed with an emotional behavioral disorder and was
sent to a self-contained unit off campus by mid-year.
EUzabeth's students primarUy came from low socioeconomic backgroimds. EUzabeth described her students as
"chUdren who needed a lot of structure and order." As I
observed her classroom, I noticed that EUzabeth provided a
great deal of organization for their students. Her lessons were
weU planned; however, she stiU struggled with discipline.
Linda beUeved that many of Elizabeth's discipline
problems stemmed from issues which were outside of
EUzabeth's conttol (e.g., too many students in a smaU classroom
and numerous learning and attention problems). She tried to
help Elizabeth by directing her toward the things she could
conttol (e.g., imderstanding the student's backgroimd, avoiding
power struggles) and directing her away from the things she
could not conttol (e.g., faculty perception of incompetence,
parents' attitudes toward education).
The first discussion session which revealed a discipline
topic occurred in late September. Elizabeth began by
discussing an upcoming field trip.
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EUzabetii: OK. I know this is terrible, but I have some
chUdren who I feel do not deserve to go on
our field trip to the farm next week.
linda:

Oh, I know how you feel.

Elizabeth: I mean they have just given me fits.
linda:

And you talk about something that a mother
wiU come down hard on. I have done it
before. I have left kids at school. UsuaUy, it
was at the end of the year when 1 have dealt
with them all year long. And I have taken
away every privUege and the only thing left
is field trips. I got a six page letter from a
mother one day teUing me that in all her
years she had never seen anyone so unfair to
achUd.

Elizabeth: Oh no!
linda:

So I wrote her six pages back. She wouldn't
come in to see me for a conference. She just
wrote it down. She never would say anything
to me face to face.
So I just sat down that night and wrote her
back. I mean she gave me sermons and
scriptures and everything she could. So I just
gave her some scriptures of my own.
And I know what you mean about going to
the farm. But I probably wouldn't withhold it
at this time.
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Elizabetii: I don't think I would. It's just that I want to.
linda:

I understand that.

Elizabeth: I wUl have a substitute teacher that day
anyway. So I couldn't really do that. But
there a a few that have just made my life
miserable.
linda:

I know. One of the problems with that is that
you probably have a couple that wUl be
tested. And if you kept them from the field
trip and then they went to the doctor and the
doctor said that he really had severe attention
deficits and that we should put them on
medication - You would think, "Oh, that
chUd couldn't help the way he was
acting." And so if you've gone through
aU that and the doctor says, "I just don't
think that this is what it is." Then, at
the end of the year, it would be
appropriate to withhold him from a
field trip.

EUzabeth: Do you think I'm being too harsh?
linda:

No. Like I told you before, it is a lot easier to
start out hard and get easy than it is to start
out easy and get hard. With your class, you
will probably have to be hard all year long. I
mean I don't want you to dread the rest of
the year but you have got some kids who are
getting ready to be tested and that can make
a difference.
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Linda tried to help EUzabeth imderstand the difference
between behavior resulting from attention deficits and
behavior resulting from a student's choice. She cautioned her
that to withhold a field trip at the beginning of the school year
might have consequences which she would regret
In the foUowing session which took place in November,
Elizabeth, once again, expressed her frusttation with her
classroom discipline.
EUzabeth: WeU, I want to teU you that the big thing that
has happened since the last time we talked is
-1 had a breakdown.
[linda, EUzabeth, and the researcher laughed.
EUzabeth continued.]
We had talked last week on Wednesday about
so many problems, and then on Thursday
morning, I had been up all night long. I guess
talking about aU that stuff on Wednesday
made me so emotional. It was good to
talk about it, but then I didn't sleep at aU. By
the time I got here, I had cried aU night long.
And I cried all morning after I got to school. I
talked to Mr. G. I was quite upset with the
situation. I didn't feel like I was
getting the support I needed. So that's kind
of how things went and I haven't seen
anything, reaUy. I mean in regard to progress
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m that area. I kind of poured my
heart out to him.
EUzabeth felt as though she was not getting the
administtative support that she should be getting.
Furthermore, she began to feel that she was unable to make
progress toward improved discipline. Elizabeth began the
school year with very high expectations for her students, both
behavioraUy and academicaUy. A number of discussion
sessions centered around a sense of "resignation" that EUzabeth
felt toward classroom conttol. This session was held in late
November.
EUzabeth: I am at this point where I'm not even
sending the students to the office. And
that's just kind of how it is.
And now, if Mr. G. asks me how it's
going, I just say,"good." and go on about
my business. He has just kind of
removed himself from my situation. So
I am just dealing with it.
Linda:

Elizabeth, how are things going? Are
they worse or better?

EUzabeth: No, things are the same. A few of the
kids are just doing what they want to
do. like Jonathan. He knows that
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notiiing is going to happen to him. We
got Mom and Dad's permission to send
him to the behavioral school. But
then, when we got Mom in here the
other day, the principal totaUy changed
his mind. So he just does whatever he
wants. He is just skipping around the
room and hitting things. 1 don't know
what to do. I am at this point.
linda recognized that EUzabeth had taken the situation
personaUy and tried to help her understand the chUd,
individuaUy.
Linda:

See, EUzabeth, he has not reaUy matured, yet.
I had him in kindergarten two years ago and
I retained him. He is so tiny. He came to
school - weU, at the end of kindergarten and
he StiU could not write his name. He
knew maybe one or two letters. He had no
interest in school whatsoever.
[EUzabeth was overwhelmed with
resignation.]

Elizabeth: I'm not gonna beat it. He just does whatever
he wants to do. He uses such awful language.
I don't know what to do. Somebody give me
some advice. Because I don't know what to
do. I've tried everything.
linda:

When he came here, he did not know that was
inappropriate. But he knows that now.
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EUzabeth: He stiU does not know aU of his letters. That
is amazing to me. He can't even put the
words in ABC order without
going to the chart. He'll say, "What is an 1?"
So we're going to get some academic testing
done. But half of the year is gone already. I
don't want to talk about it anymore.
By March, EUzabeth had decided that the discipline in her
classroom was her responsibiUty. She had taken on a more
authoritarian role as a teacher and this was reflected in the
discussion sessions. In the foUowing discussion session,
EUzabeth revealed to Linda her frusttation with a particular
student where her authoritarian approach in attempt to
manage the situation resulted in a negative power struggle
between the student and herself.
In this particular discussion session, EUzabeth began by
recounting for me, the previous week's struggle which occurred
between herself and a student.
Elizabeth: I am so frusttated with James. I don't know
what to do with him anymore. He has
decided that if he doesn't want to do what we
are doing, that he can just lay down
in the floor and throw a fit. I mean I can tell
he is doing it on purpose because I watch him
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look at the other kids to see what their
reaction is. But yesterday, a fit in the
floor wasn't enough. He kicked me!
Researcher: He kicked you?
Elizabeth:

Yeah, and he kicked the filing cabinet, too.

Researcher: He kicked you?
Elizabeth:

ReaUy.

Researcher: How did aU that happen?
Elizabeth: I just decided I had had enough. I wasn't
going to put up with his fits anymore. So
when 1 told him to get out his math book and
he didn't, I told him to go out into the
haU. That's when he threw the fit. But I have
decided that I have to foUow through with
everything 1 say. So I decided to pick him up
and take him to the haU.
Researcher: Oh no.
Elizabeth: Oh yeah. That was a big mistake. That's the
last time I wUl ever try to pick somebody up.
Boy, I learned my lesson. 1 was just trying to
pick him up and when he kicked me, it hurt
so bad. Then, after I got over the physical
pain, I StiU had to deal with the emotional
hurt of it. That's when it got to me. It really
reaUy got to me. I came down here to Linda's
room crying. Linda, I know you must be so
sick and tired of hearing me by now.
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Linda:

No, I just felt so bad about that day. I went
down to the principal's office on Friday and
told him, "I just want to assure you that
EUzabeth is reaUy doing a good job." He
said he knew you were doing a good job and
that he could tell that just from walking by
your room. I told him that I really felt sorry
for you this year. It wouldn't matter who was
in that room, their hands would be fuU.

Elizabeth: AU I told him to do was to get out his math
book.
Although EUzabeth considered this a simple task, Linda realized
that Elizabeth had asked too much of the student. She tried to
explain Elizabeth's behavior.
Linda:

Well, you were asking him to stop something
and start something else.

EUzabeth: Oh gosh! And I don't know what I'm going to
do about that. We are having to wait for him
for everything now I mean several minutes
that we are wasting time waiting on him.
Linda:

Is he trying to make closure on whatever else
he is doing?

Elizabeth. Exactiy. And I usually give them time. For
him I use the timer to give him some time to
prepare for it. I don't just say, "OK, put
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everything up and get out your math book."
I try to give them some notice. UsuaUy about
5 minutes. I say, "Start putting your things
away." But he has a very very hard time with
ttansitions. 1 even gave him a warning. And
we have been over and over what a first
warning means, what a second warning
means and so on.
Elizabeth beUeved that her students would respond
positively to her system of organization. However, her
"warning" system which had been clearly defined was not
working for James.
As this discussion continued,linda gave EUzabeth advice
about avoiding power struggles with students. Ui this example,
Linda tried to help EUzabeth understand that a more
democratic style might help EUzabeth with students like James.
linda:

You know, on this ttansition thing, I use a lot
of the "making magic." Have I already told
you about this?

Elizabeth: No.
Linda:

I close my eyes and I say,
"Abra cadabra,
Abra cadare.
Everyone is ready and in their chair."
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And you can just hear them scrapping
to get ready for the next activity.
Elizabeth: Oh, that's good.
linda:

They reaUy wiU scramble to make sure that
when I open my eyes, that we have really
made magic. And I try to reaUy make them
beUeve that I reaUy think it's magic.
And that I don't know how they could have
gotten everything put away so fast. And a lot
of times it's not a command for them to put
their stuff away.

Elizabeth: So that works better?
linda:

Uh hum. So with the ttansition things, that
might be something that you want to try especially with a kid like James. Or anything
I can make rhyme. Any magic words you
have heard in Cinderella - you know, dare
just rhymes with chair.
[They both laughed.]
But I have never had a class that did not
respond to that. See it's more of a game than
it is a command. And it's more like they
fooled me because I reaUy think it's magic.
It's more of a challenge.

Elizabeth: You have so many tricks.
Linda:

WeU, I've been at this for a long time. You
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are just now putting together your own
bag of tricks.
In fact, in a few years, you will meet a kid
and you wUl remember something that you
tried with another kid several years ago.
But you won't use that trick for years.
Elizabeth: How many minutes do you give them to
change?
Linda:

You mean like between subjects?

Elizabeth: Yeah.
Linda:

I usually give them between one or two
minutes. Like you, I'll teU them that they
have five minutes. And later, I'U look at the
clock and say, you have one minute.
Especially, now that we are working on telling
time. I use the clock because that is what we
are doing in math right now. I used to say,
"When the red hand goes around one
more time..." Because they don't really know
what a minute is. But 1 don't give them very
long to ttansition at aU.

Linda helped Elizabeth to understand that her students
were not cognitively ready to understand the kind of structure
she was providing. If first graders did not understand the
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concept of "one mmute," it was unUkely they would understand
EUzabeth's warning of, "...you have five mmutes."

Section Summary
EUzabeth's concems about discipUne center around her
expectations for students and her perception that students
sUnply refuse to do as she asks. Part of her "resignation" to
theu- winning the power stmggle, so to speak, and doing what
they want is due to her perception that the administtation
gives her littie support in disciplinary matters.
Linda's assistance takes the form of sharing personal
experiences and actions taken. She focuses on a different
source of disciplinary problems - chUdren's developmental
readiness for a teacher's expectations. To Elizabeth, conttol
seemed to mean the teacher's order and structure are followed;
to Linda, conttol seemed to mean that chUdren understand
what is required of them, are able to deliver what is required,
and because of that understanding and abiUty agree to do what
the teacher asks.
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Fear of Appearing Incompetent
Elizabeth often expressed concern to linda over the poor
discipline in her class. She felt as though the poor classroom
discipline was a direct reflection on her first year as a teacher
and that her co-workers would perceive her as incompetent.
EUzabeth shared several situations with Linda where she
confided her fear of appearing incompetent in front of other
professionals. The foUowing excerpt from a discussion session
held in early November demonsttates Elizabeth's concern.
This day's talk session did not begin as many of the
previous ones had begun. Although Elizabeth brought a Ust of
questions with her to the session, she began by immediately
expression her frusttation over her classroom discipUne and
her resulting fear of how her colleagues were perceiving aU of
this.
EUzabeth: This is so much work. I made 25 more of
those copies of discipline forms. And today, I
have none left. Can you beUeve it? I am out
of discipline papers! I just worry about the
reflection on myself.
You know, it's my first year and maybe they
are thinking I can't handle it. I don't know.
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linda:

I'm telling you that everybody here, knows
that you have your hands fuU. Everybody
knows it wouldn't matter if you had taught
for 40 years - that class would be a handful.

Elizabeth: Yeah, but everybody says, "Oh, it's just your
first year. You just need to get past your first
year."
Linda:

Elizabeth, that has nothing to do with it. I
guarantee you.

EUzabeth expressed her frusttation with not only the
discipline problems which were occurring in her class, but with
the perception she beUeved it caused her coUeagues to have of
her.
linda was persistent about communicating to EUzabeth
that her particular situation was not the result of incompetence
but that her first year of teaching had been complicated by an
unusuaUy difficult group of chUdren and that any teacher
would have difficulty with the group which had been assigned
to EUzabeth.
Elizabeth: I couldn't do my work if it weren't for
the other first grade teachers. I couldn't
begin to try to do it by myseU right now.
Running aU the copies and doing aU of those
things. It is so hard when it's your first year.
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linda:

It's hard when it's your second year. But it
is reaUy hard when you have a situation Uke
the group of chUdren you have this year.

Elizabeth: Like with the Computer teacher. Every day in
that class, I have to take someone to the
office. And I know I'm supposed to be in
there with her. And I teU her, "1 am so
sorry." Because every day
it seems Uke I'm having to say, "I have to go
and take Jonathan to the office again."
Linda:

I bet she understands. She has had a littie
dose of what you have aU day, every day.

Elizabeth: You know, the teachers who don't get them all
day but who have them some have told me,
"I'm glad I don't have them aU day."
linda:

Now see, that alone teUs you that it's not just
you. When the music teacher and the P.E.
teacher are saying the same thing as the
computer teacher, you know not to take this
personaUy.

EUzabeth: Coach McClure told me on Friday, "Your class
has not improved one bit since the first of
school." I'm just kind of wondering what Mr.
Gardner is thinking about it. I don't know. I
worry about that in a way.
linda:

Have you talked to him about it?
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EUzabetii: Yeah. A Uttie bit. And he says, "Oh it's not
you. We just need to get some of them out of
your classroom." I guess I don't send them
very much.
But 1 feel like I send them to the office a lot.
it's always somebody. Half of my classroom is
gomg.
linda:

WeU that way you get to do smaU group
teaching. You get one group - the office gets
the other,
[They both laughed.]

linda beUeved that EUzabeth's discipline problems were,
in large part, due to a set of unfortunate circumstances such as
poor grouping of students and poor classroom faciUties.
Knowing that Elizabeth had few options, she often used humor
to help EUzabeth through difficult days.
The final moments of a discussion session held in
November also demonsttate EUzabeth's fear of being perceived
as incompetent.
Elizabeth: Linda, have you done your evaluation?
Linda:

Yes, I've already done mine.
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EUzabeth: 1 need to talk to you about mine. WiU you go
over some of the points on the evaluation
instrument that 1 don't understand.
linda:

Sure.

[It should be noted, here, that later in the
spring semester, Linda reviewed a video of
Elizabeth's class along with a ttanscript in
order to prepare Elizabeth for her evaluation.
That discussion is provided in Chapter 5].
Elizabeth: 1 think 1 want to get it over with, rather than
wait much longer.
Linda:

CK

Elizabeth: It might be an eye opener for Mr. G. But, you
know, it's a reflection on me and my
classroom conttol.
[linda tried to ease Elizabeth's concerns.]
linda:

Well, the thing about it is - you have got a
music teacher who has a history of good
classroom conttol. And she has a hard time
with them. You have a master Sargent for a
P.E. teacher and he has ttouble with them.
That should tell you something.
I mean, Mark (the P.E. teacher) has ttouble
with them the entire time they are with him
and they are even able to move around the
whole time they are there. That is a
sttong message.
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Once again, Linda tried to help EUzabeth understand that
the behavior of this particular group of chUdren was not
entirely a reflection of competence or incompetence, but that is
was more a reflection of how these students were grouped for
their first grade placement.
EUzabeth perceived classroom conttol as an indicator or
mark of competent teaching, an indicator that was perceived as
important by other teachers and, most likely, the principal.
EUzabeth's comment regarding the importance of her teaching
evaluation is most revealing, "...you know, it's a reflection on
me and my classroom conttol." Linda's responses to Elizabeth's
concems focus on confirming the difficult nature of the
students EUzabeth teaches and confirming that other teachers
see these students in the same way. In a sense, Linda attempts
to reduce EUzabeth's anxiety over her upcoming evaluation by
broadening Elizabeth's perspective on her greatest concern, the
behavior of her students and her perceived inabUity to
"handle" them.
It might also be noted that Elizabeth requested in this
session that Linda talk to her about the evaluation insttument.
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WhUe EUzabeth asked Linda for that assistance, EUzabeth
wandered away from the request to her primary area of
concern, student behavior. Linda did not pursue EUzabeth's
initial request once EUzabeth had, in essence, changed the topic.
Later, a talk session was scheduled to discuss the issues of
Elizabeth's evaluation; however, the researcher initiated this by
suggesting that this might be an exceUent reason to use a video
tape of EUzabeth's class as an impetus for discussion.

Summary
Four themes emerged in this study, describing the nature
of the discussions between this mentor and this beginning
teacher. The first theme was Procedural Sttategy Sharing. Two
types of sttategies were shared by the mentor. The first type
of sttategy. Technical Procedures, related to the beginning
teacher's management of specific tasks. The first few
discussion sessions were dominated by this type of sttategy
sharing as it was important for Elizabeth to learn to
successfuUy operate within the school system. As the
discussions progressed, the sttategy sharing turned more
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specificaUy to Instructional Procedures which related to the
process of instruction.
FaciUties was another theme which emerged in this
study. EUzabeth beUeved that many of the discipline problems
she experienced were, in part, due to the smaU classroom in
which she taught. Her classroom was formerly a boy's locker
room which had been converted to accommodate a smaU group
of chUdren, ideaUy ten. EUzabeth taught fourteen chUdren in
this makeshift setting.
Given the nature of the smaU classroom faciUty, the
learning, attention, and emotional problems of many of her
students, and Elizabeth's lack of experience with students of
low socio-economic backgrounds, it is understandable that
EUzabeth experienced discipline problems in her class, the third
theme. Linda beUeved that many of EUzabeth's discipline
problems stemmed from issues which were outside of
EUzabeth's conttol (e.g., too many students in a smaU classroom
and numerous learning and attention problems.) She tried to
help Elizabeth by directing her toward the things she could
conttol (e.g., understanding the student's background, avoiding
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power struggles) and directing her away from the things she
could not conttol (e.g., faculty perception of incompetence,
parents' attitudes toward education).
A final theme to emerge EUzabeth's fear of appearing
incompetent. EUzabeth shared several situations with Linda
where she confided her fear of appearing incompetent in front
of other professionals. This topic of discussion continued
throughout the year and was related to EUzabeth's poor
classroom discipUne. linda tried to help Elizabeth understand
that the behavior of this particular group of chUdren was not
entirely a reflection of competence or incompetence, but that is
was more a reflection of how these students were grouped for
their first grade placement.
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CHAPTER V
INFLUENCE OF THE DISCUSSION
SESSIONS ON THE PARTICIPANTS

Chapter IV addressed the nature of the discussion
sessions between the beginning teacher and the mentor. This
chapter discusses the influence of the sessions on the
participants. More speciflcaUy, it addresses the foUowing
research questions: Are there ways in which talks with the
mentor influence the beginning teacher's perceptions of
teaching and herself as a teacher? How does the mentor
perceive teaching and the beginning teacher through these
talks about teaching? How does the beginning teacher perceive
teaching and herself as a teacher through this talk about
teaching?

Elizabeth's Classroom
The purpose of presenting and discussing a ttanscript of a
fuU lesson conducted by the begiiming teacher not only gives
background to the discussion session held foUowing the lesson.
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but it gives the reader a more complete picture of the
beginning teacher. In order to understand the influence of
these talk sessions on the beginning teacher, it is helpful to
have a better understanding of how the beguming teacher
conducted her classroom.
In previous discussion sessions, Elizabeth had expressed
some concern regarding the upcoming TTAS observation to be
conducted in her classroom, linda and EUzabeth had discussed
several issues surrounding the observation, and Linda
suggested that Elizabeth tape her lesson. As noted in Chapter
III, Linda and EUzabeth agreed to videotape some lessons and
use these as an impetus for their discussions. They agreed that
this would provide them with a meaningful opportunity for
videotaping and using it for discussion.
Because I agreed to operate the video camera for
Elizabeth, I had the opportunity to observe this lesson. This
lesson, like each of the lessons I observed in Elizabeth's
classroom, was weU organized. Although the lesson lacked in
several behaviors such as warmth, wait time, and extension of
student responses, it did not lack in organization. Before this
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math lesson using coins began, EUzabeth had placed on each
chUd's desk, a paper plate with the necessary coins to complete
the lesson. Elizabeth began with organizational statements to
her students:
Elizabeth:

Please take aU of your coins and put
them on the paper plate in front of you.
Push the plate to the top of your desk.

EUzabeth was very forceful with her instructions. It was
important to EUzabeth that her students foUow her instructions
exactiy.
Do not touch it again. If you touch it,
I'm going to take the coins away. Lf you
even touch the plate, you are going to
lose your money. Everything is put
away. I need to see your learning
positions. I wiU wait until everyone is
in a learning position. Your eyes have
to be up here on me.
Elizabeth used a sttategy given to her by Linda in
previous discussion sessions. Linda had encouraged Elizabeth
to compliment the chUdren on the least thing that was done
correctiy. She quickly commented:
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EUzabeth:

You are being good students.

She continued by inttoducing the lesson.
Elizabeth:

Today in math we are going to learn
how to count with dimes and nickels.

Student:

What about quarters?

EUzabeth ignored the student's question and continued.
Elizabeth:
The first thing we are going to do is -1
want you to think of aU the things that
you can buy that cost less than one
doUar. Raise your hand if you can think
of one thing that costs less than one
dollar. Stuart?
Stuart:

Big Red Gum.

Throughout the lesson, Elizabeth responded to her
students by simply repeating the students' answers.
EUzabeth:

OK. Big Red Gum.

She quickly called on the next student.
EUzabeth:

Joel?

Joel:

Ninjas.

Elizabeth asked questions to clarify Joel's response.
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Elizabeth:

What kind of Ninjas?

Joel:

Black and White Ninjas.

EUzabeth:

Are you talking about candy Ninjas?

Joel:

No, they are toys.

Elizabeth:

OK. Ninjatoys. Amanda?

Amanda:

Gum.

Elizabeth:

Gum.

James:

I've got one.

Elizabeth:

James?

James:

A Big Red (soda) in the machine.

EUzabeth:

A Big Red in the machine.
Melschard?

Melschard was identified early in the school year as
having emotional and behavioral disorders. Elizabeth's
interaction with Melschard, here, is much more elaborate than
with her other students. She gives him more information in
her question to prepare him for a successful response, and she
extends his response in her follow-up.
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Elizabeth:

What could cost less than one doUar?
Think about something that you buy at
lunch time. A snack.

Melschard:

A cookie.

Elizabeth:

Yes, a cookie costs less than one doUar.
Nicholas?

Nicholas:

Chips.

Elizabeth:

Chips. MeUssa?

MeUssa:

Ice Cream.

Elizabeth:

Ice Cream.

Naomi:

I've got another one.

Elizabeth:

Naomi?

Naomi:

A quarter.

Elizabeth:

WeU, a quarter is less than a doUar.

Student:

Cookies.

Student:

Popcorn.

EUzabeth:

If you have given me an answer, please
put your hand down.
So we have many things that cost less
than one dollar. And in first grade you
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are going to learn to count with money,
up to one doUar.
Elizabeth remembered Linda's advice that before
counting with money, it would be wise to briefly review the
charts which helped the chUdren in counting by fives and tens.
EUzabeth:

Right now, we are going to review our
fives and tens. Let's look at the chart.
There are some missing numbers in the
first one. TeU me what the missing
numbers are. Joel?

Joel:

Twenty, forty, sixty.

Elizabeth:

How did you figure that out, Joel?

Student 12;

I guessed it.

Elizabeth:

OK. But what is the pattern?

Joel:

Ten, twenty, thirty, forty, fifty, sixty.

Elizabeth:

So the pattern is counting by...

Joel:

Tens.

Elizabeth:

Tens. You are counting by tens. Raise
your hand if you can figure out the
second problem in the chart. What are
the missing numbers? Joe?
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Joe:

50,55

Elizabeth:

OK. What is the pattem?

Joe:

Counting by fives

Elizabeth:

Counting by fives. Joe, please count by
fives for me in this problem.

Joe:

Forty-five, fifty, fifty-five, sixty, sixtyfive.

Elizabeth:

Good. Number three. WhocanteUme
the missing numbers in number three?
Larry?

Larry:

Seventy-five, eighty-

Elizabeth:

Keep going.

Larry:

Eighty-five

The lesson was momentarily interrupted whUe the principal
entered the room.
Mr.G.

How are aU of you doing today?

Class:

Fine.

Mr.G.

Is there anything...
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He was interrupted by EUzabeth. EUzabeth was concerned
about Jonathan who had been sent to the office earUer in the
day.
Elizabeth: How is Jonathan?
Mr. G.

I'm going to keep him in the office for a Uttie
whUe. If you have anything for him to do,
you might send it down. Remind me to teU
you about aU of it later. How is Melschard
doing?

Elizabeth: Real good.
Mr. G.

(speaking to Melschard) Good. Way to go.
Is everybody else doing all right? James, I
want to see you work your name off the
board. OK?

James:

OK

Mr. G:

Keep up the good work, everyone.

As Mr. G. was leaving the room, EUzabeth went directiy
back to the lesson.
EUzabeth: OK. Let's go back. Number three. Larry
has just fiUed in the missing numbers.
What was the pattem in number three?
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Student:

Counting by fives.

Elizabeth:

Counting by fives. Number four. Raise
your hand if you know the missing
numbers in number four. I see a lot of
chairs that are on two legs. Please put
them on four legs at aU times. What are
the missing numbers in number four?
Forrest?

Elizabeth's expectations for her student's behavior were
often encapsulated within the context of her instruction.
Forrest:

Uh, forty?

Elizabeth:

Where does forty go?

Forrest:

In the first blank.

Elizabeth:

Think again. What number comes right
before forty?

Forrest:

Twenty-five.

Without comment on Forrest's answer, she turned to
another student.
EUzabeth:

Help him out. Nicholas?

Nicholas:

Thirty.

EUzabeth:

Thirty comes first. Then forty, fifty.
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sixty. OK, read the pattem Forrest.
Loud!
Forrest:

Counting by tens.

Elizabeth:

Counting by tens. Now read it for me.

Forrest:

Thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy.

EUzabeth:

Very good. Who can teU me what coin
we use when we are counting by fives?
What coin do we use when we are
counting by fives? Amanda?

Amanda:

A nickel.

Elizabeth:

OK. On your paper plate, take a nickel
and put it in front of you. Find one
nickel and put it in front of you. Who
can teU me what coin do we use when
we are counting by tens? Danny?

Danny:

A nickel.

Elizabeth:

You already have a nickel. It's worth
five.

Danny:

Oh, a nickel is five.

EUzabeth did not spend a lot of time with students who were
having difficulty in answering her questions. She often moved
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on to a student who she beUeved could answer her rapid
questions.
Elizabeth:

What is worth ten? Somebody help him
out. Bianca, what is that caUed?

Bianca did not respond immediately, and EUzabeth continued.
Elizabeth:

Help him out Bianca. What is that
called?

Bianca:

A dime.

EUzabeth:

A dime. Put one dime in front of you.
One dime. Find a dime. Who can teU
me what coin we use when we are
counting by ones? Miguel?

Miguel:

A penny.

EUzabeth:

A penny. One penny. Take one penny
and put it in front of you. So today we
are going to be working with the dime,
which is worth ten cents; a nickel, which
is worth five cents; and a penny which
is worth one cent.

EUzabeth remained focused on organizing her students.
She provided structure for them at intermittent points
throughout the lesson.
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When we count money, we always start
with the coin that is the greater amount.
Look at the three coins that are in front
of you. The dime, the nickel, and the
penny. Which coin is worth the greater
amount? The greater amount or the
most amount? Nicholas?
Nicholas paused, and EUzabeth continued the lesson by quickly
directing her question to another student.
Elizabeth:

Let's get somebody to help you out.
Miguel?

Miguel:

A dime.

Elizabeth:

OK. So if we start counting today, you
always start counting with the coin that
is worth the most and that is the dime.
So today, when you are counting money,
you are going to start counting with the
dime - or with the ten. What coin is
worth the least amount? The least
amount or the Uttiest amount? MeUssa?

MeUssa:

A penny.

Elizabeth:

A penny. And how much is a penny
worth?

MeUssa:

One cent.

Elizabeth:

Very good. Now, I want you to take
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your three coins and put them back on
your paper plate. Push it to the top of
your desk. I am going to write an
amount of money on the board. For
example, if I write six cents, you would
take your money and show me six cents.
That would be one nickel, which is
worth five plus one penny, which would
be six. When I write that amount here,
you have to show me that amount with
your coins. Are there any questions
about what we are going to do?
A student raised his hand, and EUzabeth called on him.
Elizabeth:

Larry?

Larry:

Never mind.

Elizabeth was more focused on the lesson itself than this
student. She faUed to probe him for further information
EUzabeth:

OK. Let's look at our first amount. Your
coins - aU of your coins - are on your
paper plate. Watch while I write the
amount on the board.

EUzabeth wrote "10" on the board.
EUzabeth:

Show me this amount with your coins. 1
am going to come around and I want
you to show it to me.
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Elizabeth passed around the room quickly to see that
each chUd had the correct amount of money. Without
comment, she continued as she wrote, "5" on the board.
Elizabeth:

OK. Raise your hand if you can teU me
what coin is worth five cents. Amanda?

Amanda:

A nickel.

Elizabeth:

So you should have one nickel in front
of you. OK. Take that nickel and put it
back on your paper plate.

Once again, EUzabeth wrote "10" on the board and asked:
Can you show me this amount with your
coins? Look up here and show me this
amount with your coins. You have to
show me. OK. Raise your hand if you
can tell me what coin is worth this
amount. Miguel?
Miguel:

A nickel, I mean a dime.

EUzabeth:

And how much is this amount?

Miguel:

Ten cents.

Elizabeth:

Ten cents. Very good. OK. Take that
coin and put it back on your plate. Here
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is your new amount. Show me this
amount with your coin. Here is your
new amount.
EUzabeth wrote " 3 " on the board and continued:
Elizabeth:

Show me Naomi. Raise your hand if you
can teU me what coins you use for this
amount. Amanda?

Amanda:

Three pennies.

Elizabeth:

Three pennies, and how much money do
you have?

Amanda:

Three cents.

Elizabeth:

Very good. Try this one. Show me with
your coins.

EUzabeth wrote "7" on the board.
Elizabeth:

Raise your hand if you can tell me what
coins you used to make this amount?
Joel?

Joel:

Two pennies and one nickel.

Elizabeth:

Two pennies and one nickel. OK. That is
what you should have, because a nickel
is worth five cents. You start with the
bigger coin that is worth the most. That
is five, six, seven. You have one nickel
and two pennies. Show me that. Show
me a nickel and two pennies. Show me
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this amount with our coins. At least try.
You have to at least try.
OK. Raise your hand if you can teU me
what coins you used to show this
amount. Danny? Danny, would you
wait a minute? I need to have learning
positions. There is a lot of talking today.
No talking during math lesson. Danny.
Although Elizabeth remained focused on the math lesson,
she became frusttated with the students who had become
disttacted.
Danny:

A dime.

Elizabeth:

A dime and...

Danny:

A penny.

Elizabeth:

And one penny. How did you get that?

Danny paused.
Elizabeth:

How much is the amount on the board?

Danny:

Eleven cents.

Elizabeth:

Eleven cents. And how much is the
dime worth?

Danny:

Ten cents.
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Elizabeth:

Ten cents.

Danny:

Then you start by ones.

Elizabeth:

Then you start by ones. Ten cents plus
one more cent gives you eleven. You
should have had one dime and one
penny.

In this interaction, EUzabeth worked with Danny untU he
could give her the correct information. EUzabeth continued by
writing "15" on the board, then she asked:
Elizabeth:

Show me this amount. I will give you a
hint. It only takes two coins.

Student:

This is hard.

EUzabeth ignored the student's comment and continued.
Elizabeth:

Start with the coin that is worth the
most money. Bianca, how much money
does this say?

Bianca:

Fifteen cents.

EUzabeth

What two coins could you use to make
fifteen cents?

Bianca:

A dime and a nickel.
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EUzabetii:

A dune and a nickeL The dime is worth
ten cents. The nickel is worth five
cents. So you count. Start with ten
and then you say five.

Elizabeth noticed that one student had used a different
sttategy to come up with the fifteen cents.
Elizabeth:

Joel came up with another way. There
was one more way you could come up
with fifteen cents. Can you teU us what
that was?

Joel:

Three nickels.

Elizabeth:

Three nickels. A nickel is worth five
cents. You count by fives. Five, ten,
fifteen. Very good. If you can hear my
voice please touch your nose.
[There was a pause in the classroom.]

Although Elizabeth recognized and acknowledged Joel's
creativity, this had littie relevance to the students who were
already struggling with the lesson. She attempted to regain
their attention and redirect them.
EUzabeth:

Right now, I need you to take all of your
coins, put them on your paper plate and
push it to the top of your desk. Melissa,
you may bring me your coins for
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playing with them. You have lost your
coins.
Recognizing one student who cooperated, EUzabeth said without
specificity regardmg what the student had done:

Thank you Amanda. I need to see
learning positions. OK We're going to
end with a problem. You have brought
this amount of money on your paper
plate today for snack time. You get into
the cafeteria and you decide to buy one
smaU cookie. The cookie is worth five
cents. Then you decide to buy one ice
cream. The ice cream is worth twentyfive cents.
Eric:

It's thirty-five cents.

EUzabeth ignored the student and continued. Eric remained
quiet.
EUzabeth:

How much money do you need to pay
the cafeteria lady. One small cookie and
one ice cream. How much money do
you pay the cafeteria lady? Amanda?

Amanda:

Thirty cents.

EUzabeth:

Using your coins, show me thirty cents.
Show me thirty cents using your coins.
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Start with the coin that is worth the
most money. Use the dime. Start with
the dime. Show me thirty cents. It only
takes three coins to show me thirty
cents. Raise your hand when you have
it. Forrest, what coins are you going to
give the cafeteria lady?
Forrest:

Three dimes.

Elizabeth:

Three dimes, because a dime is worth
ten cents.
Now take your coins and put them on
the top of your desk.

The Discussion Session of the Videotaped Lesson
I agreed to assist linda and Elizabeth with their
discussion of the videotaped lesson by providing both teachers
a ttanscript of the lesson in addition to the video tape. Both
teachers agreed that the most efficient method for developing
discussion around this lesson would be for Elizabeth and Linda
to observe the video tape prior to the discussion, and the
teachers would then use the ttanscripts during the discussion
session.
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Although lengthy, the fuU discussion is provided, together
with my observations and interpretations, in order for the
reader to better grasp an understanding of the discussion
sessions. The discussion session began, as most discussion
sessions did, with EUzabeth's observations.
Elizabeth:

Did you notice that Mr. G. came in
during this lesson?

linda:

Yes, 1 saw that.

Elizabeth:

He comes into the room almost every
day. OhweU.

Although EUzabeth beUeved the principal's intentions were
good, she was concerned with his visits to her classroom.
EUzabeth complained to Linda that his visits were
disruptive to her lessons. Linda always used diplomacy when
discussing issues regarding the principal.
Linda:

I thought you handled it well.

Elizabeth:

WeU it is a real interruption because he
wants to know who has been in ttouble.
And they aU want to get up and go over
to see him. But I have talked to them
and they are getting better.
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linda:

They seemed to do weU.

Elizabeth:

Yeah, they did. They stayed m thefr
chairs pretty weU. But they stiU caU out
a lot during the lesson. See Eric
caUed out right here.

As stated in Chapter IV, EUzabeth was concerned about the
discipUne in her classroom. Elizabeth found Eric's behavior of
calling out in class to be unacceptable.
Linda recognized quickly that Elizabeth had made a
mistake in her instruction. Linda referred to the ttanscript of
the lesson and gentiy led EUzabeth toward investigating the
cause of this student's behavior.
linda:

WeU I wondered about what he [Eric]
was trying to do there.

Elizabeth:

Well see, I asked the question and they
were supposed to raise their hand and
answer it. And he did not raise his
hand. He just blurted it out.

Linda:

WeU, see when you said "...the ice cream
is worth twenty-five cents" in the
cafeteria, I thought he was trying to tell
you that the cost of ice cream in the
lunch room is actually thirty-five cents.
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EUzabetii:

Oh no!

linda;

WeU see, that is what ice cream costs in
the lunch room.

Elizabeth:

Oh no! I was wrong. Oh, Lmda! You are
right. That was what he was trying to
do. I didn't know that was how much
ice cream costs.

linda:

Uh hum.

Elizabeth:

How stupid of me. I'U have to go back
and teU that chUd I'm sorry!

EUzabeth had not recognized that the actual price of ice
cream in the lunch room was thirty-five cents. Nor did it occur
to her that Eric was simply trying to give her accurate
information about her instructional example. She felt badly
about having misinterpreted this student's behavior.
EUzabeth continued the discussion by pointing out
another teaching behavior.
EUzabeth:

There are some other things in this
lesson that made me laugh. I can't
beUeve how many times I would say,
"WUl somebody help him out?" I didn't
even know I was saying that. I don't
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know if I am supposed to say that but I
did it.
If they can't come back to me or if they
give me kind of a wrong answer, I'll just
kind of pass it off to see if that kid wiU
learn from one of the others. Linda
what do you when kids have ttouble
with answering a question. Do you ask
other chUdren to help them out?
linda:

Oh yeah, I do that. Or I'U say, "Do you
need some help?" And let them teU me
whether or not they need some help.

Here, linda recognized that Elizabeth was moving through the
lesson too quickly. She offered an instructional sttategy to
Elizabeth that would help her give students an appropriate
amount of wait time.
As reflected in Chapter IV, Linda often shared the beliefs
behind the sttategies she shared with EUzabeth.
Because we talk quite a bit about the
fact that this is the procedure you need
to take if you don't know something. No
one will know that you need help unless
you tell them and ask for help. So I'U
either say, "Who can help her?" But you
might try asking the child if they need
help first.
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EUzabetii:

CK

Linda took the opportunity to elaborate on the need for
giving students appropriate wait time.
linda:

And sometimes they say "No, I can
figure it out." It just takes them a Uttie
bit longer. Where if I say, "Who can
help her?" I cut her off and I don't give
her the time she needs to think about
an answer.

Elizabeth:

I usuaUy give them a certain amount of
time, but if they are not coining back
with anything, I wUl move on to
someone else.

Even with Linda's comments on the importance of wait
time, EUzabeth did not appear to grasp the value of allowing
time for student responses. Linda shared an experience from
her classroom that she thought would help EUzabeth
understand the value of giving chUdren more wait time.
linda:

See, like Justin. When he doesn't have
an answer right off the bat, he wiU
usuaUy teU me that he does not want
any help. And he wiU usuaUy figure it
out. He is so smart, but he just is a Uttie
slower in figuring things out.
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Sometimes, I think he is slower because
he does his thinking in an unbeUevable
way.
Like today, counting money. He said, "I
decided that instead of counting by tens
with a five on the end of it - that's not
the way we should count it. When I
have a quarter and a nickel, I'm going to
put them together and make thirty
cents and x out the nickel. That way I
can count the dimes with a zero at the
end. He said. Is that all right?"
I said, "Sure, Justin!"
linda and Elizabeth laughed and linda continued.
You bet buddy. He is just something
else. But the point is, he is taking his
time figuring out money. But he is also
figuring out what works best for him.
But I would say 90-99 percent of the
time, that is what I do And if they get a
wrong answer, that is a tticky thing.
You just can't say, "Yes, that's right."
And you hate to say, "No, that's aU
wrong." So you kind of have to say
something Uke, "Well, that's not exactiy
what I was looking for."
EUzabeth:

Sometimes, I say, "You're on the right
ttack."
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linda:

"You're close." Yeah, it's easier if they
don't give you any answer at aU.

Elizabeth:

You want to let them down real easy.

Having exhausted the topic of wait time, Linda guided the
discussion toward the issue of how to handle incorrect
responses. Linda noticed that EUzabeth experienced several
incorrect responses in her lesson.
Linda:

That happened to you when you were
asking what costs less than a doUar.

Elizabeth:

Uh hum. That was with Joel. When I
asked what costs less than one doUar
and he said "Ninja" and I asked him if
he meant Ninja candy. That was so hard
because there are ninjas everywhere. I
just tried to make sense out of it for
him. But then he said, "No, Ninja toys."
It was Uke he had something specific in
mind and he couldn't give me enough
details.

Linda:

[laughing] Maybe he found them at the
doUar store.

Elizabeth:

You never know.

linda:

Amanda said "A quarter costs less than
adoUar."
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She laughed at the response and continued.
Linda

WeU they did very weU m thefr
counting by fives and tens.

EUzabeth:

Yeah. The only one who had ttouble
that day was Forrest. He racked my
brain. He just wasn't paying attention.
Look, right here. He was turned around
in his seat and I caUed on him. 1 do
that, you know. I'll call on them if they
are not paying attention. I think it
keeps them on their toes a littie bit
more.

EUzabeth had done a good job of keeping students Uke
Forrest focused on the tasks in the lesson. She, however, did
not understand the reasons behind their lack of attention.
Linda recognized that Forrest's difficulty with the
problem was with the organization of the problem. She
referred to the chart Elizabeth used for fiUing in the missing
numbers. She offered Elizabeth another sttategy.
linda:

You know, it is so much easier to fUl in a
number at the end of a chart than it is
to fill it in the middle or at the
beginning.
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EUzabeth:

Mine were aU different. The missing
numbers were in the middle, at the end
and at the beginning.

Linda aUowed EUzabeth to make her own discovery about
Forrest's behavior and about her own teaching.
Elizabeth:

Maybe that is what Forrest was having
ttouble with. Because I said, "What
comes before forty?"

linda:

See, one thing that reaUy throws these
kids off is that the pattem in our math
book is a repeating patterns. So if aU
you have learned is a repeating pattem,
and you see " 1 , 2, 3, 4" then you are
going to write, "1,2, 3,4" for what comes
next.
So when you begin extensions of these
patterns, the kids who have ttouble
with basic patterns anyway, really get
into ttouble. U you have to reteach a
kid a pattem several times, you know
that kid isn't going to catch onto any
kind of patterning very quickly. You
can reteach and reteach and reteach.
And you see it every single year.
And filling in the middle is a littie
harder than filUng in at the end but it's
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not as hard as filling in at the beginning,
I think my chart had aU three of them.
Elizabeth learned from linda that the math text book did
not make allowances for chUdren who had difficulty with
patterning. Linda then turned the discussion toward another
positive observation of Elizabeth's lesson. She recognized that
EUzabeth had required verbal answers of her students.
linda:

One thing that I liked was that you
would make them talk about it. You
didn't allow them to point to an answer
without stating the answer.

Elizabeth:

You know, I had to go back and review
each coin that day.

linda:

I had to do that too. Our book just goes
so fast.

Elizabeth:

We are done with quarters in three
days.

linda:

Yep. Pennies the first day, nickels the
second day, dimes the third day, and so
on. And you are supposed to be able to
mix them and count them all together.
We used to spend more time on these
concepts and it was easier on everyone.
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Lmda and EUzabeth beUeved that the textbook required a
pace that moved too quickly for fu-st graders. They agreed that
more time was needed for their students to grasp the concepts
of counting money.
Elizabeth:

I'm just gomg to go reaUy slow. We
have been playing some of the games
that you have given me. I give them
partners, where one knows it and one
catches on. I've been doing that every
day.
Do you see anything that I can improve
on?

linda:

Not that I see. It looks good to me.

Although there were many areas in which EUzabeth could
have improved, linda chose not to elaborate on these in a
direct fashion.
Elizabeth was concerned that she might be helping her
students too much. As the discussion continued, she directed
the discussion toward this issue.
EUzabeth:

I always try to do a lot of things
together. I think that is good for them.
But I stUl haven't found out where I am
not supposed to help them. How do you
handle that?
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Linda offered a procedural sttategy with detaU.
linda:

I help them more on papers 1 don't take
a grade on. If I'm going to take a grade
on it, some of them wiU come and ask
me for help on every one of them. 1
feel like if they make a 95 or a 96 on it
but they stUl don't know how to do it
independentiy, that is not reaUy
representative of what they know. And
since I do send those papers home
separately from the papers 1 don't take
a grade on, I feel like those need to be
one true reflection of what they are
doing.

EUzabeth:

So how do you teU them that?

linda:

Well, I don't refuse to help them. But
they can't come up and ask me every
time. I'll teU them that if they get
stumped on one where you just really
feel like you need help, I don't mind
helping. But they are not going to come
up here ten times or raise their hand
ten times for ten questions.

EUzabeth:

That is similar to what I'm doing. If
they get stumped on one point, then I
help them out.

linda:

If all they need for me to do is to say,
"How much is this coin worth?" And
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they can give me the answer. And I
say, "So how much are we counting by?"
And they can give me the answer. Then
they count and I point. I can't see that
I've helped them too much in that
situation. They have given me aU the
answers, I've just walked them through
it. So that is where HoUy is right now.
As she so often did, linda shared a personal experience
from her classroom to help EUzabeth understand the issue of
giving help to students who were struggling.
HoUy is one of my brightest students.
She has reaUy struggled with counting
money. 1 know her mom and dad are
working with her, because the daddy
has caUed me several times to say,
"What am I going to do with Holly?" I
just told him to get his money out. He
wrote me a note that said they were
working on it. And I wrote him a note
back that said "Don't worry about it."
I'm not going to record anything that is
really low because first graders don't
have to master money, it is just an
inttoduction to money. So anyway, he
probably passed out today because she
brought home a 94 in math. And he
was just sure that she was going to fail
math this week. Because she had been
bringing home papers that had been
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faiUng. HoUy has never had to ask for
any help this year. She is one of the
first to catch on to everything. But she
is one that if you sit down and she wiU
point to the quarter - and I have them
write the amount above the coins. Then
I teU them to touch the coin and then
look to the next coin to see what you are
going to be counting by.
But there is just not one single thing
that reaUy works. I've also tried
writing it out with the coins on the
overhead.
Elizabeth:

I guess you just try a Uttie bit of
everything.

Elizabeth learned from linda that teaching requires
flexibiUty in addition to organization. Linda continued the
discussion offered another sttategy for counting money.
Linda:

Yes, today I had them draw a Une on
their paper, where the quarters
stopped, and where the dimes stopped,
and where the nickels stopped. So that
aU the different coins were in their own
Uttie section. And when you counted to
down, so that if you got the pennies
and you forgot how much you had, you
didn't have to go back and start aU the
way over.
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As she contUiued, Linda elaborated by sharing a beUef
which supported her sttategy.
linda:

Because I think that sometimes they are
counting it right, the first time and they
forget how much they had. So they go
back and count it again and when they
count it the second time they get it
wrong. So I say, "After you count the
quarter, write down 25. If you have
two dimes at the end of that, you write
down 45." Then, that way if they forget
what they have at the end of the
nickels, all they have to do is go back to
the begiiming of the nickels and start
counting. That way they don't have to
do it aU over again.
That seemed to help many of them
today. There are just so many coins.
And plus, trying to turn off counting
by tens and turn on counting by fives.
And plus, they have learned to count by
tens. Now, if there is a quarter in front
of it, then they have to count b fives.
And they are not used to counting like
that.

EUzabeth:

Oh boy! I haven't gotten to that page!
Oh no. They do that?
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The discussion sessions gave linda an opportunity to give
EUzabeth advance notice on some issues. EUzabeth had not
considered teaching money using more than one method.
Linda continued by sttessing the importance of using more
than one method to teach the concept of counting money.
linda:

Yes. Once again, it's the patterning
thing that comes into play. You always
think about startuig at zero to count by
tens. And kids need to be able to start
with the five and count by tens also.
In fact, I think I over taught the skUl of
counting by tens this year. Now they
can't count by ten unless they start at
zero! The reason I did that it because
last year when we got to counting by
tens and fives, I hadn't done anything to
prepare my kids for it. So this year,
shortiy after the beginning of school, if
we had just a minute or two before the
beU rang, I would say, "OK, let's count
by tens." Then I would say, "OK you test
me and I would play Uttie games with
them." But I only started counting from
the zero mark.
So now, I have to change the game. We
wUl have to start counting by tens but
we are going to start at fifteen.
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EUzabeth:

I am so shocked. I never thought about
that or saw it coining! I think I'U cry
now.

EUzabeth was shocked that she did not foresee the
upcoming shift in the textbook which required her students to
think about counting money in an entirely different way.
Linda continued by sharing an experience from the previous
year.
Linda:

See this is my second year to teach first
grade. And last year, there was a girl
who had taught for a long time in first
grade and she said, "Money is the most
horrible thing you wiU endure in first
grade. Just rip out the money pages in
the math workbook and do it at the end
of the year." So I ripped it out and we
were going to do it during the last two
weeks of school and you know how the
last two weeks of school can be. And
we just flat didn't get to it and I felt so
bad sending those kids to second
grade without having had nothing to do
with money. So this year, I thought that

I would not put it off. I was going to go
ahead and do it just to make sure that I
got it in.
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Elizabeth:

Oh great! Now I fUid out that the last
two weeks of school are that bad?

Laughing, Linda responded.
linda:

WeU, not for you. The last two weeks of
school couldn't be any worse than the
rest of your year. You wiU never know
the difference.

Once again, Linda used humor to move EUzabeth through
an overwhelming moment.
Elizabeth:

The reason I asked about helping the
children when they have difficulty is
that when I averaged my grades for this
six weeks, they were higher than what I
thought they should be. They are
getting anywhere from 90 to 100 on
math.
I think everyone but two kids
got 90s. And in spelling, they are all just
doing wonderful in spelling. I don't
know what's going on. But I don't think
the grades should be that high.

linda:

Even Lester?

Elizabeth:

Yes, last week. I had a few 83 s. I only
had one student to faU. The rest of
them made 90s and 100s. So I don't
know what else to put in there. That
scrambled sentence.
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EUzabeth paused.
I didn't take a grade on it. And I should
have taken a grade on it. Dam, I should
have taken a grade on it!
Elizabeth was frusttated with herself for not having
taken the grade on a more difficult activity- From their first
official discussion session, Linda had shared the sttategy of
taking grades on more difficult activities if she thought the
grades were climbing. Linda used this sttategy because she
believed paper grades were not always a true reflection of a
student's performance. She encouraged EUzabeth to take low
grades in the event she needed these grades to reflect a
student's actual performance.
linda:

Yeah, some of those things kind of off
set the higher grades.

Elizabeth:

And the reading workbook?

linda:

See, the scrambled sentences in the
reading workbook - that is a completely
different process than just reading
words off of a page.

EUzabeth:

It is. It is a much higher level.
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linda:

WeU, they have to read for
understanding.

Elizabeth:

Comprehension.

Linda:

Yeah, and when they are reading those
sentences to us, they don't have to
comprehend.

Elizabeth:

So what exactiy do you take a grade on?

linda:

I usually have five grades a week.

Elizabeth:

CK

Linda:

I usuaUy take a grade on spelling, a
grade on vocabulary, a grade on the
workbook. That usually brings mine
down a Uttie bit, too.

EUzabeth:

I haven't even gotten to the workbook
this week.

Linda elaborated on the issue of taking grades.
Linda:

I also have them read their homework
page to me. I don't have them read the
whole page. UsuaUy just half of it. It
has the words from our story and it is
kind of just a Uttie vocabulary test And
then the other ones. Well, it just kind of
depends. I'U take a grade on that
reading assessment. I try to have one
of those every six weeks.
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Although this discussion occurred in late March, EUzabeth
was StiU learning sttategies for recording grades. Linda
continued by reminding EUzabeth of the importance of taking
low grades.
Linda:

But especiaUy about this time of year,
go ahead and take those grades. When
almost everyone did weU on something
except for a few, you should probably
take that grade for those few.

Linda shared some examples of chUdren in her class for whom
she was using this sttategy.
linda:

See, look at this paper. Vanessa made a
52 on it and I took that grade
because I am going to have to talk
to her mother about retention.
She had an average of 80 and an
84 the first and second six weeks.
And then she dropped to a 63 this
six weeks.
And Mario, he is going to wind up
having to repeat first grade, too.
Most of mine with reading
problems have wound up in
resource. You can see fifty's all
the way across the grade book.
And they are aU in resource now.
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As noted in Chapter IV, EUzabeth had a number of
chUdren who experienced special learning and discipline
problems. Linda's comments about her own concems for
students in her class prompted EUzabeth to express concern for
James.
Elizabeth:

I worry so much about James. We
haven't had his Special Education
ARD yet, but it probably has been
thirty days since he was tested. I
hope it is coming up soon but I
just don't know what to do with
him, anymore.

linda:

Did you know that I have a
student whose doctor put her on
medication for hyperactivity and
the student's mother is taking the
chUd's medication and won't give
it to her?

Elizabeth:

No!

Linda:

Yes. I called the doctor and talked
to him about it. He told me that
he had told her she needed to go
to MHMR and get herself some
help. And that reaUy mbbed her
the wrong way. But anyway, the
child told me today, "Mom won't
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give me any of those piUs I'm
supposed to be taking."
Linda did not always have solutions for EUzabeth's
concems. Sometimes, she expressed a sense of helplessness in
knowing that some chUdren's problems were outside of her
conttol.
As noted in Chapter IV, the discussion sessions were
sometimes characterized by EUzabeth's concern about
appearing incompetent. This discussion session was not unlike
the others:
Elizabeth:

You know what? I'm worried about
some of this when Mr. G. comes in. I'm
afraid that with aU that's going on, he
won't ever see my closure.

linda:

Yeah, but if he sees the closure when he
first walks in the door,then he counts it
as closure. I almost try to plan it that
way so that he can see my ttansition.

Elizabeth:

I went ahead and scheduled my
observation for March 25 th. I've
thought about the lesson I want to do.
I've done it before. It's on tanograms.

There was a pause and Elizabeth felt unsure.
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Elizabeth:

Isn't it tanograms?

Linda laughed and responded:
I have no idea!
Elizabeth:

You know, tanograms. It's that Chinese
puzzle that is broken into different
parts. I was thinking about doing
problem solving with it. But I don't
know with my class, if I can do it.

linda:

WeU, they certainly did well when you
allowed them to use the money
manipulatives.

EUzabeth:

I thought I would have them create a
puzzle and have them ttace around the
pieces.

Linda:

Have them cut it apart?

Elizabeth:

WeU, have them ttace around it on a
piece of paper. They would ttace the
shapes.

Linda:

Oh, I see. Have them ttace each shape
and put the pieces in each shape.

EUzabeth:

Right.

linda:

Yeah, that would be good. You know, I
have never done math for an appraisal.
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Elizabeth:

Oh reaUy? I have to do math because of
when he is coming. I either have to do
math or social studies or science. A lot
of the teachers have told me that they
have done phonics when he came.

linda:

It's impressive. He hears, "What is a
diagraph?" "What is a diphthong?" He
sits in the back of the room thinking,
"Huh, this was sophomore EngUsh to
n
me.

EUzabeth previewed her lesson ideas with linda for the
upcoming appraisal, linda continued the discussion by
encouraging EUzabeth about her appraisal lesson. She assured
Elizabeth that her previous lessons naturally included many of
the indicators found in the appraisal insttument.
linda:

Also, Elizabeth, the last lesson that we
looked at together had a lot of stuff in it
that an appraiser would Uke to see. You
probably didn't notice it because we
weren't talking about TTAS that day but
it was a good lesson for that.

EUzabeth:

I don't think I closed that day.

Linda offered another sttategy.
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linda:

A helpful thing that I have always
used is, "TeU them what you're going to
teU them. TeU them about it. And teU
them what you told them." So that way
there is no doubt that you closed.

Elizabeth:

That is something I need to do. I would
reaUy like to meet with you so that we
could go over aU those indicators on the
instrument.

Linda became concerned that Elizabeth would focus more
on the appraisal instrument causing her to lose focus on the
lesson, itself.
linda:

I reaUy think if you open the lesson and
if you close the lesson and if you have
more than one activity, and they are
basicaUy on task, then you can just do
the rest of it.

Elizabeth:

Does it come that naturally?

linda:

It really does.

Elizabeth:

It worries me. Why don't you think we
should cover all of the indicators?

linda:

Because it's aU broken up and if you go
over all those indicators and try to
memorize them, you are going to worry
about leaving one of them out. That's
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the way I saw it before I read over it on
my first appraisal. When the appraiser
walked in - she was an intimidating
person to begin with - she was not an
easy person to do one for in the first
place. Anyway, I learned some things
from that. I had them in smaU groups
and I'll never do that again. Boy, that
was a first and last time. AU of those
indicators are naturaUy buUt into
a good lesson.
Elizabeth:

Just make sure I open and close.

linda:

TeU them what you're going to tell
them. TeU them about it. And teU them
what you told them. Then look at the
clock. But it is important to pace
yourself that way. And, I'U assure you
that you caimot pace yourself if you are
trying to keep up with a set of
memorized indicators.
If he comes in and you are in the
middle of a story, finish it. Don't rush
into the lesson. Or if the kids come into
the classroom all wound up. Read a
book to settie them down. Spend ten
minutes reading with them before you
get into your lesson. It's just no big
deal.
The main thing is to do what is best for
your kids. Close the book. Talk about it.
"What did we learn from this story?"
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And that way, if you have used enough
time on your book so that you don't
have enough time on your tanograms or
whatever, then you stiU have closed.
The only reason he is there is to see that
you can teach a good lesson and that
you are doing what is best for your kids.
You are going to do that anyway. Just
be yourself. Review that last lesson you
did and remind yourself of how many
good things are in that lesson. You'U do
fine.
Linda never aUowed much time to pass in these
discussions without adding comic reUef.

Linda:

Then again, you could just go to his
office and teU him that you have this
really good video tape that you have
already done. Why don't you just ask
him to look at this and teU you what he
thinks.

It was important to Linda that she communicate to
Elizabeth the value of focusing on the lesson and her students.
She was not incUned to review the appraisal indicators
individuaUy as Elizabeth had requested. She felt as though this
would cause Elizabeth to focus on the wrong issues.
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Section Summary
Through discussion sessions such as these, linda
provided Elizabeth with recounts of her own classroom
experiences and the decisions Linda made or actions she took
to address problems or concems experienced. In addition,
Linda's interpretations of Elizabeth's classroom experiences
often provided Elizabeth with a broader perspective from
which to view her own teaching. EUzabeth learned, for
example, that her role as a teacher included investigating one's
own teaching behavior when looking for the cause of student
misbehavior.
In Elizabeth's failure to explore Eric's response of thirty
five cents, she inadveitentiy gave wrong information to her
students. She interpreted Eric's calUng out as deliberate
misbehavior when he did not give her the response she
wanted. In this discussion, she developed sensitivity to a
situation she had misinterpreted as a discipline problem. She
learned through Linda's interpretation, to focus more on the
student's understandings and less on simply getting through
the lesson.
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EUzabetii also learned that flexibiUty is a requirement of
teaching. She learned to provide wait time and depart from
her own pacuig schedule. She learned to reorganize
information based on what made sense to students in a chart as
opposed to what made sense to her. She learned that she
might have to use a variety of explanations when teaching one
concept, rather than just the one planned for in her lesson.
This talk session, as did others, gave linda the
opportunity to give EUzabeth advance notice about how to
adapt her teaching to curricular shifts in the text. In this
instance, Elizabeth only taught her students to count money by
starting with the number ten. linda warned her that the text
book would suddenly shift and require the students to count
by tens beginning with the number five.

Linda's Perceptions of Elizabeth
After reviewing both the beginning teacher's lesson and
observing the discussion session surrounding the lesson, I
asked Linda for a short conference regarding the discussion
session. I was curious about how Linda really felt about the
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the discussion regarding the lesson and about how she felt
about EUzabeth.
Although the original purpose of this brief interview with
Linda was to gather data to show the influence of the
discussion sessions on the mentor, it is presented here with a
dual purpose: (1) to show the influence of the discussion
sessions on the mentor and (2) to provide some insight as to
the mentor's perspective, overaU.
Researcher:

Linda, I was hoping you could give me
some insight as to how you really felt
about the discussion session you and
Elizabeth had last week regarding her
lesson.

linda:

Do you want to talk about the lesson or
the discussion?

Researcher:

WeU, both if possible.

linda:

The lesson was OK but the discussion
reminded me, once again, of how much
a first year teacher has to learn.

Researcher:

I noticed you spent a lot of time sharing
both procedural and instructional
sttategies with her.

linda:

Yes, and we will have to keep doing
that. I feel guilty sometimes, because I
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think, "I should have already suggested
that"
As noted in Chapter IV, Linda expressed concern over the
things EUzabeth did not know as a first year teacher, linda felt
that if EUzabeth was to be successful as a beginning teacher, it
was her responsibiUty to anticipate the things that EUzabeth
did not know.
As our interview continued, I was interested in Linda's
assessment of Elizabeth as a teacher. I reminded her of an
interaction in the discussion which I found interesting.
Researcher:

1 noticed that there were a number of
things about the lesson that could have
been improved upon, but you did not
mention them. You only addressed the
issues that EUzabeth brought up. In
fact, when she gave you the opportunity
- she asked you if there was anything
else she could improve upon - you said,
"No." I thought that was very
interesting.

Linda:

Well, MaLesa I think we are dealing
with two issues here. One is an issue of
whether or not the lesson was a good
lesson. And the other issue is the issue
of whether or not EUzabeth is becoming
a good teacher.
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Researcher:

That's true.

Linda:

Elizabeth's problem is not that she
doesn't have the skiUs to teach chUdren
or to provide instruction. I think her
problem is much broader than that. Her
problem is that she is in her first year
of teaching which is compUcated by an
exttaordinarily difficult group of
chUdren. EUzabeth is stiU trying to
decide if she even likes teaching. That's
where she is right now.
EUzabeth is in a very difficult place.
Beyond the sttategies I can share with
her to make her life easier, there really
isn't any boUer plate answer to what
Elizabeth is going through. I think that
once EUzabeth learns to enjoy her
chUdren, she will learn to enjoy
teaching. Once she learns to enjoy
teaching, some of the things that you
mentioned wiU come into place. But
there is really no way to tell somebody
how to express warmth with a chUd.
You can't teach anyone else how to be
"personal."
But I think you can encourage them in
the right direction. And although
Elizabeth is in an awkward place right
now, I really believe she wiU find her
way out of the woods.
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Lmda beUeved that the process of learning to teach for
Elizabeth was a highly mdividuaUzed one. She also beUeved
that EUzabeth would become a successful teacher.
Researcher:

Do you think you would use this same
method with other beginning teachers?

linda:

Probably, I don't think I would vary
much from that.
See, I know that there were a lot of
things that I could have mentioned to
Elizabeth as areas of improvement, but
if they are not important to EUzabeth
yet, it's probably not going to mean
much for me to bring it up.
The thing about EUzabeth is that
eventuaUy, she wiU bring it up. I can't
expect her lessons to be perfect. Not
today, and probably not next year. One
thing I've learned this year in working
with EUzabeth is that becoming a good
teacher is a developmental process. It
takes so much more time than I ever
imagined.
I also think that EUzabeth is developing
in two ways. She is developing
professionaUy, but she is also
developing personally. And I think we
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aU do that. We just don't remember
that we went through it ourselves.
In addition to beUeving that learning to teach for
Elizabeth was highly individuaUzed, Linda also beUeved this
process was developmental in nature.
Linda's perception of Elizabeth as a beginning teacher can
be characterized by her concern for EUzabeth's lack of
knowledge about the system as weU as her need to have a
more personal relationship with her chUdren. Linda believed
that Elizabeth had sttong instructional skiUs, but she believed
that becoming a teacher was an individualized and
developmental process for Elizabeth and that instructional
skills were only a part of the process. Linda believed her role
as a mentor was to encourage her through this process of
developing personal relationships with these children. She
could share personal experiences and her own decisions based
on those experiences, but she could not prescribe for EUzabeth
what would work for her.
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Elizabeth's Initial Perceptions of HerseU and Teaching
The enttance interview is presented here, to give the
reader a perspective of EUzabeth's view of teaching from an
uiitial perspective. Later, the exit interviews are presented in
comparison to show the influence that the discussion sessions
had on the beginning teacher.
An enttance interview was conducted in early September
after Elizabeth had been teaching for approximately one month.
After one month of teaching, EUzabeth beUeved that her
teacher preparation courses and student teaching had not
adequately prepared her for the job she was performing.
Researcher:

I'd like to talk a Uttie bit about how you
view teaching and yourseU as a teacher.

EUzabeth:

I think I've changed so much as a
teacher already. I think the biggest
thing that has changed since I have
graduated is - weU, when I did my
student teaching, there was someone
who was always there to do aU the Uttie
stuff that a teacher does. And someone
is always watching you and you don't
feel alone. You can't go in there with our
own teaching style. I student taught the
second half of the year and so the kids
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were pretty much used to the teacher
and her teaching style. I felt reaUy
sttange about teaching in my own style
or changing anything.
EUzabeth complained here and throughout the year about
the inadequacy of her student teaching experience. Although
she beUeved her student teaching experience provided her
with more practical information about teaching than her course
work did, she still felt as though student teaching was a limited
and Umiting experience.
Although EUzabeth could speak at length about teaching
and herself as a teacher in the enttance interview, her
perceptions of the job paralleled her student teaching
experience - they were Umited. When EUzabeth spoke of
teaching, she limited her definition of teaching to the act of
instruction. Thus, she tended to separate the act of insttuction
from the day to day tasks which encompass what we know as
teaching.
Elizabeth:

There is just so much that I didn't know
- what's required of this job, you know.
I love the teaching part of it, but a lot of
the time you're not teaching. I mean
you are doing other things that don't
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have anything to do with teaching.
Things that no one reaUy ever
mentioned before. I can't find enough
tune in the day to get it aU done. I'm
coming up on weekends and working
late, coining in early. A lot of the time,
when 1 am teaching, I'm also having to
deal with discipline. I just get a good
idea going in class and then 1 have to
stop and do something else. And it just
blows everything.
But when I'm actuaUy teaching, you
know, when the kids catch on to
something - and that is one thing about
student teaching. They were never my
kids. Now I reaUy caU them "my kids"
because I just feel that responsibiUty.
And when they do catch something or
they catch on, it's just great. I love that
part. I guess that is my dream. For
them to actuaUy learn to read, to make
that connection.
Elizabeth believed that much of what she did in her day
to day routine (e.g., planning lessons, dealing with discipline)
had nothing to do with teaching. Her initial impressions of
teaching disassociated the acts of disciplining students from
"teaching." Elizabeth's primary impression of teaching focused
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on teaching her students to make a connection with reading.
Teaching occurred when chUdren actuaUy read.
Elizabeth spoke of her perception of her role as a teacher.
Elizabeth:

I feel so much responsibiUty in my role
as a first grade teacher. These kids
have to learn to read and that is so
scary for me. I keep thinking, "What if
they don't read? What if they just
don't get it?" It would be, not my fault,
but it would by my responsibiUty.
That's reaUy my role and if it doesn't
happen, then I have faUed. That is a big
responsibiUty in first grade, I think, is
getting them to read.

The reaUties of teaching were a surprise for this
beginning teacher.
I think as far as myself, my dreams weU let's just say that I had a lot of
confidence when I came into this job.
And then the reaUty hit. It kind of
wiped that confidence out. It knocked
me back a Uttie bit and I said, "Whoa,
what am I doing wrong?" I had to take
a good look at myself and change, it's
hard for me to do - keeping my
confidence up about teaching. Some
days I just go, "Oh, is this worth it?" I
hate to say that but it is so true. There
are certain times when you can actualh^
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see what you have done or that your
teaching has made that connection. And
it is just amazing to me that I did that.
And that makes me feel good. So I keep
trymg.
But I get so tired of the discipline. I
have so many problems and I never
knew that I would have them. I never
ever would have agreed to take these
kids in this classroom. This many in
this size of a class and aU the different
problems they have. 1 think that is the
biggest thing on my attitude. Not
knowing that it was going to be that
sttessful and take that much time. I
knew there would be a lot of time
required of my first year, you always
hear that. But you have to put
everything and more into it.
By the time the very first interview was held, Elizabeth
had become disillusioned with teaching. She spoke of the
difficulties caused by the small classroom and by her students'
discipUne problems. EUzabeth shared how Linda had helped
her in dealing with some of the problems she was experiencing
in her classroom.
EUzabeth:

Linda has really helped me a lot.
Teachers feel so isolated. I feel like I'm
just down here by myseU in this littie
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room. You are pretty much isolated aU
day and because of the kids, you don't
interact. I reaUy don't talk to another
adult except at lunch time. When I talk
to her, she makes me feel so much
better about - weU Uke it's normal.
And another thing that linda helps me
with - see, I've never seen a kid at the
begiiming of the year. So I never knew
what to expect of them. And I'U ask
her, "Should they be doing this at this
point?" "Am I expecting too much or
being too hard on them?" And she has
been in it so long, she'U tell me right
away. It's a reality check. Just her
being there to Usten. Just somebody to
taU^to.
Elizabeth shared that Linda had helped her to overcome
some of the feelings of isolation. She was also grateful that
linda could help her understand where her children were,
developmentally, at different points throughout the year.
Elizabeth spoke further of her isolation and sttess and the
value of her mentor.
I came in last Wednesday and I just
knew I was going to cry that
morning because I had had a really bad
day, the day before and with two hours
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of sleep. I just kept going over and over
in my mind about that day. I walked in
and I saw Linda and I just burst out
crying. She said, "Oh God, what's
wrong?" And I just let everything out
and told her everything that had
happened and she was so sweet and she
said that she understood. She told me,
"You don't need to be putting up with aU
that." You know, I was trying to deal
with my problems on my own. Linda
kept telling me, "You have to teU Mr. G.
what is going on. Don't keep it to
yourself. U you keep it in your room,
it'U get to you." And that is what
happened. But I felt Uke, it's my first
year, and if I keep complaining -1 don't
want to complain because you should be
grateful to get the job. There are so
many people that want a job and didn't
get one. And I kept thinking that they
would think, "Well she just can't handle
it. She should be able to handle that."
linda even offered to take one of my
kids. Mr. G. didn't know if that would
be best. But Lmda said, "If he OKs it,
then I wiU take one."
Elizabeth had kept her concerns to herseU which
compUcated her problems as a beginning teacher. Although
she confided in linda, she was reluctant to share the problems
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which were occurring in her classroom with others for fear of
appearing incompetent. EUzabeth was concerned that she was
responsible for the problems in her room.
Ultimately, I think the problems in this
class have something to do with me.
And I don't know why. And 1 talked to
Linda about this. I don't know if I am
expecting too much out of my kids or
n o t That is the hardest thing. I don't
know what to expect for what's right at
this age and at this time of the year.
Am I expecting too much out of them
and feeling that pressure and that
confUct as rebelling against me or am I
not being hard enough?
Initially, EUzabeth spoke freely of teaching and herseU as
a teacher. She spoke at length about these ideas, although her
perceptions and observations were largely fragmented. In her
talk about teaching, Elizabeth separated the acts of instruction
from the other day to day tasks of teaching such as discipline,
planning, and talking to parents.
Elizabeth assumed her role as a teacher focused on the
enormous sense of responsibiUty for teaching her students to
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read. However, EUzabeth's perception of her role did not
initially extend beyond teaching her students to read.
Elizabeth's initial perception of herself as a teacher was
fiUed with the fear of appearing incompetent to her peers.
EUzabeth felt safe with linda and discussed her discipline
problems openly with her. However, she was reluctant to
share her concems with others, including the campus principal,
for fear she would be judged as incompetent.

EUzabeth's Final Perceptions of Herself and Teaching
The exit interview was held with Elizabeth in mid-May.
The structure of the exit interview was very similar to that of
the enttance interview. The same questions were presented as
stimuli. These were differences between the enttance and exit
interviews in Elizabeth's abUity to talk about teaching. In the
enttance interview, her observations about teaching appeared
narrow or fragmented, but she was comfortable in talking
about teaching. However, in the exit interview she was not
only uncomfortable talking about teaching, she was unable to
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comment at aU about what she thought of teaching or about
herself as a teacher.
Researcher:

EUzabeth, I basicaUy have two
questions that 1 would like to base
our conversation on. The questions are:
(1) What have you been thinking about
teaching? and (2) How do you see
yourseU as a teacher?

Elizabeth:

1 think I'm going to have to think about
that for a few minutes. That is a hard
question.
I am sure that I am more confused
about what teaching is than I was at the
begiiming of the year. You know, I
think I know less now than when I
started. That's a terrible thing to say,
but I think it's true.
I don't know. Well, I just don't know.
Those are such difficult questions. I
don't think I was prepared for them. I
think I am going to need some time to
think about them.

Researcher:

I understand. Let's talk for a while
about why you think you are confused.

EUzabeth:

Well, I don't know. What I do know is
that it seems I can't really talk about
what teaching is. I'm confused because
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I didn't have ttouble with this in our
first interview.
Elizabeth had interpreted her inabiUty to talk about
teaching as knowing less about teaching then than she did at
the beginning of the year. Because Elizabeth was frusttated
with the question, I turned the discussion toward a new topic.
Researcher:

Well, let's give you some time and talk
about something else. Tell me about
your conversations with Linda over the
course of the year. How have they
influenced you?

EUzabeth:

WeU at the beginning of the year, I just
wanted help. I would run to her and
say, "Help, help! I don't know what to
do." I found out that I had to get to
know my kids. I had to find out what
worked for them.
And even though I still don't know if
what I am doing is the right thing or
not, at least I know what to ask.
The thing that I am scared about most
right now, is that my kids are going to
second grade. I'm worried about what
the other teachers' opinions will be of
my students. That's what you hear, you
know. "Oh, I've got so-n-so's kids
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and they can't do a thing." I reaUy feel
that pressure.
EUzabeth, once again, referred to the fear of appearing
incompetent. Throughout the year, Elizabeth beUeved that her
students' discipline problems were a reflection of
incompetence. As she prepared these students to move to
another grade and another classroom, she felt their
performance in someone else's classroom would continue to
reflect on her competence as a teacher.
EUzabeth returned to the question at hand.
Elizabeth:

But getting back to your question - WeU,
the kinds of questions I ask linda now,
have changed. I don't ask her as many
questions. Let me try and think. I stUl
ask her questions about how to do
things. She has reaUy encouraged me to
do things in the way that I feel
comfortable doing them.
I think my biggest downfaU this year
was that I didn't know my kids. I didn't
know how to relate to them. I was just
a person standing up at the front and
they were thinking."This is not gonna
work."
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I just didn't know anything about how
to deal with their background. I didn't
come from that kind of school in my
student teaching. I hadn't seen these
kinds of parents. So I had to learn. And
1 am StiU learning.
Researcher:

What was Linda's role in aU of that?

Elizabeth:

WeU, 1 know I have opinions about how
things should be done and about how
kids should be tteated. They are
opinions that I didn't have before I
started teaching so I know I developed
them somewhere. But I don't know
exactiy where they came from at this
point.
I don't think I got my opinions from
Linda, but I don't think linda would
even want me to. More than anything,
she makes me feel better about how I
handle things. She tells me that it is
normal to feel the way I do. And she
has spent a lot of this year telUng me
that my kids are normal. She says,
"That is what your children are
supposed to be doing this time of year."
She did that a lot.

Elizabeth beUeved that Linda had allowed her to develop
her own opinions about teaching. She was grateful to Linda for
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not imposing her own opinions on her and for encouraging
Elizabeth to believe her opinions were valuable.
Linda often used her sense of humor in the discussions
with EUzabeth. I was interested in knowing how this had
influenced EUzabeth.
Researcher:

What do you think about Linda's sense
of humor?

Elizabeth:

Oh, she is just hUarious. She does really
funny things - both in and out of the
classroom. She makes me laugh. But
she has two sides to her. She can be
reaUy serious and business like and all
of a sudden, here it comes. She can
reaUy catch you off guard.
And, you know, I have learned that
sometimes, humor can motivate kids. It
is just another tool.
You know, I spent the first few months
crying so much about my job and now, I
find myseU laughing at things I would
have never laughed at before.
When I think about how thin skinned I
was. I mean, I'm not totally thick
skinned yet, but I'm not nearly as
shocked or upset about things as I used
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to be about the normal things that
happen every day.
I was so afraid. That is a terrible thing.
And the kids could feel my fear inside
of me. They knew I was afraid. I'm not
so afraid anymore and they know that
now. That is one thing I have learned.
They read you. They read your face.
Everything. And they decide how they
are going to react based on what they
read in you.
There is so much to learn. And there is
no way to learn it except to Uve it. But I
don't know what I would have done if I
had Uved this without having someone
to talk to. I think linda helped me
figure out that I could be down about
everything or 1 could learn to have a
sense of humor about it. She didn't
actually ever say that but I picked up
on that from talking to her and
watching her every day.
If there was one thing that I could say
the discussion sessions with Linda
brought me, it was support. Just having
somebody there, no matter what. I just
knew that she would be there for me.
And I don't have that feeling about any
other teacher I work with.
linda gives good advice too. 1 don't
think she has ever given me bad advice.
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She knows the system. And man, if
there is anything that I have learned
from her - it's how to work the system.
She has been around the block a few
times. She is on every committee there
is and her husband is an
administtator. She is just
wonderful. A very good mentor.
Elizabeth admitted that a lack of understanding of her
students' backgrounds contributed to her discipline problems.
She also shared that much of Linda's influence did not come
from direct advice but from the support linda gave to
EUzabeth.
In a final attempt to redirect EUzabeth to the original
question, I commented:
Researcher:

Let's go back to the original
questions, now. What have you
been thinking about teaching
and how do you feel about
yourseU as a teacher?

Elizabeth:

Do you think we could reschedule
this interview and maybe you
could give me a week or two to
think about it?
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Researcher:

Of course.

EUzabetii:

What if we got Linda to jom us
and we could aU talk about it
together?

Researcher:

I think that would be a great idea.

EUzabeth was very frusttated with our exit interview.
She was embarrassed that she could not answer the same
questions she had been able to speak about so freely in the
enttance interview. I suggested that EUzabeth take a copy of
the ttanscript of our enttance interview and review it in the
time before our next interview. She agreed that it could be
helpful.
Elizabeth felt uncomfortable in leaving these questions
unanswered. It was important to her that we address them
again, before the end of the year. We scheduled the second
exit interview on May 25 th.

Section Summary
Unlike the initial interview, Elizabeth was uncomfortable
in discussing her perceptions of teaching and herself as a
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teacher. She was fmsttated that the same questions about
which she spoke so freely at the beginning of the year, now
puzzled her at the end of the year.
One initial perception which remained constant
throughout the year was EUzabeth's fear of being perceived as
incompetent by her peers. At the final point in the year,
Elizabeth worried that as her students moved to other teachers'
classrooms, their performance and behavior would continue to
reflect on her.
In her interpretation of her relationship with linda, her
mentor, Elizabeth observed that she doesn't ask for help as
often as she had earUer in the year. She also noted that linda
supports and suggests, enabling EUzabeth to come to her own
conclusions and choices. EUzabeth recognized that she has
developed "opinions" about how things should be done, but she
couldn't directiy link her opinions with Linda's advice. Rather,
Linda's impact was more subtie. EUzabeth learned the
motivational aspects of humor from Linda's use of humor with
her. In some ways, EUzabeth learned what she felt and saw.
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Second Exit Interview
The second exit interview offered Elizabeth an
opportunity to refine her thoughts about the two questions.
Researcher:

I have two questions. The first question
is, "What is teaching?" The second
questions is, "How do you see yourself
as a teacher?"

Elizabeth:

WeU, I've decided that I'm going to have
to keep thinking about it over the
summer. It's funny, if we hadn't done
this study, I don't think I would have
ever thought of that question. I guess
I'd just keep doing what I do without
ever knowing how to describe to anyone
what it is that I do for a Uving.
It is such a hard question. I really have
been thinking about it. Teaching is so
many things that I don't think you can
pinpoint anything. I think I have
changed so much. Teaching is just so
many things that I would have never
dreamed of before. You are a mother, a
teacher, a paper worker. I have more
an appreciation for this job that I do
now.
You know, I looked over the ttanscript
of my first interview. Those were just
statements that I threw out without
thinking about them. It's like when you
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are in school and the professor would
say, "Write down your phUosophy of
teaching." Yeah, give me five years and
I'll write it down.
EUzabeth recognized that at the beginning of the year, she
spoke of teaching based on the things she had been told in her
teacher preparation experience. Because her experience with
students was limited, so was her perspective about teaching.
She beUeved she may not have a phUosophy of teaching for
five more years.
EUzabeth elaborated on her frusttation of coming to a
school year's end without a clear abiUty to express her
thoughts on teaching and her role as a teacher.
EUzabeth:

I had this idea of what teaching was,
but it is just so much more. But I stiU
can't teU you what it is. I know that my
first statements about teaching were so
narrow, so limited, and I'm even
embarrassed when I read back over
what I said at the beginning of the year,
but I don't know how to change them.

Researcher:

I would say that at the beginning of the
year when you defined teaching as an
activity that was separate from other
day to day activities of teaching, that
you didn't know what you didn't know.
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But today, at least aU of these things are
in your awareness.
EUzabetii:

Yes, tiiat is exactiy how 1 feel. But I feel
like I should know. I am so confused.
At the beginning of the year, I had
everything in it's right box. Now
everything is mixed up. It's aU mixed
together. It's so hard to pin point

EUzabeth, once again, referred to her coUege preparation.
Before I started teaching, the only
ideas I had were the ideas they
put into your head in coUege. It's
like you have this cheat sheet and
you know to say, "I like it when
you sit in your seat." And you
beUeve that kids wiU sit in their chairs
because you said that. What a crock.
Elizabeth beUeved that her preparation for teaching offered
sttategies; however, she found these sttategies meaningless
because they were given outside the context of her
individualized situation.
Linda agreed with Hizabeth and commented on the role
of supervising teachers in teacher preparation.
linda:

Yeah, we [supervising teachers] make
students feel that if they do the things
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we suggest, and they don't work, then
they are a faUure. You know, just
because something doesn't work for a
person, doesn't mean that they are a
faUure as a teacher. And that doesn't
mean that you should be ashamed of
yourseU. Because part of being a good
teacher is going home sane at the end of
the day, and coining back sane the next
morning. And you can't do that if you
don't have a grip. You just have to do
what ever it takes for each chUd to get a
grip. You have to do that.
Linda understood that teaching is highly individualized.
She beUeved that student teachers should be aUowed time to
discover what works for them in the classroom without fearing
that faUing at a particular sttategy means one faUs as a teacher.
As noted earUer in this chapter, Elizabeth had turned to
a more authoritarian method of teaching as a consequence of
the dUficulties she had experienced. Although Linda never
directiy advised Elizabeth that her authoritarian style was
incorrect, she often shared personal experiences in her
classroom which were intended to demonsttate how a more
democratic style of teaching could be effective with students.
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Elizabeth:

I've been thinking about your questions,
MaLesa, and even though I feel terrible
about my response, I have thought a lot
this last week about how I would do
things differentiy next year - about
what I think I've learned.

MaLesa:

Great

Elizabeth:

I know this is going to sound reaUy
sttange, but I reaUy think I started out
too hard on my kids this year.

MaLesa:

What do you mean by "too hard on
them?"

Elizabeth:

WeU, I reaUy just didn't establish a
rapport with them at first. And I think
that was my big big downfaU. You know,
I just didn't buUd a relationship with
my kids.

linda:

But I think you have to be hard nosed
at the very beginning. Once the kids
find out you're not going to be hard
nosed, they don't expect you to be, ever.
And then it's really hard to recover
from that.

EUzabeth:

That's true, but it seems like I spent my
whole year trying to figure out what to
expect. And I think I expected too
much of them. And I didn't know what
to expect. Now that I have seen a group
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from the beginning to the end, 1 know
more about what to expect.
And they have grown up so much since
the beginning of the year. All I knew
when I came here was what first
graders looked like at the end of the
year. I had never seen them when they
were Uttie tiny babies.
My expectations were probably too high
at the beginning of the year. And Linda,
I noticed that you went slower with
your kids. You were more patient with
them. And maybe that was it. I went
too fast. I wanted them to do so much
more - right now.
You have helped me so many times by
saying,"WeU, they are just learning how
to do this."
linda:

Of course, you have to remember that I
came from Kindergarten, so these kids
really seemed sharp to me. [laughs] It's
all in your perspective.

Elizabeth had spent her first year as a teacher in learning
how to become a teacher. Upon reflection she believed that
she did not relate well to her students. She had learned that
her quick pace which focused more on getting through the
lesson than on the students had caused problems in her class.
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EUzabeth elaborated on the notion of the kind of teacher
she wanted to become and how the discussion sessions with
Linda had influenced her.
Elizabeth:

I think the most important thing I have
learned from Linda is how important it
is to have a sense of humor about
things. Not only does she make me
laugh. I've seen her do it in her
classroom. And I didn't know that there
was reaUy a place for that in the
classroom.
And I've done that - trying to be more
myself. I think I have learned that
from Linda. And I think that is what
makes her kids relate to her a Uttie bit
more. Lately, I'll try to say things to
make my kids laugh. Or they wiU say
something and it's really funny and it
just cracks me up and they just look at
me like, "You laugh?"

linda:

EUzabeth, being myself was hard for me
when 1 began teaching too. And so, it's
kind of funny that you said what you
did. Because I haven't always been that
way. I've been more the boot camp sort
of teacher in my past. Bossy.
I don't mean boot camp as uncaring and
mean. But I expect a lot out of my kids
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and they wiU comply. And 1 stiU expect
a lot. But you can get a lot without
having to be a drill sergeant You can
expect a lot, but you can laugh in
between and let them know you love
them. You learn as you go that you can
have high expectations for your kids
and not have to separate yourseU from
them.
Linda encouraged EUzabeth to maintain high expectations
for her students in future years. She explained that teachers
can have high expectations for student performance and show
a caring attitude at the same time.
Linda expressed concern, throughout the year, over the
difficulty of sharing the experience of teaching.
linda:

MaLesa, you said something that is very
important. You said that a begiiming
teacher doesn't know what she doesn't
know. But a veteran teacher doesn't
remember what she didn't know. That
is equally important here, because there
have been so many times that I could
have helped Elizabeth if I had just
remembered that I didn't know that
when I started.
I have really been frustrated with the
fact that I don't remember what I didn't
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know. Quite frankly, these discussion
sessions have helped because,
otherwise, EUzabeth would have never
had time to ask the questions that I
forgot would be questions.
School years are such helter skelter
things. There are so many things, that
as a veteran, you take for granted - that
everybody knows. And you forget to
just teU the Uttie things.
Like today, I found out something that I
feel so badly about. Our P.E. teacher
kept three of Elizabeth's kids out of P.E.
for two entire weeks. They have been
staying with her in her room during P.E.
So she didn't have that time for
planning. And I didn't know that was
going on because I have my kids at that
time. I don't ever go to her room when
her kids are at P.E. But that is
something that I would never have
thought to tell her.
But it is just things like that, that you
know are going to come up. U we just
had something that you could give to a
beginner and say, "Here are the rules
and regulations." But it would be pages
and pages and no one would read them,
anyway. It would be the handbook that
no one reads, but there has to be a way
for those things to be addressed.
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But getting back to this P.E. issue. First
of aU, the P.E. teacher knows better than
that. But that also says a lot about
Elizabeth as a first year teacher. Here,
those kids had been coining back to her
room for two weeks. And you can bet
they weren't her best chUdren. And she
never even complained about it. She
just thought that was the way it was
done and that was OK.
Linda was upset about the fact that the P.E. teacher had
taken advantage of EUzabeth as a first year teacher. Linda was
frusttated that she had no way of anticipating this event so
that she could properly advise EUzabeth. Linda felt responsible
that EUzabeth was dependent upon her to know how the
system worked.
At the beginning of the school year, linda was asked to
participate in the mentoring program. She declined to accept a
position with the program because of the time it required her
to be away from her classroom and other duties. A second call
was made to Linda after teachers began in August, and she
reluctantiy agreed to take on a beginning teacher [Elizabeth] in
the mentoring program.
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The influence of these discussion sessions on Linda is
reflected in her recognition that teaching also includes teaching
feUow teachers.
Linda:

MaLesa, there is something that we both
need to teU you. We talked about this
last week and we decided that we
should be reaUy honest with you. There
have been many times when we have
reaUy needed to do other things at the
times we were scheduled to sit down
and talk. And yet, this has been so good
for us.

Elizabeth:

It has been.

MaLesa:

I know it has taken a lot of your time.

Linda:

But here is my point. We would not
have taken the time to do this
otherwise. As far as just sitting down
and talking. And in this way we were
forced to take the time to do it. It
frightens me to think about what
EUzabeth would not have known - how
she would have made it if we hadn't
had the chance to just sit down and talk
about these things.
If I hadn't obUgated myself to these talk
sessions, I bet I would have found other
important things to do. I reaUy think
that if I get a begiiming teacher next
year, I wiU try to do this on my own.
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Anyway, it has been so good for us and
we shared that with each other, last
week. But we didn't think it would be
fair not to teU you that we thought that.
And it has been good for me, personaUy
because we have developed a
closer friendship than we would have
otherwise. I'm sure we talked about
things that we would not have
otherwise talked about.
linda and EUzabeth felt that the structured time for
discussion sessions had positive results, yet they both admitted
that they would not have talked together nearly as much U
they had not obUgated themselves to the study.

Section Summary
In the second exit interview, EUzabeth had taken time to
consider the questions. EUzabeth remarked that "teaching" was
a difficult concept to define. She believed that she would be
incapable of fuUy defining the notion of teaching until she had
taught for several years. One thing she realized was the
importance of relationships in teaching. She expressed a desire
to develop a more democratic style of teaching which included
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understandmg her students on a more personal level and
having a sense of humor.
She criticized her teacher ttaining program for requiring
her to express her philosophy of teaching without any
experience. She admitted that her only ideas about teaching,
initially, belonged to her professors and not to her.
Linda, also, had several reaUzations of her own. First, she
more clearly understood that learning to teach was a
developmental process. Linda also realized that her years of
experience had certainly given her a dUferent perspective on
beginning teachers' problems but also that it was hard for her
to recaU her own experience as a beginner. Thus, she didn't
always know appropriate information to share with Elizabeth.
FinaUy, Linda's experiences with the scheduled discussions
made her aware of the haphazard way in which mentoring
might have been done.
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CHAPTER VI
DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS

The purpose of this study was to investigate the nature of
talk sessions between a mentor and a beginning teacher and
their relationship to the beginning teacher's early
understandings of teaching. SpecificaUy, the study sought
answers to the following questions:what do a mentor and a
beginning teacher talk about during scheduled talk sessions?
How does the begiiming teacher perceive teaching and herseU
as a teacher through this talk about teaching? How does the
mentor perceive teaching and the beginning teacher through
these talks about teaching? Are there ways in which talks with
the mentor influence the begiiming teacher's perceptions of
teaching and herself as a teacher?
It is important here to reiterate the Umitations of this
study. As a single case study taking place in a conservative
community in the southwest region of the United States, the
findings of this study may not be ttansferable at aU to other
communities in other areas. The experiences of this beginning
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teacher and this mentor at this point in time may not be
related to others' experiences. What can be gained from the
descriptions provided in this study is determined by the
reader. It is the reader's task to see how or if the findings fit
the reader's situation (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
Given these limitations, this chapter presents a discussion
of the findings reported in Chapters IV and V. First a
discussion of the nature of these talk sessions is presented.
Secondly, a discussion of the influence of these talk sessions on
the participants foUows. FinaUy, possible impUcations are
presented for further inquiry.

Discussion
Phenomenology as a theoretical perspective seeks to
understand the meaning of events and interactions of people in
particular situations (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992). The goal of the
researcher is to understand as much as possible, the point of
view of those under study. The researcher at times is a sUent
observer, listening and watching, trying to understand what is
important to those involved and why. At other times the
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researcher interacts with participants, raismg questions and
making observations to help the researcher clarify what things
mean to the participants.
In this study I played both roles. At times I Ustened and
watched, noting not only what was said, but also noting
emotions and emphases expressed. At other times I asked
questions or shared my interpretations of what was occurring,
so that I might clarify with Linda and EUzabeth what I thought
was the meaning and importance that they were attaching to
events and interactions.
Through the narrative examples presented in Chapters IV
and V, my goal was to portray Linda's and EUzabeth's voices.
Through my observations within their narratives, my goal was
to portray the emotions and emphases attached to their words.
These emotions and emphases help us to understand the
meanings underlying their words. Elizabeth's voice, for
example, often expressed concern, anxiety, and confusion over
the day-to-day sttesses of classroom teaching. At other times
she expressed naivete, surprise, and even shock regarding
things she did not know or understand about teaching,
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learning, students, coUeagues, administtators, parents, and
school in general. EUzabeth's feelings of struggle, helplessness,
and loneliness were also apparent, especiaUy when EUzabeth
expressed her fear that she appeared incompetent to other
teachers. At other times, EUzabeth was angry and defensive,
particularly when she talked about her classroom and the
principal's "disruption" of her lessons. At the end of her first
year of teaching, EUzabeth expressed disiUusionment; teaching
was not what she had thought it would be. She also expressed
embarrassment over what she did not know about teaching
and resignation that this, perhaps, was simply how things had
to be at this point in time. The single most important feeUng
that she expressed about her relationship with Linda was
gratitude. She clearly believed that she would not have
survived her first year of teaching if Linda had not been there
for her.
Linda's voice revealed first and foremost, her compassion
and concern for Elizabeth and her experience. Linda expressed
often her desire to be helpful to Elizabeth, her attempts to
encourage her to continue, even using humor and laughter to
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do so. Linda's frusttation was also apparent: EUzabeth had so
many needs, and Linda had so many doubts about her abUity
to give EUzabeth the help and support she needed at the right
time. Linda's persistence was, perhaps, bom out of this
frusttation. At times, Linda's voice also expressed caution and
diplomacy. There were some issues that Linda perceived that
EUzabeth's concems and frusttations were, in essence,
"poUtical" in nature. At these times, linda's own concems and
aiDdousness about what was "politicaUy correct" seemed to
result in her avoiding or changing a subject in their talk
sessions.
In the discussion that foUows my goal is to present my
interpretations of the meanings Linda and EUzabeth attached to
the events and interactions they discussed. What they talked
about was important to them. Whether or not it was important
to me or would be important to other first year teachers or
mentors is not the issue. What they talked about influenced
EUzabeth's understandings about teaching and about herseU as
a teacher. What they talked about influenced linda's
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understandings about herseU as a mentor, about EUzabeth's
needs as a beginning teacher, and about the process of learning
to teach.

The Nature of Talk Sessions
Four themes emerged through the talk sessions between
this beginning teacher and mentor. These issues were: (1)
sttategy sharing; (2) poor classroom faciUties; (3) classroom
discipline; and (4) the beginning teacher's fear of appearing
incompetent.
Sttategy sharing. In addition to teaching and planning
for teaching, a new teacher is faced with numerous procedures
for which she has Uttie to no ttaining. Much of the discussion
tune between linda and EUzabeth was spent in procedural
Sttategy sharing. Both instmctional procedural sttategies and
technical procedural sttategies for working within the system
were discussed. In these discussions, Elizabeth learned
Sttategies for a host of technical procedures such as
organization and management of the grade book, managing the
process of sending readers home with students and seeing that
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the books were returned, the day and time sequence for
language arts instruction, and sending home progress reports.
EUzabeth also learned instructional procedures such as when to
teach phonics, how to conduct a reading assessment, when to
use story strips or choral reading, and how to integrate an art
task in other instmction. OdeU (1986) simUarly found that
mentor-beginning teacher talk included discussions about
sttategies for working within the system and managing
students.
littie (1985) suggested that among the most useful talk
among teachers is that which focuses on sttategies for
classroom performance. WhUe linda's examples to EUzabeth's
procedural concems contained many conceptual appUcations
(e.g., obtaining good diagnostic information about chUdren from
instructional activities), EUzabeth and linda both tended to
pass over these opportunities.
FaciUties. Hurley (1989) suggested that beginning
teachers are often given some of the most difficult teaching
assignments involving low abiUty students and other
compUcating factors. One signUicant factor which complicated
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Elizabeth's first year was the unacceptable condition of her
classroom as a learning environment
EUzabeth taught fourteen chUdren in a classroom which
was formerly a boys' locker room. This locker room had been
minimaUy renovated and could comfortably accommodate ten
chUdren. EUzabeth and Linda agreed that many of Elizabeth's
problems were related to this smaU classroom. At times, Linda
offered sttategies for various seating arrangements, depending
on the activities. At other times, linda offered no solutions,
nor did she criticize the administtative decision to use the room
for first graders. She simply aUowed EUzabeth to express her
frusttation in confidence.
Classroom discipline As stated earUer, many of
EUzabeth's discipline problems could be attributed to a poor
classroom faciUty and an unfortunate grouping of difficult
chUdren. Huling-Austin (1987) reported that beginning
teachers are most likely to end up working with students of
lesser academic achievement or with those who are
unmotivated and considered disruptive.
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Ui addition to these concems, other issues complicated
EUzabeth's classroom discipline. Elizabeth shared a somewhat
impersonal relationship with her students. Further, nowhere in
her previous experience, had EUzabeth been exposed to
students of low socioeconomic backgrounds or to students with
learning difficulties and emotional/behavioral disorders.
Elizabeth commented on this at the end of the year:
I think my biggest downfall this year was
that I didn't know my kids. I didn't know
how to relate to them. I was just a person
standing up at the front and they were
thinking. "This is not gonna work."
...I was so afraid...and the kids could feel my
fear inside of me. They knew I was afraid.
In addition to helping EUzabeth imderstand that some
things were outside of her conttol (e.g., the small classroom,
students with learning and emotional difficulties, and faculty
perceptions), Linda helped EUzabeth to focus on the things she
could conttol (e.g., understanding the student's background and
avoiding power struggles).
Fear of Appearing Incompetent. Hurley (1989) suggested
that without a trusting relationship with an experienced
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teacher, novice teachers are reluctant to ask for assistance for
fear of appearing incompetent. He further suggested that
experienced teachers are reluctant to offer assistance for fear
of appearing to interfere. In the talk sessions between this
beginning teacher and her mentor, EUzabeth confided in Linda
her concern about appearing incompetent in front of other
teachers and the principal.
EUzabeth beUeved that her students' behavior was a
reflection of incompetence on her part. However, Linda
beUeved and communicated to EUzabeth over the course of the
year that EUzabeth's first year of teaching was being
compUcated by a teaching assignment of an unusuaUy difficult
group of chUdren. She further beUeved and expressed that her
problems were, in large part, complicated by a classroom which
was too smaU to accommodate these children, linda may not
have aUayed EUzabeth's fears, but she did confirm the
contributing factors which Elizabeth perceived as adding to her
problems.
FuUer's (1969) theory of the developmental phases of
beginning to teach clearly pointed out the survival focus of the
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uiitial teaching experience. What is survival? Borko (1986)
described it as doing only what is necessary to keep the class
under conttol and get the job done. Elizabeth was clearly in
survival mode, commenting herself on the difficulty she was
having making the ttansition from student teaching to fulltime, fuU-responsibiUty classroom teacher. She frequentiy
expressed concems about her own inadequacy and her
uncertainty about how others might perceive her.
EUzabeth's questions in the talk sessions focused very
much on management concems and instructional logistics,
linda, her mentor, beUeved that she should aUow Elizabeth's
immediate concems to set the direction of their talk sessions.
Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann (1985) warned that focusing on
short-term survival may keep beginning teachers focused on a
narrow range of teaching skUls. Leithwood's (1990) later
research focused attention on the development of a beginning
teacher past survival skills toward instructional competency,
flexibUity, and eventually, expertise. The question is, how
does one move a begiiming teacher past survival concems?
What supports and professional experiences facUitate that
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development? This study revealed that both linda and
Elizabeth tended to pass over opportunities to discuss more
conceptual and substantive issues regarding teaching and
learning. Did this avoidance of more complex and difficult
issues contribute to EUzabeth's fragmented view of teaching
and learning which prevented her from understanding the
connections between her own actions and student's behaviors a significant contributing factor to her discipline problems?
PonticeU and Zepeda's (1996) study of the problem solving
discussion between a mentor and first-year teacher confirms
this concern. They observed that the beginning teacher's
problems were heightened by his inabiUty to see connections
between his actions and students' actions. Furthermore, the
kind of "recipe-giving" that frequentiy characterized
uiteractions between the novice teacher, administtators, other
teachers, and the mentor may have kept the beguinuig teacher
" 'stuck' in survival concems" (p.l28).
Research on the systemic problems of beginnuig teachers
suggested that the characteristics of "typical" first year
teaching assignments have contributed to the begiiming
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teacher's focus on survival. Beguming teachers are often given
the most difficult assignments and fewest supports (DarlingHammond, 1990). EUzabeth's experiences were no different
from those of coimtiess beginning teachers before her. She was
assigned a particularly difficult group of chUdren and given a
classroom that was too smaU and unacceptable in many ways
as a learning environment At times aU the assistance that
Linda could offer was to aUow EUzabeth to vent her
frusttations and confirm for Elizabeth that some problems were
beyond her conttol. This was, however, valuable assistance.
Elizabeth herself observed that both the opportunity to vent
her frusttations without judgment and confirmation that her
problems would, in some cases, be equally as problematic for
experienced teachers often provided her with encouragement
and courage to continue.

Influence of the Talk Sessions on the Participants
EUzabeth's initial perceptions of herself and teaching In
early September, Elizabeth had determined that many of the
problems she experienced as a first-year teacher came
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from an unreaUstic preparation in coUege. Elizabeth
commented:
...when I did my student teaching, there was
someone who was always there to do aU the
Uttie stuff that a teacher does. And someone
is always watching you and you don't feel
alone. You can't go in there with your own
teaching style. ...I felt reaUy sttange about
teaching in my own style or about changing
anything.
Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann (1985) found that beginning
teachers generaUy claim that student teaching was the most
valuable part of their preparation. Unfortunately,ValU (1992)
observed that student teachers simply mimic or copy their
cooperating teacher's behavior without investigating the
reasons behind their actions. ValU suggested that becoming a
teacher involves the development of a consistent and
intemaUzed philosophy of uistruction. EUzabeth's difficulty as
a first-year teacher was, in part, due to this lack of internalized
philosophy - an observation she made herself in her exit
interviews.
Elizabeth's initial impressions also represented a very
narrow perspective on teaching. When Elizabeth described
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teaching, she tended to separate the act of instruction from the
day to day tasks of teaching. For example,she separated the act
of disciplining students from the notion of teaching.
...I love the teaching part of it, but a
lot of the time you're not teaching. I mean
you are doing other things that don't have
anything to do with teaching... A lot of
the time, when I am teaching, I'm also
having to deal with discipline. I just
get a good idea going in class and then I
have to stop and do something else.
This fragmentation of teaching was simUarly described by
PonticeU and Zepeda (1996) in their case study of mentor and
beginning teacher problem solving. They observed that the
beginning teacher thought of curriculum, uistruction and
interactions with students in fragmented ways. The
interrelated nature of the process of teaching and the
performance and behavior of students was unclear to the
begirmer.
Elizabeth's irutial impressions of teaching were also fUled
with what Veenman (1984) referred to as reaUty shock.
...weU let's just say that I had a lot of
confidence when I came into this job.
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And then the reaUty hit... It's hard to keep my
confidence up about teaching.
In part this reaUty shock was due to the loneliness EUzabeth
felt as a beginning teacher. Huling-Austin (1987) reported that
the beginning years of teaching can be characterized by
loneliness and isolation. Sarason (1971) found that teachers as
a whole are psychologicaUy alone even though they are in a
densely populated setting. SimUarly, Elizabeth's initial
perceptions of teaching included loneliness. She reported that
linda had helped her through many moments of isolation:
...Linda has reaUy helped me a lot.
Teachers feel so isolated. I feel Uke I'm
just down here by myseU in this Uttie
room. You are pretty much isolated aU
day and because of the kids, you don't
interact. I reaUy don't talk to another
adult except at lunch time. When I talk
to her [linda], she makes me feel so much
better about - well like it's normal.
Linda's Impressions OdeU (1990) suggested that the
purpose of mentoring is to develop the beginner's self-reliance.
Kay (1992) further cautioned that the mentoring relationship
should not undermine the novice's competence, conttol, or
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personal worth. What mentors can do for beginning teachers is
to make the practical knowledge and theories of the
experienced teacher (Clandmin, 1986; Sanders & McCutcheon,
1986) expUcit for the novice. Kennedy (1991) suggested that
the mentor's abiUty to taUc about the mtricacies of their own
practice with beginners is perhaps a more critical issue than
the mentor's expert knowledge. WhUe Linda possessed the
wisdom of practice in teaching, she experienced frusttation in
making her practical knowledge expUcit to Elizabeth.
linda commented:
I just can't get over what Elizabeth doesn't
know. And none of this is her fault. I want
to help her so much but sometimes I think
I faU her because aU of this is so natural to me.
Yet, I know it isn't natural to her. It is
so frusttating, because if she doesn't think to
ask, I don't think to teU her.
Berlmer and Carter (1986) and Berliner (1986) found that
experienced teachers have routinized many of their daily tasks
and can interpret complex classroom situations intuitively and
spontaneously, thus making it difficult for them to talk about
many instructional decisions in conversations with beginners.
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Although linda did not experience difficulty in
articulating her routinized tasks and interpreting complex
situations to EUzabeth, she had difficulty in anticipating when
EUzabeth needed certain information. Linda felt as though
Elizabeth's problems as a begiiming teacher were compUcated
by the fact that Linda depended on Elizabeth to ask questions
about the information she needed, even though she knew that
Elizabeth did not always know what questions to ask. linda's
comments in the final interview spoke to this concern:
...a veteran teacher doesn't remember
what she didn't know [when she began
teaching]. That is equally important here,
because there have been so many times
that I could have helped EUzabeth if I had
just remembered that I didn't know that
when I started.
I have really been frusttated with the fact
that I don't remember what I didn't know,
duite frankly, these discussion sessions have
helped because, otherwise, Elizabeth would
have never had time to ask the questions
that 1 forgot would be questions.
School years are such helter skelter things.
There are so many things, that as a veteran,
you take for granted - that everybody knows.
And you forget to just teU the Uttie things.
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linda further recognized, through these talks, that
learning to teach was a process that took an exttaordinary
amount of time. When asked about her assessment of
EUzabeth's lessons, she stated:
I can't expect her [Elizabeth's] lessons
to be perfect. Not today, and probably
not next year. One thing I've learned this
year in working with Elizabeth is that
becoming a good teacher is a developmental
process. It takes so much more time than
I ever imagined.
Cogan (1973) found that teacher development is contextspecific and that teachers adjust individually to the teaching
situation. In EUzabeth's case, that situation was compUcated by
inadequate faciUties, questionable student placement,
perceived lack of administtative support, and from Linda's
perspective, a mentor who did not know what help to give and
when.
On several occasions during these talk sessions, Linda
chose not to comment on areas where Elizabeth could have
clearly improved her instruction. Rather, linda chose only to
address the issues raised by EUzabeth. She commented:
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EUzabeth's problem is not that she doesn't
have the skiUs to teach... I think her problem
is much broader than that....she is in her first
year of teaching which is compUcated by an
exttaordinarily difficult group of chUdren.
...Beyond the sttategies I can share with her
to make her lUe easier, there really isn't any
boUer plate answer to what EUzabeth is going
through.
Peterson and Comeaux (1987) concluded that simply
telUng novices what experts know wiU not produce expertise.
Unless beginners are taught the skill of reflection, it is unlikely
that expert information wUl have any impact on their
acquisition of expertise. What causes a beginning teacher to
"reflect"? Costa and Garmston (1985) suggested that questions
and challenges to elicit cognitive functions such as data
analyses, relationship identification, and conclusion drawing
are more important to reflection than advice giving. Ponticell
and Zepeda (1996) noted that studies of mentor assistance to
beginning teachers have focused more on nuts and bolts
prescription and crisis management rather than the
development of problem recognition, problem anticipation, and
problem solving in reflective thinking. Linda shared sttategies
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to make EUzabeth's life easier, but as it was observed earUer,
more difficult substantive issues and areas needing
improvement in EUzabeth's teaching were overlooked or passed
by.
As Feiman-Nemser and Buchmann (1985) observed, a
focus on "what works" in the short term (e.g., in this study,
survival sttategies that enabled EUzabeth to get the day's job
done) may not be educative in the long run. linda expressed
her concern over the degree to which EUzabeth was dependent
on her to manage day-to day teaching tasks. OdeU (1990) has
suggested that the purpose of the mentoring relationship is to
develop self-reUance in the beginning teacher. SeU-reUance
may be impeded by a mentor's focus on short term fixes to
more complex problems-a common assistance provided by
linda.
It is important to note here, however, that it is not
surprising that EUzabeth focused on short-term survival and
her fear of appearing incompetent to others. Motivation
theorists (e.g., Maslow, 1970) have repeatedly shown that
safety and security needs, esteem and regard needs must be
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met before one can fuUy reaUze the potential of his or her
personaUty or achieve the fulfillment of life goals. EUzabeth's
struggle to define herself as a teacher took place in a context
where she was unsuccessful at resolving many day-to-day
crises, where she was uncertain about the principal's motives
and support, and where she felt lonely and isolated from
professional peers. EUzabeth's concems were immediate, and
Linda provided immediate responses. In addition, whUe linda
attempted to provide EUzabeth with both support and
assurance. EUzabeth remained unsure about her status in the
school as a whole. Her uncertainty about her administtator's
and peers' perceptions of her often negated Linda's attempts to
assuage her fears. Elizabeth's fears kept her focused on
survival.
Finally, a discussion of the influence of these talks on the
mentor teacher would be incomplete without mentioning her
observation in the final discussion session of the value of
having scheduled these talk sessions.
...There have been many times when we
have really needed to do other things at the
times we were scheduled to sit down and talk.
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And yet, this has been so good for us... We
would not have taken the time to do this
otherwise. As far as just sitting down and
talking. And in this way we were forced to
take the time to do it. It frightens me to
think about what EUzabeth would not have
known - how she would have made it if we
hadn't had the chance to just sit down and talk
about these things.
Linda's observation is important in the context of HulingAustin's (1990) call for systematic assistance to beginning
teachers, and in the context of the mentor program in this
school district. The district was recognized as having a model
induction program in the state. Mentors received two fuU days
of ttaining, focusing on conferencing techniques and an
overview of the teacher appraisal system. Each mentor and
beginning teacher can use one half-day per semester for
classroom observation, but the observations are not mandated
by the district. Time for conversation or consultation is not
provided for on a formal basis. Mentors receive no stipend for
participation. Linda's observations and her own experiences
with Elizabeth raise questions about the operational
effectiveness of this program, i.e., do other mentors "take the
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tune" to converse and consult with their beginning teachers?
Based on linda's comments regarding the scheduled talk
sessions, it would be logical to assume that these teachers
would not have set aside time to talk about teaching without
their obUgation to this study.
EUzabeth's Final Perceptions Mentoring programs have
increasingly surfaced as supports for beginning teachers (OdeU,
1990). However, there is Uttie research evidence that speaks
to the effectiveness of mentoring programs (see Blackburn,
1977; Colbert & Wolff, 1992; Hegler & Dudley, 1985; HuUngAustm, 1990: OdeU & Ferraro, 1992). This should not be
surprising. Consensual agreement on the roles or functions of a
mentor has not been achieved in the Uterature. Mentoring
centers around highly personal interactions, conducted under
different circumstances in different school (Wildman et al,
1992). Because of this person-, situation-, and context-specific
nature of mentoring, Merriam (1983) contended, "The
phenomenon begs for clarification" (p. 171).
As Elizabeth approached the end of the school year, her
impressions of teaching and herself as a teacher were changed
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in several ways. One factor, however, remained constant for
Elizabeth throughout the year - the fear of appearing
incompetent. From the year's beginning, EUzabeth beUeved
that her students' discipline problems were a reflection of her
own incompetence as a teacher. As she prepared for these
students to move to second grade, she experienced anxiety that
these students' performance in another teacher's classroom
would continue to reflect poorly upon her.
...The thing that I am scared about most
right now, is that my kids are going to
second grade. I'm worried about what
the other teachers' opinions wiU be of
my students. That's what you hear, you
know. 'Oh, I've got so-in-so's kids and they
cant do a thing.' I reaUy feel that pressure.
O'DeU (1990) suggested that the successful development
of beginning teachers was impeded because of the fear of
appearing incompetent. The discussion sessions with Linda
were helpful to Elizabeth ui that they gave her the opportunity
to hear linda's "voice of reason."
The most notable difference between EUzabeth's initial
perception of teaching and her final perception of teachuig was
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EUzabetii's inabiUty to taUc about teachmg at the end of the
school year. Although her observations were initiaUy limited,
Elizabeth was comfortable taUdng about teaching m the fu-st
interview. Furthermore, EUzabeth and Linda spent the entire
school year talking about teaching in these scheduled
discussion sessions. However, in the final interview she was
practicaUy paralyzed by the questions, "What have you been
thinking about teaching?" and "How do you see yourself as a
teacher?"
To EUzabeth, the difference in her abiUty to speak about
teaching initially, and her inabUity to speak of it later in the
year, represented that she knew less about teaching than when
she started. Elizabeth, however, did not know less about
teaching than when she began. One overarching observation in
this study is that EUzabeth did not demonsttate a great deal of
knowledge about teaching when she began. However, this lack
of knowledge was out of her awareness. In other words, she
did not know what she did not know. Therefore the difference
in these interviews represents EUzabeth's metacognitive
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growth. At the end of the year, her lack of knowledge - what
she did not know - was very much in her awareness.
Having reviewed the ttanscript of her first interview and
having been given time to consider the questions, EUzabeth
reflected on her own initial impressions of teaching.
...I looked over the ttanscript of my first
interview. Those were just statements that
I threw out without thinking about them.
It's like when you are in school and the
professor would say, 'Write down you
phUosophy of teaching.' Yeah, give me five
years and I'U write it down.
Elizabeth's final impressions of herself as a teacher
included developing an understanding for and relationship
with her students. As noted earUer, Elizabeth's initial
expectations for her students were clearly academic in nature
and lacked in affective terms. Additionally, as the year
progressed and discipline problems continued, EUzabeth took
on a more authoritarian approach in her teaching style.
As Cogan (1973) observed, part of what occurs in dUficult
teaching situations is a regression to safe and more familiar
behaviors and attitudes. As weU, Veenman (1984) reported
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that beginning teachers shift from ideaUstic and progressive
attitudes to those that are more conservative and custodial as
they deal with the reaUties of teaching.
In looking back on the year, EUzabeth believed that she
did not relate weU to her students. Her instructional style
focused more on the completion of objectives in the lesson plan
book than on the students, themselves. In the discussion
sessions with Linda, Elizabeth had learned the importance of a
sense of humor and the abiUty to relate to children in a way
that aUowed them to understand "who she was." Yet,
EUzabeth's observations in her exit interviews iUusttate that
EUzabetii herself was struggling to discover who she was as a
teacher.

ImpUcations for Further Inquiry
A phenomenological study enables entry into the
conceptual world of those under study (Geertz, 1973). As such,
phenomenology also places important boundaries around what
conclusions may be drawn from the findings. Because a
phenomenological study emphasizes the subjective aspects of
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people's behavior, it is inappropriate to make recommendations
for changmg practice both withm and outside of the context
being studied.
Furthermore, within the limitations of suigle case study
methods, even unpUcations for further mquiry must be offered
cautiously. Suigle case studies are weak in ttansferabiUty.
Contuiuous checking of the researcher's interpretations of
participants' experiences and understandings over the yearlong duration of the study was a methodological sttategy
employed to contribute to the trustworthiness of the findings
reported. It is the reader's task to see how, or if, the findings
presented fit the reader's situation (Bogdan & Biklen, 1992).
SimUarly, impUcations for further inquiry should be grounded
in the specific case context. It is the reader's additional task to
determine the applicabiUty of these impUcations for the
reader's situation. Given these Umitations, several implications
for further inquiry are offered.
The school district in which Ortega Elementary School
resides inducts approximately 60 beginning teachers into its 28
schools each year. Elizabeth's teaching assignment contributed
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significantiy to her recurring classroom problems. One would
hope that her assignment was atypical for the district, but
research suggests tiiat despite more than 50 years of research
on tiie problems of beginnuig teachers (see Table 1), districts
StiU give beguming teachers tiie most undesirable and dffficult
assignments along with the fewest supports (DarlingHammond, 1990). The district and its beguming teachers (and
other districts that identify with EUzabeth's experiences) might
be well-served by questioning why this continues to be an
accepted practice.
In this district mentors receive two days of ttaining in
"conferencing techniques." Linda herself observed that she
never began a discussion session with her own issues. Rather,
she always allowed Elizabeth to raise issues that were
important to her. This focused the discussion in their sessions
primarily on the beginning teacher's immediate needs. In
addition, Linda herseU noted, "...if she doesn't think to ask, I
don't tell her." linda further observed that Elizabeth did not
always know what questions to ask. This study revealed that
despite the ttaining provided for the mentors, Linda's
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interactions with EUzabeth were mostiy venting and advice
sessions. The Uterature on supervision and cognitive coaching
is expUcit regarding the role of discussion, open-ended
learning, analysis, interpretation, and decision making in
teacher instmctional development (e.g., Acheson & GaU, 1992).
What kinds of "conferencing techniques" enable mentors to be
effective in helping begirming teachers to identify questions to
ask and in engaging novices in more substantive talk about
teaching that moves them beyond survival needs? This issue
needs further inquiry, both by this school district and by
researchers in general.
The process of learning to teach is developmental and
context specific (Cogan, 1973). This school district provided its
beginning teachers with three days of ttaining in effective
teaching practices and the teacher appraisal system. WhUe this
general staff development may be informative, beginning
teachers need information, assistance, and supports that are
individual-, situation-, and context-specific and
developmentaUy appropriate (Zepeda & PonticeU, 1995). Linda
observed that "someone" should write down all the questions
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that beginning teachers ask and find out what they need and
when they need it, in order to provide appropriate assistance
for them. Although a smgle case study has its Umitations as a
research methodology, repUcated, multiple single case studies
enable the identification of patterns or themes across
individuals that might be found worthy of generaUzation
(Fraenkel & WaUen, 1996). The issue of developmentaUy
appropriate staff development for beginning teachers is a
possible avenue of inquiry for this school district and
researchers as well.
While the district provides mentors with ttaining in
conferencing techniques and begiiming teachers with ttaining
in effective teaching practices, regular time for conversation
and consultation between the mentors and their beginning
teachers is not formaUy provided by the district. In essence,
mentors and beginners are left to find or make the time to
meet on a catch-as-catch-can basis. In her exit interview,
linda observed that there were many times when she and
Elizabeth needed to do other things at the time they were
scheduled to sit down and talk for this study. "We would not
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have taken the time to do this otherwise," linda noted.
Certainly, the school district needs to examine its assumption
that when a teacher is assigned to be a mentor, the mentor and
beginning teacher do, on their own, sit down and talk. Without
a district-level commitment tothis kind of activity, wiU it
occur? How much time is needed for substantive discussion
about teaching, learning, and school between a mentor and
beginning teacher, so that improvement can be demonsttated
by the begiiming teacher? Both the school district and
researchers in general might explore these questions.
A beginning teacher, however, needs to interact not only
with a mentor but also with other teachers and administtators.
Regular interactions and talk about teaching has been shown to
be important to the professionalization of teachers (PonticeU,
1995). Elizabeth observed that aside from her meetings with
linda, she had littie to no contact with other professionals in
the school. EUzabeth noted, "I reaUy don't talk to another adult
except at lunch time." Elizabeth also noted, however, that she
was fearful of other teachers' perceptions of her as a
professional. What is the effect of the interactions that a
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beguming teacher has with a mentor and those with other
teachers? How do these interactions positively or negatively
influence the beginning teacher's sociaUzation and
professionaUzation with a school or district? Can interactions
with professionals other than a mentor negate the mentor's
influence? These are questions for further inquiry.
For EUzabeth, the role of the principal in her first year of
teaching was disconcerting. Was the principal in her classroom
to trip her up, to catch her being incompetent, or to help her?
Elizabeth sometimes saw the principal's visits to her classroom
as disruptive, causing students to get off task easUy. At other
times, Elizabeth viewed the principal's visits as deUberate
attempts to catch her. She worried a lot about whether or not
the principal would perceive her as incompetent She did not
fuUy understand the teacher evaluation system and the many
indicators she beUeved were required to be present in an
evaluation lesson. EUzabeth also feared that questions or
concems that she might express to the principal to enUst his
help would be perceived by him as "complaints." She believed
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she should not be complaining "...because you should be grateful
to get the job."
Linda was very diplomatic, so to speak, in regard to her
responses to EUzabeth's concems about the principal's motives
and actions. Linda never directiy commented on what the
principal said or did. Rather, she would Usten to EUzabeth and
attempt to dissuade her concems.
This study did not address the principal's role in
beginning teacher development. BuUough's (1989) case study
of a first-year, seventh-grade teacher did not address the issue
either, but briefly pointed out some insights gained regarding
the influence of the principal on a first-year teacher. BuUough
observed that the principal tended to "cruise" through the
classroom quite a few times for about five minutes. However,
feedback to the beginning teacher was sparse, even on the two
formal evaluations conducted. The principal simply spent his
time on more pressing matters, "of which," Bullough noted,
"there were many" (p.l3). But, Bullough also observed that
Goodlad (1984) had concluded ui A Place Called School that
principals estabUsh and maintain the tone of their schools, a
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tone that is exttemely important to the morale of the teachers
and performance of the students. What is the principal's role
in a beginning teacher's development? Where does the
principal "fit" ui relation to a mentor-beguining teacher
relationship? Both the district and researchers in general
might benefit from inquiry into these issues.
The mentoring program as described to the researcher by
district personnel focused its "ttaining" on beginning teachers
and mentors only. The district also made some assumptions
about the actual ttansfer of ttaining into practice that findings
in this study suggest may not be in the district's best interests
to make. Does the principal's role in beginning teacher
development need to be included in the conceptuaUzation of
the mentor program? Does the principal need to be included in
the ttaining offered? The district may want to explore these
questions.
FinaUy, the report of the National Commission on
Teaching and America's Future (1996) calls for the creation and
funding of mentoring programs for the beginning year of
teaching. The results of this study reveal that this beginning
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teacher was stiU stmggUng with her own understanding of
what teaching is and who she is as a teacher m the final days of
her ffrst year of teaching. Her experiences beg the question,
should formal mentoring end with the first year of teaching?
We might also ask because of what we know about the
developmental nature of leammg to teach, what kmds of
mentoring interactions would be needed in the second or third
year of teaching? These questions need exploration.
Linda discovered in her role as a mentor that learning to
teach takes a long time and that beginning teachers' needs
change with their experiences. Because few studies have
examined exactiy how mentors interact with the beginning
teachers they support, we know Uttie that might address
linda's need to know how to talk to Elizabeth about her
concems at varying points in Elizabeth's experiences and
development. WhUe this single case study can provide some
insights into the experiences of these particular individuals,
multiple single case studies in varying contexts might inform
what we know about mentors and the mentoring process more
generaUy.
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Summary
A number of studies (Hall & Sandler, 1983; Berliner,
1986; Peterson & Comeaux, 1987; HiU, Buhniuk, & Dobos, 1989;
Carter, 1990; HuUng-Austin; 1992) have suggested tiiat talk
about teaching is the primary vehicle for developing
understanding about teaching. We know that mentors talk to
novice teachers about their own practice (Kennedy 1991),
classroom instruction (Berliner & Carter, 1986), classroom
performance (Littie, 1985), resources and materials (OdeU,
1986) and the tacit rules which are handed down from one
generation of teachers to the next (HaU & Sandler, 1983).
However, few studies have addressed exactiy how these ideas
are articulated through mentor-beginning teacher talk.
This study was designed to investigate what a beginning
teacher and her mentor talked about in scheduled talk sessions.
It attempted to uncover how a beginning teacher perceived
teaching and herself as a teacher through talks with her
mentor. AdditionaUy, it sought to understand how this
beginning teacher's understandings of teaching were influenced
through these talks.
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Given the complex and highly individuaUzed nature of
teacher development and the context and the highly personal
nature of mentoring uiteractions, this study was conducted as a
suigle case approach grounded m phenomenology. The data
were gathered through observations and audio recordmgs of
each scheduled talk session. Additional data were coUected by
videotaping the beginning teacher's classroom. These video
tapes and ttanscripts of the video tapes were also used for
purposes of the talk sessions.
In this study, four prominent issues emerged as
discussion topics between the beginning teacher and her
mentor. They were sttategy sharing, faculties, classroom
discipline and the fear of appearing incompetent. As a new
teacher, EUzabeth was faced with numerous procedures for
which she had Uttie to no ttaining. Much of the discussion time
between linda and EUzabeth was spent with Linda explaining
various sttategies for these procedures. This study found
EUzabeth clearly in a survival mode. Linda felt responsible to
answer Elizabeth's questions regarding how to get her class
under conttol and how to get each day's job done. In an
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interview, she commented, "...Beyond the sttategies I can share
with her [EUzabeth} there really isn't any boUer plate answer to
what EUzabetii is gomg through...But I thmk you can encourage
them ui the right dfrection."
Research has suggested that the characteristics of
Elizabeth's first-year teaching assignment were typical of many
first-year teachers. EUzabeth was assigned a particularly
difficult group of children along with a classroom that was too
smaU to accommodate them. linda's assistance to EUzabeth
was valuable in these instances. She allowed Elizabeth to vent
her frusttations, and she confirmed for Elizabeth that these
problems would be equally as problematic for veteran
teachers.
Elizabeth's discipline of these particularly dUficult
chUdren was complicated by her impersonal relationship with
them. Previously, Elizabeth had had no experience with
children of low socioeconomic backgrounds or students with
learning difficulties and emotional/behavioral disorders. In her
exit interview, Elizabeth acknowledged that this had
conttibuted to the discipline problems in her class.
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The poor accommodations and difficult teaching
assignment brought about many difficulties for Elizabeth's ffrst
year of teaching and compUcated EUzabeth's perception of
herseU as a teacher. She often confided to linda, her concem
about appearing incompetent in front of other teachers and the
principal. On many occasions, linda attempted to help
Elizabeth understand the difference between a "difficult
situation" and incompetence - that under certain conditions,
even experienced teachers have difficulty.
The findings also Uluminated this beginning teacher's
perceptions of teaching and herself as a teacher. Early in the
school year, Elizabeth reaUzed that many of the problems she
experienced as a first year teacher came from an unrealistic
preparation. Although she felt that her student teaching
experience was the most valuable part of her preparation, she
still felt that she was limited to teaching the class in the same
manner as her cooperating teacher. She was never aUowed to
investigate what worked for her.
Elizabeth's initial impressions of teaching were
fragmented and fiUed with what Veenman (1984) referred to
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as reaUty shock. She felt lonely and isolated from the other
teachers in the buUding.
Although many of Elizabeth's impressions of herself and
teaching had changed by the end of the year, one impression
remained constant-the fear of appearing incompetent to other
teachers. Her biggest concem at the end of the year was what
the other teachers' opinions would be of her students next
year. She commented, "That's what you hear, you know. 'Oh,
I've got so-in-so's kids and they can't do a thing.' "
The most notable difference between EUzabeth's initial
perceptions of teaching and her final perception of teaching
was her inabUity to talk about teaching at the end of the school
year. The same questions she addressed so freely at the
begiiming of the year seemed to paralyze her at the end of the
year. EUzabeth was very aware of what she did not know at
the end of the school year.
As the year progressed, Elizabeth demonsttated what
Cogan (1973) observed as a regression to safe and more
famUiar behaviors and attitudes. As the discipUne problems in
her class continued, Elizabeth took on a more authoritarian
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approach in her teaching style, hi her exit mterview, she stated
that she had not related to her students well although it is not
clear if Elizabeth understood how she might "relate weU" to her
future students. Ultunately, EUzabeth's observations in her exit
interviews iUusttate that she was stiU stmggUng to discover
who she was as a teacher.
The findings of this study also reflect the mentor
teacher's impressions. While linda possessed the wisdom of
practice in teaching, she experienced frusttation in making her
practical knowledge expUcit to EUzabeth. linda had routinized
many of her daUy tasks and could interpret her classroom
situations intuitively and spontaneously, thus it was difficult
for her to "bring up" many of the instructional issues with
Elizabeth.
Linda also recognized that learning to teach was a process
that would take an exttaordinary amount of time for Elizabeth.
She observed EUzabeth adjusting individually to her own
situation. She also reaUzed that Elizabeth's situation was
complicated by inadequate faciUties, difficult students.
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EUzabeth's perception of lack of administtative support, and
Linda's own inabiUty to anticipate her needs.
Given the limitations of a single case study, several
impUcations for further inquiry were noted. Future inquiries
might include studies of the kinds of conferencing techniques
which might enable mentors to be more effective in helping
beginning teachers to move beyond survival needs. This study
also raises questions about the appropriateness of general staff
development for beginning teachers and what kinds of staff
development would be most appropriate for beginners as they
move through the highly individualized process of learning to
teach. This study revealed that without a commitment to the
study itself, these discussion sessions would not have occurred.
This suggests that further inquiry into a district-level
commitment to this type of activity and to the amount of time
required for it might be appropriate. The findings of this study
are limited to the discussions held between a begiiming teacher
and her mentor. Future studies might uncover the effect of the
interactions that a beginning teacher has with a mentor and
those with other teachers and how those interactions positively
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or negatively influence the beginning teacher's sociaUzation
and professionaUzation with a school or district. This study
also did not address the principal's role in begiiming teacher
development. Future studies might address the role of the
principal in beginning teacher development.
This study has shown that discussion sessions between a
beginning teacher and her mentor iUusttate the complex and
highly individuaUzed process of learning to teach. It highUghts
the problems that this particular beginning teacher faced and
the concems expressed by her mentor regarding the lack of
preparation for beginning teachers as weU has her own
unpreparedness to help as a mentor.
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